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FACT SHEET
Project Title: Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
Description of Proposal and Alternatives: The proposed action under analysis in the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) is the adoption of the Town Center Plan, along with
amendments to the Lake Forest Park Municipal Code (LFPMC) and new design standards and guidelines
to support implementing the plan. The purpose of the plan is to guide redevelopment of a vibrant,
attractive, transit- and pedestrian-oriented Town Center, consistent with the community’s vision,
through the year 2035.
The DEIS analyzes three alternatives:
•

Alternative 1—No Action—No adoption of a specific Town Center Plan; redevelopment would
be subject to existing code requirements with no revisions. The maximum allowed building
height under current regulations is 60 to 66 feet.

•

Alternative 2—Varied Form and Height—This redevelopment alternative assumes a mix of
commercial, office, and residential uses of varied height and form across the site, administered
through revisions to the LFPMC. The maximum building height under Alternative 2 would be 75
feet to the base roofline.

•

Alternative 3—Uniform Form and Height—This redevelopment alternative assumes a mix of
commercial, office, and residential uses located in buildings of more uniform height and form
across the site, administered through revisions to the LFPMC. The maximum building height
under Alternative 3 would be 85 feet to the base roofline.
Refer to Chapter 2.0 for additional detail related to the alternatives analyzed in the DEIS.

Location: Lake Forest Park Town Center is located at the northwest corner of Ballinger Way NE (SR 104)
and Bothell Way NE (SR 522) in the City of Lake Forest Park, King County, Washington.
Proponent:
City of Lake Forest Park
17425 Ballinger Way NE
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
Date Draft EIS Issued: January 2, 2018
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Commenting on the DEIS and Contact Information: Agencies, affected tribes and members of the public
are invited to comment on the DEIS. Written comments on this DEIS are strongly encouraged.
Comments may address the alternatives, environmental information presented, analysis of
environmental impacts, or proposed mitigation measures. Comments may be submitted via mail or
email to:
Responsible Official: Stephen Bennett, Director
City of Lake Forest Park Planning and Building Department
17425 Ballinger Way NE
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
SBennett@ci.lake-forest-park.wa.us
Date Comments are Due on DEIS: February 1, 2019
Public Hearing on the DEIS: Comments and testimony may be submitted on this DEIS at a public hearing
scheduled:
Wednesday, January 16, 2019
6:30 pm to 8:00 pm
City of Lake Forest Park City Hall
17425 Ballinger Way NE
Lake Forest Park, Washington 98155
Meeting attendees may submit comments on the DEIS and learn more about the analysis in the DEIS as
the public hearing.
Approvals Needed: The City of Lake Forest Park will issue a Final Town Center Plan, Final EIS, and Final
Code Amendments supporting the plan prior to adoption by City Council. The earliest potential date of
adoption is anticipated to occur by late February 2019. Another public hearing will be held to hear public
testimony related to the Town Center Plan and code amendments.
DEIS Authors and Principal Contributors:
• Otak, Inc.
11241 Willows Road NE, Suite 200
Redmond, WA 98052
•

Fehr & Peers Transportation Consultants
1001 4th Avenue, Suite 4120
Seattle, WA 98154
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Location of Review Copies of the Draft EIS and Background Material: The Draft EIS and various
background materials and information may be viewed online at:
•

City of Lake Forest Park project website: www.yourlakeforestpark.com/librarytowncentervision.html

Hard copies of the DEIS may be reviewed at:
•

City of Lake Forest Park City Hall, 17425 Ballinger Way NE, Lake Forest Park, WA 98155

•

Lake Forest Park Library (KCLS) Lake Forest Park Town Center, 17171 Bothell Way N.E. #A-134, Lake
Forest Park, 98155

Cost per Copy of DEIS: Copies of the DEIS are available for purchase for the cost of production. Copies
on disk may be purchased for $3.00 each ($4.50 including postage and handling). Paper copies are
available for $20.00 ($22.50 including postage and handling). These copies may be purchased at:
Lake Forest Park City Hall
Planning and Building Department
17425 Ballinger Way NE
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
Or contact Mandi Roberts at 206.949.2741 or email mandi.roberts@otak.com to arrange for
copies to be sent; please allow 48 hours for copies to be printed, packaged, and mailed from
time of confirmation that your request is received.
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CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF THE EIS
INTRODUCTION
This draft environmental impact statement
(DEIS) analyzes alternatives for potential future
redevelopment of the Town Center at Lake
Forest Park, located at the at the northwest
corner of Ballinger Way NE (SR 104) and Bothell
Way NE (SR 522) in the City of Lake Forest Park,
King County, Washington. The alternatives are
based on the proposed action of revising the
planning and land use regulations applicable to
the Town Center in Chapter 18 of the Lake
Forest Park Municipal Code.
The outcomes of the DEIS analysis and public
and agency review process will shape the Town
Center Plan and guide future redevelopment
efforts through supporting code provisions and
design standards and guidelines. The
alternatives under analysis for the Town Center
have been shaped by regional market and
development potential, input from local experts
and property owners, and the outcomes of an
extensive community and stakeholder visioning
and planning process focused on the Town
Center that began in the Fall of 2017 and
continues through the development of the
Town Center Plan, to be finalized directly
following this DEIS process.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Town Center has long served as the heart
of the Lake Forest Park community—a place
where people gather, socialize, shop, dine,
access services at City Hall, and participate in
events and activities. Changes are on the
horizon for Town Center related to multiple
upcoming opportunities for redevelopment and
improvements.
Voters in the Puget Sound Region approved a
$54 billion ST3 package of regional transit
improvements in November 2016. As a result,
Sound Transit is planning to build a bus rapid
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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transit (BRT) system from Shoreline to
Woodinville, connecting to the light rail system
in the I-5 corridor and following the route of NE
145th Street and Bothell Way NE (SR 522). The
BRT would provide fast, reliable, frequent
transit service in LFP and other communities
along the corridor. The project would include
multiple BRT stations in LFP, including one
station pair at Town Center, as well as
improvements to intersections and sidewalks
connecting to the stations. Sound Transit has
identified Town Center as the representative
project location for a new park-and-ride
structure with space for a minimum of 300
vehicles.
Merlone Geier Partners (MGP) is a private
investment company that purchased most of
the property that encompasses the Lake Forest
Park Town Center in 2014 and has been making
improvements to the shopping center and also
has plans to redevelop areas of the site in
phases over the next 15 to 20 years.
The City of Lake Forest Park is also a property
owner at Town Center, where City Hall is
located, and the Lake Forest Park Police
Department is headquartered. The Northshore
Fire Department also operates out of Station 57
located at Town Center. As the community
grows and changes, there will be a need for
future publicly funded infrastructure and civic
improvements to serve new residents and
businesses. Given the extent of these potential
changes at Town Center, the City has been
seeking public input on what the community
would like to see and is completing this DEIS to
analyze the potential impacts of different
redevelopment scenarios and determine a plan
for the Town Center.
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TOWN CENTER VISIONING PROCESS
To inform the development of a long-term
vision for Town Center, input was gathered
from the communities and stakeholders starting
in November 2017 through a robust set of
lively, well-attended engagement events,
including stakeholder interviews, community
meetings, and workshops. The Town Center
VISION was developed in June 2018 and
accepted by City Council to serve as a
framework for policies regarding land use,
zoning, and connections within the site and
between Town Center and adjacent
neighborhoods.
As part of the Town Center Plan, the VISION
would guide future redevelopment so that it is
designed to best serve the needs of current and
next generation citizens, resulting in an
enduring, people-oriented place that is
consistent with the community’s values. The
VISION would be the foundation of the Town
Center Plan and supporting code amendments,
and the VISION goals and policies would be
updated as part of the full plan, anticipated to
go to City Council for adoption in early 2019.
The VISION focuses on the following key
elements:
•

Placemaking—Retaining and expanding
important functions and uses that serve the
everyday needs of Lake Forest Park
residents, such as City Hall, Third Place
Commons, the library, police, fire, and
emergency services, groceries, shops,
businesses, and restaurants and cafes, as
well as creating high quality indoor and
outdoor gathering spaces that are well
connected to an enhanced pedestrian
network throughout Town Center.
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•

Sustainability—Preserving and enhancing
the natural environment—healthy streams,
clean water, mature trees, and green
spaces and parks that are emblematic of
this place called “Lake Forest Park.”

•

Multimodal Connectivity—Providing a
variety of transportation choices and
enhancing connectivity to the high capacity
BRT system through a more transit- and
pedestrian-oriented form of development
at Town Center that also supports effective
traffic circulation and minimizes congestion.

•

Pedestrian Realm—Ensuring more of a
focus on pedestrian-friendly redevelopment
as changes occur over time, transforming
Town Center from an automobile-oriented
place that requires driving from between
locations to a place where people can park
and safely, efficiently, and comfortably walk
between multiple destinations.

•

Parking—Right-sizing parking to fit the uses
at Town Center and designing parking
facilities so they are carefully and
attractively integrated with other site uses.

•

Public Services and Utilities—Ensuring that
public services and utilities are improved
and expanded to serve Town Center
changes in the future.

•

Mixed-Use Redevelopment—Retaining
commercial, employment, and civic uses
and introducing a variety of housing choices
offered within mixed-use and residential
buildings to enhance the vibrancy and
livability of Town Center as the heart of the
community.

•

Town Center Character—Enhancing the
aesthetics at Town Center and reflecting
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the character of the surrounding
community with timeless, northwest-style
architecture and natural materials and
planning and design that optimizes views of
the lake and surrounding forested setting.
Policies and recommendations of the VISION
are integrated into the mitigation measures of
this DEIS and closely align with the adopted City
of Lake Forest Park Comprehensive Plan, as well
as other City plans and initiatives, including Safe
Highways, Safe Streets, Town Center
Connections, and the Parks, Recreation, Open
Space and Trails (PROST) Plan.

ELEMENTS ANALYZED IN THE DEIS
Elements analyzed in this DEIS were determined
based on the public scoping process conducted
September 26 through October 26, 2018 and
include:
•

Town Center Character and Land Use
This section addresses setting and site
character, land use, population, housing,
and employment, as well as consistency
with adopted plans and policies.

•

Surface Water and Natural Conditions
This section addresses geology and soils,
streams with a focus on the Lyon Creek
corridor, surface water management, and
trees, vegetation, and habitat.

•

Public and Community Services
This section addresses civic and community
services, City Hall and municipal services,
fire and emergency services, police
protection, schools, parks, recreation, open
space, and trails, and other community
services and facilities.

•

Utilities
This section addresses sanitary sewer,
water, electricity, natural gas, and
communications.

•

Multimodal Transportation and Parking
This section addresses traffic circulation and
safety, parking, pedestrian, bicycle, and
access to transit.

The VISION may be reviewed at:
http://www.yourlakeforestpark.com/librarytowncentervision.html.

PLANNING AND SEPA ENVIRONMENTAL
REVIEW PROCESS
The planning and environmental review process
is being completed in compliance with the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and applicable
provisions of the Lake Forest Park Municipal
Code. The process has been designed to
encourage public and agency participation and
review and includes scoping procedures to
define environmental elements to be addressed
in the DEIS. Upon issuance of this DEIS, the City
will collect comments from the public and
agency review and prepare responses in a Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). The
timeline in Table 1.1 more specifically describes
the steps of the process.

Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Table 1.1 Planning and Environmental Review Process Timeline
Dates
Fall 2017-Summer 2018
Summer - Fall 2018

September 26, 2018
September 26 - October 26, 2018
October 10 and 14, 2018
January 2, 2019
January 2, 2019 through February 1, 2019
January 16, 2019 at Lake Forest Park City
Hall, 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm
February 2019
February 2019

Steps in Process
Extensive community and stakeholder engagement to
inform development of the VISION for Town Center
Planning Commission work on development of potential
draft amendments to existing planning and land use
regulations applicable to the Town Center
Determination of Significance and Scoping Notice Issued
by the City of Lake Forest Park (Lead Agency)
Public Comment Period on Scoping
Public Open House Events during Scoping
Issuance of this DEIS
Public and Agency Review Period
Public Hearing on the DEIS
Anticipated Issuance of the FEIS
Anticipated Adoption of the Town Center Plan, LFPMC
Amendments, and Design Standards and Guidelines

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES
The DEIS analysis addresses three potential
alternatives for redevelopment at Town Center.
It is assumed that changes under any of these
alternatives would take place in multiple phases
over time, within the next 15 to 20 years.
Alternatives have been framed to reflect the
range of potential redevelopment and
associated impacts that might occur during this
timeframe based on market influences,
property owner preferences, funding
availability, and other factors.
The alternatives represent a “book ended”
approach to analysis that encompasses a range
of potential changes from a lower level of
impact to a higher level of impact that might
occur if the site were fully built-out to the urban
form proposed.
Ultimately, the proposed Town Center Plan may
represent a combination of elements of
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multiple alternatives or a “hybrid” alternative
that fits within the range of the development
intensities and related impacts analyzed in the
DEIS alternatives.
Alternatives analyzed in the DEIS include:
•

Alternative 1—No Action—Redevelopment
would be subject to existing code
requirements with no revisions to existing
planning and land use regulations that
currently allow buildings up to
approximately 60 feet in height at Town
Center.

•

Alternative 2—Mixed-Use of Varied Height
and Form—This redevelopment alternative
assumes a mix of commercial, office, and
residential uses of varied height and form
across the site, administered through
revisions to the planning and land use
provisions of the Lake Forest Park Municipal
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Code (LFPMC) that allow building heights up
to 75 feet to the base roof line.
•

Alternative 3—Mixed-Use of Uniform
Height and Form—This redevelopment
alternative assumes a mix of commercial,
office, and residential uses of uniform
height and form across the site,
administered through revisions to the code
that allow building heights up to 85 feet to
the base roof line.

Detailed descriptions of these alternatives and
the assumptions related to each are provided in
Chapter 2—Description of the Alternatives.

The potential improvements required to
provide water service to the redevelopment
would need to be analyzed and modelled in
detail once an alternative is selected and more
specific plans are known for the Town Center.
Based on the analysis in this EIS, Lake Forest
Park Water District may need to explore
interties with other districts to provide
adequate service. The feasibility of this and
related costs need to be further studied.
Refer to Chapter 4.0 for the full analysis and a
listing of mitigation measures for each element
of the environment addressed in this EIS.

FUTURE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
SUMMARY OF IMPACT ANALYSIS
The analysis of potential effects found that with
implementation of proposed and recommended
mitigation measures, significant unavoidable
adverse impacts would not be anticipated
under any of the alternatives. Alternative 3
would require a higher level of mitigation for all
elements of the environment analyzed
compared to Alternative 2.
Most all of the potential effects and impacts
analyzed in the EIS can be addressed through
mitigation measures including planned
improvements. In some cases, such as related
to transportation, improvements would be
needed to serve future phases of
redevelopment. Each phase of redevelopment
would need to include more detailed projectlevel analysis to determine the level of
improvements that would be required to
accommodate the project, with project
developers coordinating closely with the City.
There may be funding (grants) and
public/private partnership opportunities that
could be explored.
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This EIS presents a programmatic, non-project
level of environmental analysis addressing the
potential effects of changes in planning and
land use code provisions at the Town Center.
Future project-level review will be completed
by others as projects move forward.
Environmental review for the Sound Transit BRT
project is scheduled to occur in 2019.
Future phases of redevelopment at Town
Center would be subject to separate SEPA
compliance by each development proponent.
SEPA compliance for these future phases of
development may include future EIS analyses or
other environmental compliance documents
depending upon the threshold of development
proposed.
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CHAPTER 2.0 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
INTRODUCTION
The City of Lake Forest Park is analyzing
three alternatives in this EIS—one “no
action” alternative and two “action”
alternatives.

ALTERNATIVE 1—NO ACTION
Alternative 1—No Action assumes that a
new subarea plan for Town Center would
not be adopted. No amendments to existing
planning and land use provisions in the Lake
Forest Park Municipal Code (LFPMC) would
occur, and as such any redevelopment or
new development at Town Center would be
subject to the existing regulatory structure
that is currently in place. “No Action” does
not mean that there would be no changes
at Town Center. The current planning and
land use LFPMC provisions do allow for
redevelopment up to approximately 60- to
66-foot building heights and the addition of
housing, as well as retaining commercial,
office, and mixed-use at the site.
Alternative 1—No Action is depicted in
Figure 2.1.

ACTION ALTERNATIVES: ALTERNATIVE
2—VARIED HEIGHT AND FORM AND
ALTERNATIVE 3—UNIFORM HEIGHT
AND FORM
The two action alternatives study different
heights and forms of redevelopment at
Town Center and both alternatives would
be consistent with the Vision for Town
Center shaped by community input in 2018
and would implement the important
objectives of the Vision as summarized in
Chapter 1.

Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Alternative 2 assumes a diversity of uses
and building heights and forms across Town
Center up to a 75-foot height limit (to the
base roofline), and Alternative 3 assumes a
more uniform type of mixed-use building
across most of the site up to an 85-foot
height limit.
The planning scenarios for each of the three
alternatives are depicted in in Figures 2.1,
2.2, and 2.3 at the end of this section.
The range of alternatives and the assumed
thresholds of redevelopment/development
associated with each serve as effective
“book-ends” for analysis of potential
impacts associated with future
redevelopment scenarios that could occur
at Town Center. Potential impacts and
associated mitigation measures are
described in Chapter 4 in this EIS. The
assumed planning horizon (anticipated time
period for implementation of either action
alternative) is 15 to 20 years for purposes of
analysis in this EIS.
All three alternatives assume
implementation of Sound Transit ST3
program elements, including a bus rapid
transit station pair in the Bothell Way NE/SR
522 right-of-way adjacent to Town Center
and a park and ride parking structure.
Redevelopment assumptions associated
with each of the three alternatives are
further described below and summarized in
Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Land Use and Redevelopment Assumptions Related to Each Alternative
TYPES OF LAND USES AND SPACES

REDEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS
Existing
Conditions
185,000

Alt. 1 - No Action
175,0001

Alt. 2 – Varied
Height and
Form3
125,000

Medical/Dental Office

24,000

24,0002

25,000

50,000

Bank

3,031

3,031

04

04

Non-Residential Gross Square Footage (GSF):
Commercial/Retail Space

8,000

8,000

8,000

8,000

5

2,500

2,500

2,500

2,500

5

10 pumps

10 pumps

Windermere Real Estate Office Building5
Starbucks Coffee
Arco Gas Station

Alt. 3 –Uniform
Height and
Form3
200,000

Residential/Multi-Family Housing (Units):
Commuter Park and ride Structure/Some
(Shared Use Assumed for Off-Commute
Hours/Weekends)

Civic Space and Public Uses (GSF):
City Hall
Indoor Civic/Community Space/Space for
Public Meetings and Events
Northshore Fire Station 57
King County Library LFP Branch

1

0

Up to 700
300 Spaces for
Commuters in
Stand Alone
Parking Structure

10 pumps

10 pumps

Up to 1,200

Up to 1,500

300 Spaces for
Commuters

300 Spaces for
Commuters

100 Spaces for
Commercial,
City/Public Use
Total = 400

200 Spaces for
Commercial,
City/Public use
Total = 500

Could be
Mixeduse/Wrapped
w/ Retail/Active
Use

Could be Mixeduse/Wrapped w/
Retail/Active Use

20,000

20,000

32,0006

32,0006

10,0007

10,0007

20,0008

20,0008

8,000

8,000

8,0009

8,0009

5,965

5,965

5,9659

5,9659

Table Notes:
1

This GSF and multi-family unit count represents only one potential redevelopment scenario. More GSF of
commercial/retail and medical/dental office square footage could be developed than this under current planning and land
use regulations (see Table 2.2).

2
3

Medical/dental office uses would relocate on site with development of new park and ride structure.
Alternatives 2 and 3 assume that most all of the current Town Center commercial/retail complex would redevelop
incrementally in phases over time; current medical/office space also would redevelop into new park and ride structure and
medical/dental office use would occur in other locations on site.

4

Assumes bank site would be redeveloped; use could relocate to a new space on site.

Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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5

No changes assumed to these sites under any of the alternatives.

6

Assumes City Hall and Lake Forest Park Police would expand on site to meet higher service demand.

7

Approximate size of current Third Place Commons area; separated in table for reference but counted as part of the topline
commercial space under existing conditions and in Alternative 1 and as part of civic space in Alternatives 2 and 3.

8

Assumes new expanded indoor commons/community space; preserving the function of Third Place Commons and
providing additional meeting facilities and multi-generational services.

9

Fire and emergency services and facilities, as well as potentially library and other human services would need to increase
to meet higher service demand; may require additional GSF/facilities (to be determined as growth occurs). Note while
listed separately for reference purposes, the analysis assumes the library space is part of the topline commercial space
number.

Alternative 1—No Action
Under Alternative 1—No Action, the current
regulatory framework applicable to Town
Center would remain as is with no
amendments. As such, the analysis for this
alternative focuses on a potential
redevelopment scenario that could occur under
the current adopted planning and land use
LFPMC provisions applicable to Town Center.
The redevelopment scenario assumes some
new residential and commercial/retail/mixeduse development at the site, replacing some of
the existing commercial space on the northern
portion of the site based on a previous plan that
was proposed several years ago by previous
owners.
Under Alternative 1—No Action, the City would
not adopt a new Town Center Plan, and as such,
adoption of the provisions in the 2018 Vision
would not occur and redevelopment would not
be guided by updated planning polices and
goals that closely align with community
perspectives. In addition, there would not be
amendments to the Town Center planning and
land use regulations (Chapter 18.42 of the
LFPMC) or accompanying design standards and
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guidelines to illustrate the desired character
and design treatments. There would be no
specific provisions adopted related to housing
affordability, pedestrian- or transit-oriented
development, or other new standards and
guidelines. (Under the action alternatives, more
detailed provisions related to these elements
would be adopted to support implementation
of the Town Center Vision.
Alternative 1—No Action assumes up to 700
units of new multi-family residential
development would be constructed in buildings
of 60-foot maximum heights (five levels). This
alternative also assumes about the same
amount of commercial/retail and office space
as under current conditions, located within a
mix of existing buildings as well as some new
buildings and ground floor spaces in new mixeduse buildings. Parking would be provided
through a combination of surface, tuck-under,
and structured (assuming some form of shared
use agreement with Sound Transit for off-hours
use of the commuter park and ride garage
spaces).
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Much of the existing surface parking would
remain the same as currently configured,
particularly in southern portions of the site.
Several existing uses and buildings at Town
Center would continue to be the same under
this alternative: City Hall, Fire Station 57,
Starbucks, Windermere, and the Gas Station.
There would be no major expansion of civic or
community space at Town Center under this
alternative. The level of overall site
improvements would be focused on only those
areas that are redeveloped with minimal
additions of new social gathering spaces and
amenities (and these would primarily be
focused around the area of new residential
development).
Existing Planning and Land Use Regulations
Applicable to Alternative 1—No Action
Alternative 1—No Action assumes that no
amendments would be made to the planning
and land use provisions of the LFPMC and that
the current provisions of Chapter 18.42 Town
Center would continue to apply. Alternative 2
and Alternative 3 assume that amendments to
the LFPMC and new design standards and
guidelines would be created to implement the
goals and policies of the 2018 Town Center
Vision.
Also, under Alternative 1—No Action, the
current Town Center Framework Design
Guidelines would continue to be in place and
would apply to Town Center redevelopment.
These design guidelines serve as an overlay of
provisions that can be applied with specific
design approaches, and if applied can then
modify the requirements of the base zoning
provisions in Chapter 18.42. Further, there are
bonus guidelines that are part of the Town
Center Framework Design Guidelines that can
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be applied in addition to the base zoning and
base design guidelines. These are summarized
in Table 2.2.
One of the purposes for the proposed
amendments to the LFPMC under Alternatives 2
and 3 is to further clarify and simplify the
required planning and land use regulations to
guide Town Center development by better
integrating the design standards and guidelines
with the base LFPMC provisions. Refer to Table
2.3 for a summary of potential LFPMC
amendments for Alternatives 2 and 3.
Alternative 1—No Action Redevelopment
Scenario—Just One Potential Approach
The planning scenario shown for Alternative 1 is
just one potential scenario of how
redevelopment could occur under the current
planning and land use provisions of the LFPMC.
There are many different possibilities of how
the site could be redeveloped, and change
could occur anywhere on the site (not
necessarily just the northern portion of the site
as proposed and analyzed under this scenario).
Changes in urban form and a greater level of
intensity of redevelopment could occur across
the Town Center planning area under the
current planning and land use regulations.
It is estimated that up to 1,000 multi-family
units likely could be built within the allowed
building height of 60 to 66 feet, assuming bonus
height provisions are applied. Under a more
intensive redevelopment scenario, the level of
potential effects of Alternative 1 could be
similar to Alternative 2 for various elements of
the environment (given that Alternative 2
would have a reduced amount of
commercial/retail space compared to
Alternative 1 but up to 1,200 dwelling units).
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That said, the Alternative 1 analysis in this EIS
section is the quantity of 700 dwelling units
associated with the potential redevelopment
scenario, which was an actual proposal from
nearly ten years ago that did not move forward
due to the economic recession. Evaluating this
redevelopment scenario also provides the
opportunity to understand how a first phase of
redevelopment might be implemented at Town
Center, although Under Alternative 2 or
Alternative 3, it would be located within taller
buildings.
Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form
Alternative 2 assumes a redevelopment
scenario that would change the urban form of
most of the Town Center planning area,
implemented incrementally, in phases over the
next 15 to 20 years.
New buildings of varied heights and forms are
assumed with a mix of land uses
(commercial/retail, office, civic, and multifamily residential) throughout the planning
area. This alternative assumes up to 1,200 units
of multi-family residential use and overall, less
commercial/retail than under current
conditions.
Civic and community uses and spaces also
would be expanded in the Town Center
planning area, including preserving the function
of a Third Place Commons type of space as part
of redevelopment, along with development of a
variety of indoor and outdoor gathering spaces
and amenities for public use.
Redevelopment would be guided by new
standards and guidelines developed to support
implementation of the goals and policies of the
Town Center Vision and subsequent Town
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Center Plan, which have been shaped by an
intensive community engagement process, as
well as amended planning and land use
regulations in the LFPMC. New design standards
and guidelines would be in place, aligning with
the goals and policies of the Town Center Vision
to further guide redevelopment.
It is anticipated that updated LFPMC provisions
would address housing affordability consistent
with adopted plans and policies.
New standards and guidelines would require
pedestrian- and transit-oriented design
approaches and encourage design excellence in
architecture, site design, and sustainability.
Additional elements of Alternative 2 are shown
in Table 2.3.
Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form
Alternative 3 assumes a redevelopment
scenario that would change the urban form of
most of the Town Center planning area,
implemented incrementally, in phases over the
next 15 to 20 years. Under this alternative, the
maximum building height would be one level
higher and the overall intensity of
redevelopment would be greater than under
the other action alternative, Alternative 2.
New buildings would be more uniform in height
and form throughout the site, containing a mix
of land uses such as commercial/retail, office,
civic, and multi-family residential, but there
would be more multi-family units and as such, a
greater emphasis on the residential use at the
site than under Alternative 2.
This alternative assumes up to 1,500 units of
multi-family residential use and up to 200,000
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CHAPTER 2.0 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
GSF of commercial/retail space and up to
50,000 GSF of medical/dental office space—
more than under current conditions, and more
than Alternatives 1 and 2.
Civic and community uses and spaces also
would be expanded in the Town Center
planning area, including preserving the function
of a Third Place Commons type of space as part
of redevelopment, along with development of a
variety of indoor and outdoor gathering spaces
and amenities for public use.

be a greater level of housing affordability and
choice offered.
New standards and guidelines would require
pedestrian- and transit-oriented design
approaches and encourage design excellence in
architecture, site design, and sustainability.
Additional elements of Alternative 2 are shown
in Table 2.3.

The same as Alternative 2, redevelopment
under Alternative 3 would be would be guided
by new standards and guidelines developed to
support implementation of the goals and
policies of the Town Center Vision and
subsequent Town Center Plan, as well as
amended planning and land use provisions in
the LFPMC. And it is anticipated that updated
LFPMC provisions would address housing
affordability consistent with adopted plans and
policies, and because there would be more
housing under this alternative, there also would
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CHAPTER 2.0 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
Table 2.2 Existing Planning and Land Use Regulations Applicable to Alternative 1—No Action
Current Town Center (TC)
2005 Town Center
2005 Bonus
Zoning, Chapter 18.42 LFP
Framework Design
Guidelines
MC
Guidelines—Baseline
Uses
General commercial and
Mixed-use (horizontal or
Same as baseline
low density residential (but vertical) and must include
guidelines
see rows below for density Residential as a component
changes under Design
of the overall site
Guidelines and Bonus
redevelopment
Guidelines)
Height Limits—
40-foot height
48 to 54-foot height
60- to 66-foot height
Residential/Mixed-use
(four levels total/3 over 1)
(2005 baseline
guidelines plus one
additional bonus
level for five levels
total/4 over 1)
Height Limits—
30-foot height
See mixed-use height limit
See mixed-use bonus
Commercial
height
Floor Heights
Grocery 20 feet
Same
Same
Retail 18 feet
Office, Live/Work, Service
12 feet
Density—Residential

Density—Commercial

Residential 10 feet
Maximum of 7 dwelling
units per acre

Individual uses of less than
60,000 GSF allowed
outright; non-residential
uses between 60,000 and
100,000 GSF allowed
through Conditional Use
Permit
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Density shall be
determined by form and
other provisions related to
setbacks, heights, etc.
No single store footprint
should exceed 60,000 GSF

Baseline standards
plus one additional
level
Same as baseline
guidelines
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Table 2.2 Existing Planning and Land Use Regulations Applicable to Alternative 1—No Action (Cont’d.)
Current Town Center (TC)
2005 Town Center
2005 Bonus
Zoning, Chapter 18.42 LFP Framework Design
Guidelines
MC
Guidelines—Baseline
Setbacks and Edge
20-foot front, side, and
Buildings adjacent to public Same as baseline
Conditions
rear yard setbacks for all
realm in either public or
guidelines
property lines, including
private ownership should
individually owned parcels incorporate 12- to 16-foot
setback of the 3rd floor
regardless of use
Open Space
Existing footprint of
Enhance Lyon Creek and
Baseline standards
buildings, structures, and
habitat
with increase in size
pavement can be retained
of indoor and
Provide
15,000
SF
of
in redevelopment
outdoor open space
contiguous flexible open
(underlying Critical Areas
areas and added
space with 7,500 SF of this
ordinance provision)
public amenities
as flexible interior open
(water features,
Land coverage per lot
space (Third Place
public art, etc.)
provision in
Commons concept)
18.42.080 does not align
Provide numerous seating
with current conditions or
opportunities along
allowed density and
pedestrian ways and “eyes
redevelopment envelope
on” design of surrounding
buildings and spaces to
public realm
Site Interior Design
No specific standards
Create visual connections
Same as baseline
and Pedestrian
between all public realm
guidelines
Connectivity
spaces and buildings
Provide 200-250-foot grid
of pedestrian walkways
and “pedestrian first”
design and east-west
connection along Lyon
Creek on site
Enhanced pedestrian
connection on Ballinger
Way (separated from street
where reasonably
achievable)
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Table 2.2 Existing Planning and Land Use Regulations Applicable to Alternative 1—No Action (Cont’d.)
Current Town Center (TC)
2005 Town Center
2005 Bonus
Zoning, Chapter 18.42 LFP Framework Design
Guidelines
MC
Guidelines—Baseline
Bicycle
No specific standards
Provide clear route of
Same as baseline
travel between crosswalk
guidelines
to Burke Gilman Trail and
through site

Transit

No specific standards

Vehicular Routes

Other provisions of the
LFPMC and basic
engineering standards
apply

Provide weather protected
bike racks/storage within
multi-family residential
areas and at bus stops
Provide well-lit pedestrian
ways to bus shelters and
provide information kiosks
on site
Lengthen distance between
access points and internal
drive aisles

Parking—Residential

1.5 spaces per unit

Parking--Commercial

5 spaces per 1,000 GSF

Traffic calming/design to
deter short cutting of
intersections
Alternative off-street
parking ratios and
feasibility of shared parking
to be considered
Same as above

Sustainability/Green
Building

Building and Energy Code
provisions

LEED, Built Green, and
Green Globes provisions

Incentives for
Redevelopment

10-foot height increase for
mixed-use buildings

(1) Additional height and
density—see above; (2)
Proactive permitting
process; (3) design
flexibility; (4) market based
standards
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Same as baseline
guidelines

Same as baseline
guidelines

Baseline standards
with increased
underground/below
grade parking
Same as above
Additional LEED,
Built Green, and
Green Globes
provisions
Same as baseline
guidelines; potential
to add another
level/more density
with amenities and
compliance with
edge conditions and
other standards
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Table 2.3 Proposed Elements of Action Alternatives 2 and 3 Under Analysis in this EIS
ELEMENTS
ALTERNATIVE 2
ALTERNATIVE 3
VARIED HEIGHT AND FORM
UNIFORM HEIGHT AND FORM
Uses
Mixed-use (vertical or horizontal)
Mixed-use (mostly vertical
commercial/retail, medical/dental office, assumed) commercial/retail,
civic/community, and multi-family
medical/dental office, and
residential uses across the site; master
civic/community, and multi-family
planning would include multi-family
residential uses across the site;
residential as a component of plan up to master planning would include
1,200 units analyzed
multi-family residential as a
component of plan up to 1,500
units analyzed
Height Limits—
65-foot height to highest occupied finish 75-foot height to highest occupied
Residential/Mixed-use floor level/75-foot height to base
finish floor level/85-foot height to
roofline level
base roofline level

Height Limits—
Commercial
Floor Heights

See bonus height assumptions under
incentives below
For mixed-use buildings, same as
Residential/Mixed-use above
Maximum ground floor height of 20 feet
for uses approved through development
agreement; other floor level heights to
be determined through development
agreement and design review process
This EIS analyzes the potential for second
levels of podium buildings to be
designed to look like the levels above
rather than the ground level and to be
set back from first levels per EIS
analysis—see Chapter 4

Density—Residential

Form-based design intended; specific
provisions related to density may be an
outcome of this EIS analysis
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For mixed-use buildings, same as
Residential/Mixed-use above
Maximum ground floor height of 20
feet for uses approved through
development agreement; other
floor level heights to be determined
through development agreement
and design review process
This EIS analyzes the potential for
second levels of podium buildings
to be designed to look like the
levels above rather than the ground
level and to be set back from first
levels per EIS analysis—see Chapter
4
Form-based design intended;
specific provisions related to
density may be an outcome of this
EIS analysis
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Density—Commercial

Setbacks and Edge
Conditions

No single use (commercial or office)
footprint should exceed 50,000 GSF on
one level; conditional use permit
required for 50,000 to 75,000 GSF single
uses (max. 75,000 GSF)
Setbacks and edge condition parameters
are under study in this EIS (see Chapter
4), to be determined based on the
outcomes of analysis
Building step backs may be considered
for buildings adjacent to public realm
and certain locations on the site (such as
12- to 16-foot step backs of the 3rd floor
similar to 2005 Framework Design
Guidelines), but also may consider
potential for flexibility through
development agreement and design
review process

Open Space, Site
Interior Design, and
Pedestrian
Connectivity

Existing footprint of buildings, structures,
and pavement could be retained in
redevelopment (underlying Critical Areas
ordinance provision)
This EIS analyzes the potential to
enhance Lyon Creek and associated
habitat and to provide wider
setbacks/buffers from the creek
centerline than under current conditions.
See Chapter 4.
The potential to preserve the function of
a Third Place Commons concept through
redevelopment is under study in this EIS
– see Chapter 4.
Potential impervious surface area and
open space parameters related to
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No single use (commercial or office)
footprint should exceed 50,000 GSF
on one level; conditional use permit
required for 50,000 to 75,000 GSF
single uses (max. 75,000 GSF)
Setbacks and edge condition
parameters are under study in this
EIS (see Chapter 4), to be
determined based on the outcomes
of analysis
Building step backs may be
considered for buildings adjacent to
public realm and certain locations
on the site (such as 12- to 16-foot
step backs of the 3rd floor similar to
2005 Framework Design
Guidelines), but also may consider
potential for flexibility through
development agreement and
design review process
Existing footprint of buildings,
structures, and pavement could be
retained in redevelopment
(underlying Critical Areas ordinance
provision)
This EIS analyzes the potential to
enhance Lyon Creek and associated
habitat and to provide wider
setbacks/buffers from the creek
centerline than under current
conditions. See Chapter 4.
The potential to preserve the
function of a Third Place Commons
concept through redevelopment is
under study in this EIS – see
Chapter 4.
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commercial and residential uses are
under study in this EIS – see Chapter 4.
Provision of pedestrian seating,
furnishings, lighting, visual connectivity
and “eyes on” pedestrian- and transitoriented design, public amenities such as
water features, public art, and other
elements would all be integrated into
new Town Center Design Standards and
Guidelines as part of LFPMC
amendments.
The provision of pedestrian connectivity
at regular intervals north-south and eastwest within the site and around the
perimeter of Town Center is under study
in this EIS; outcomes would help to
shape parameters of LFPMC
amendments and design standards and
guidelines.

Bicycle

The provision of bicycle facilities
including weather protected parking and
storage areas and design standards for
bicycle connectivity within the site and
around the perimeter of Town Center is
under study in this EIS; outcomes would
help to shape parameters of LFPMC
amendments and design standards and
guidelines.

Transit

Transit-oriented design provisions are
proposed to guide redevelopment and
specific requirements for lighting of
pedestrian ways, connectivity to transit,

Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Potential impervious surface area
and open space parameters related
to commercial and residential uses
are under study in this EIS – see
Chapter 4.
Provision of pedestrian seating,
furnishings, lighting, visual
connectivity and “eyes on”
pedestrian- and transit-oriented
design, public amenities such as
water features, public art, and
other elements would all be
integrated into new Town Center
Design Standards and Guidelines as
part of LFPMC amendments.
The provision of pedestrian
connectivity at regular intervals
north-south and east-west within
the site and around the perimeter
of Town Center is under study in
this EIS; outcomes would help to
shape parameters of LFPMC
amendments and design standards
and guidelines.
The provision of bicycle facilities
including weather protected
parking and storage areas and
design standards for bicycle
connectivity within the site and
around the perimeter of Town
Center is under study in this EIS;
outcomes would help to shape
parameters of LFPMC amendments
and design standards and
guidelines.
Transit-oriented design provisions
are proposed to guide
redevelopment and specific
requirements for lighting of
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weather protection, information and
wayfinding, and other elements would
be integrated into the Town Center
Design Standards and Guidelines

Vehicular Routes

Vehicular circulation parameters internal
to the site, access points, and
intersections in the proximity of Town
Center are under study in this EIS—see
Chapter 4
Specific design provisions related to
lengthening of distances between access
points and internal drive aisles, provision
of traffic calming and other design
measures to deter short cutting of
intersections, as well as other design
treatments and necessary improvements
to support implementation of the
preferred alternative would be
integrated into the Town Center Plan
and LFPMC amendments as applicable
Consistent with pedestrianfirst/pedestrian-oriented design, this EIS
analyzes the potential to create a better
defined internal street network with
sidewalks, on street parking, curb
extensions/bulb-outs, and other features
that would support function similarly to
public streets (even though access ways
may continue to be privately
maintained)—see Chapter 4.
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pedestrian ways, connectivity to
transit, weather protection,
information and wayfinding, and
other elements would be
integrated into the Town Center
Design Standards and Guidelines
Vehicular circulation parameters
internal to the site, access points,
and intersections in the proximity
of Town Center are under study in
this EIS—see Chapter 4
Specific design provisions related to
lengthening of distances between
access points and internal drive
aisles, provision of traffic calming
and other design measures to deter
short cutting of intersections, as
well as other design treatments and
necessary improvements to support
implementation of the preferred
alternative would be integrated
into the Town Center Plan and
LFPMC amendments as applicable
Consistent with pedestrianfirst/pedestrian- oriented design,
this EIS analyzes the potential to
create a better defined internal
street network with sidewalks, on
street parking, curb
extensions/bulb-outs, and other
features that would support
function similarly to public streets
(even though access ways may
continue to be privately
maintained)—see Chapter 4.
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Parking—Residential
and
Commercial/Mixeduse (On-Street and
Off-Street)

Right-sizing of parking is analyzed as part
of this EIS, as well as the potential for
alternative parking ratios and shared
parking arrangements—see Chapter 4.
Parking demand can be determined by
future study with each redevelopment
application and should assume and
confirm the formula for shared parking
across the site
Increased height limit would make
provision of underground/below grade
parking and structured parking more
feasible

Sustainability/Green
Building
Housing Choice and
Affordability

Incentives for
Redevelopment

To be determined based on outcomes of
EIS process
Consistent with adopted plans and
policies the potential for providing
expanded housing choices at different
levels of affordability as part of
redevelopment is addressed in this EIS,
see Chapter 4
Increased height is an inherent incentive;
additional measures such as a multifamily tax exemption program, proactive
permitting procedures with flexibility
through development agreement;
potential bonus density; reducing
parking requirements; and other tools
would be determined based on the
outcomes of the EIS process
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Right-sizing of parking is analyzed
as part of this EIS, as well as the
potential for alternative parking
ratios and shared parking
arrangements—see Chapter 4.
Parking demand can be determined
by future study with each
redevelopment application and
should assume and confirm the
formula for shared parking across
the site
Increased height limit would make
provision of underground/below
grade parking and structured
parking more feasible
To be determined based on
outcomes of EIS process
Consistent with adopted plans and
policies the potential for providing
expanded housing choices at
different levels of affordability as
part of redevelopment is addressed
in this EIS, see Chapter 4
Increased height limit is an inherent
incentive; although this alternative
would not have additional height
bonus since base allowed height is
already at maximum for assumed
mixed-use podium/wood frame
construction type;
additional measures such as a
multi-family tax exemption
program, proactive permitting
procedures with flexibility through
development agreement; potential
bonus density; reducing parking
requirements; and other tools
would be determined based on the
outcomes of the EIS process
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Figure 2.1 Conceptual Planning Scenario for Alternative 1—No Action
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Figure 2.2 Conceptual Planning Scenario for Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form
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Figure 2.3 Conceptual Planning Scenario for Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form
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AFFECTED
ENVIRONMENT

CHAPTER 3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Section 3.1—Town Center Character and Land Uses
INTRODUCTION
This section of the Affected Environment
chapter of the Town Center Plan EIS addresses
background and existing conditions of the
planning area and surrounding context, as well
as character defining elements of the Town
Center and its setting in Lake Forest Park.
Existing demographics are also presented, along
with information about existing land use and
zoning provisions and a summary of relevant
plans, studies, and projects.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Existing conditions including context, character,
land uses, and demographics in the Town
Center planning area, as well as some important
citywide and regional characteristics and trends
are described below.
Town Center Context
The Lake Forest Park Town Center is located at
the northwest corner of the intersection of
Ballinger Way NE (SR 104) and Bothell Way NE
(SR 522) in in King County, Washington, near
the northern end of Lake Washington. The
Town Center planning area is 20.49 acres,
situated near the southeast border of the
incorporated City of Lake Forest Park, which
encompasses 2,260 acres. While the Town
Center comprises less than one percent of the
city’s total land area, it functions as its primary
commercial and civic center and is often
described as the heart of the Lake Forest Park
community. Located entirely within Lake Forest
Park, the Town Center is in a designated urban
area of the Puget Sound Region, eight miles
north of Seattle, a rapidly growing metropolitan
area. Bordering cities to Lake Forest Park
include Seattle to the south, Shoreline to the
west, Mountlake Terrace and Brier to the north
and northwest, and Kenmore to the east. Figure
3.1.1 and Figure 3.1.2 depict the Town Center’s
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location in the regional context and the vicinity
of Lake Forest park.

Lake Forest Park and Town Center History
The Town Center vicinity was once a winter
village site for the Tuobeda’bš, one of several
American Indian groups living on Lake
Washington, also sometimes referred to as “The
Lake People.” The salmon-rich streams known
today as Lyon Creek and McAleer Creek
supported the native community. According to
oral histories, native people occupied the village
until about 1903. By that time, logging, railroad
development, and settlement of new homesites
changed conditions of the area, and the
fisheries of Lake Washington and tributary
streams were so depleted, they could no longer
support the native communities.
After a few decades of Euro-American
settlement in the Seattle area, people began
moving further out of the city, looking for
second homes by the lake as well as for
permanent homes. Platted developments
emerged along Lake Washington and in other
areas connected by rail and roads to Seattle and
outlying communities already settled, such as
Bothell to the northeast.
Lake Forest Park was a planned community
created by Ole Hanson, who platted the first
lots circa 1910 and founded the North Seattle
Improvement Company to sell the lots. As more
people moved to the area, services such as
electricity and telephone were extended in
1914. The Lake Forest Park Civic Club
incorporated in 1924 and the first civic
clubhouse opened in 1934. After more decades
of development and settlement, the City of
Lake Forest Park was incorporated in 1961.
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Section 3.1—Town Center Character and Land Uses
Figure 3.1.1 Regional Context Map

NORTH
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Section 3.1—Town Center Character and Land Uses
Figure 3.1.2 Town Center Location in the Lake Forest Park Vicinity

NORTH
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CHAPTER 3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Section 3.1—Town Center Character and Land Uses
Table 3.1.1 Town Center Parcels and
Ownerships
Parcel
Number
401930-1654
401930-1655
401930-1656
401930-1663
Historic sign for the Lake Forest Park community
Source: historylink.org

The “Forest Park Center” was originally
conceived as a shopping center to serve area
residents and first developed in the mid-1960s.
The center was remodeled as “Lake Forest Park
Towne Centre” in the 1980s. The commercial
and office complex continues to provide a
variety of retail shops, services, restaurants, and
community services and today is known as
“Lake Forest Park Town Center.”
Existing Land Uses and Character
The Town Center planning area has the type of
general character indicative of a retail complex
developed in the mid to late twentieth
century—suburban form with commercial/
retail, restaurants, office, and civic uses in
buildings of varying heights and sizes and broad
expanses of paved parking areas and access
roads. Civic uses include City Hall, Lake Forest
Park Police, King County Library (Lake Forest
Park Branch), and the Northshore Fire
Department. Of the total 20.49 acres of land in
the Town Center planning area, 16.83 acres are
owned by Merlone Geier Partners (MGP). The
remaining 3.66 acres are owned by other
entities, as listed in Table 3.1.1.
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401930-1958
7611300020
7611300010

Land Use/Owner
Windermere Building
MG Partners
Retail/Office Complex
MG Partners
Bank of America
City of Lake Forest
Park City Hall/Police
Dept.
Starbucks
Arco Gas (BP)
Northshore Fire Dept.
King Co. FD 16/Sta. 57
Total

Square
Footage
45,187
717,012
15,943
34,252

16,688
19,100
44,173
892,355

Source: https://gismaps.kingcounty.gov/parcelviewer2/

Figure 3.1.3 shows the Town Center planning
area boundary, including key features of the
Town Center and Figure 3.1.4 is an aerial photo.
Refer to Table 3.1.2 for a listing of commercial
and office tenant spaces and other buildings at
Town Center.
Town Center Commercial/Retail Complex—
Since its original development in the 1960s, the
Town Center has undergone multiple rounds of
renovations and improvements. Most recently,
after the Town Center retail complex was
purchased by MGP in 2014, they invested in
improvements to the site and buildings,
attracting new tenants such as MOD Pizza and
retaining long-standing anchor tenants such as
Albertsons, ACE Hardware, Third Place Books,
Rite Aid, and others.
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Section 3.1—Town Center Character and Land Uses
Figure 3.1.3 Town Center Context Map

Town Center Planning Area
Neighborhood Business Zone
Commercial Corridor Zone
Creeks
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Section 3.1—Town Center Character and Land Uses
Figure 3.1.4 Aerial Photo of Lake Forest Park Town Center Planning Area and Parcels
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Section 3.1—Town Center Character and Land Uses
Several tenants, such as Albertsons, Rite Aid,
Third Place Books, Ross, and others have longterm lease agreements with MGP, some
exceeding more than ten years in duration.
Lease agreements often include a term of lease
for the space as well as provisions related to the
numbers of parking spaces dedicated for the
use of the businesses and other provisions.

A portion of the Town Center commercial complex

The existence of long-term leases is an asset as
well as a liability to the Town Center. While the
long-term leases by anchor tenants create a
low-risk revenue stream for the property owner
and help establish value for the center, they
also limit redevelopment options. Given these
active leases, redevelopment at Town Center
likely would occur incrementally, in multiple
phases over time within the next 15 to 20 years
or longer.
With ups and downs in the economy over time,
there have been occasional challenges to
maintaining full occupancy of the
commercial/retail and office complex at Town
Center. Currently, the Town Center is leased to
approximately 95 percent full, although some
vacancies do remain and MGP reports that
overall the current amount of retail space at
Town Center may be more than the market can
sustain over the long term (at least under
existing conditions and with the current
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

population). Retail use has been changing
across the region, country, and world in recent
years. With more access to online shopping,
there is less demand for traditional shopping
centers and commercial/retail complexes,
which is an important factor in thinking about
future scenarios of how the Town Center may
redevelop and transform over time into a more
mixed-use place.
Other Commercial Uses at Town Center—Other
commercial and office properties in the Town
Center planning area include the 7,846 square
foot office building owned and occupied by
Windermere Real Estate at the north end of the
site; Starbucks, a 2,234-square foot coffee
house with a drive-through along Bothell Way
NE in the southeast area of the site; and the
Arco gas station, also located adjacent to
Bothell Way NE, across the entry road from
Starbucks.
Lake Forest Park City Hall—Construction of the
19,720 square foot City Hall and Police
Headquarters was completed in 2002. The twostory building provides a diversity of services to
the community from its Town Center location.
In addition to planning and building, public
works, police, and other government services,
municipal court, passport services, and
community events are conducted at City Hall.
The City Hall building is operating at capacity
and there is no additional space within the
building to expand civic functions. However,
based on the results of the Town Center
visioning process, the community is concerned
about the lack of adequate public meeting
space and sees a strong need for multigenerational community services at Town
Center. In addition, growth and change at Town
Center, along with overall growth of the
community over time, would mean that the
City’s governmental and police services would
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need to expand to continue to serve the
community’s needs.

separate entities. Third Place Commons has
long history of coordinating with the bookstore
maintains a collaborative relationship with its
owners but is a separate entity. Third Place
Commons has operated as a stand-alone
nonprofit since its incorporation in 2000 and
manages all scheduling and programming of
events for the Commons, the stage, and the
Stadler Meeting Room. Third Place Books and
Third Place Commons was inspired by the book
The Great, Good Place, by Ray Oldenburg,
about the power of informal, common places
where everyone in the community is welcomed.

Lake Forest Park City Hall
Source: City of Lake Forest Park

Northshore Fire Department Station 57—The
Northshore Fire Department has provided
service to the communities of Kenmore and
Lake Forest Park for 75 years as part of King
County Fire District 16. Station 57, located at
17020 Brookside Boulevard NE at the southeast
corner of the Town Center planning area, is
Lake Forest Park’s only fire station.
Construction of the 7,414 square foot station
was completed in 1995.
The Fire Department reports concerns about
congestion on the access way in front of (south
of) the station. During peak morning commute
hours, traffic often backs up along that drive
making it difficult for fire trucks and emergency
vehicles to exit in a timely manner to get out to
Bothell Way NE in response to calls.
Third Place Commons—Friends of Third Place
Commons, better known as “Third Place
Commons” or “the Commons,” is a communitysupported nonprofit organization dedicated to
fostering real community in real space by
hosting over 900 free events each year. Third
Place Commons and Third Place Books are
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Third Place Commons event
Source: Third Place Commons

Oldenburg saw these places as vital to
communities, providing a simple way for people
to connect to and understand each other and
referred to them as a celebration of the “third
place” — not home or workplace, but “our”
place.
Lake Forest Park Farmers Market—Organized
and facilitated by staff of Third Place Commons,
the farmers market is held outdoors in the
lower parking area next to the professional
office building and Chase Bank and across from
City Hall. The farmers market opens on
Mother’s Day and runs through the third week
in October on Sundays each year from 10:00 am
to 3:00 pm. The market was started in 2005 and
continues to provide locally grown food,
flowers, plants, and a variety of other goods to
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Lake Forest Park residents and visitors from
surrounding communities.

retail complex, over 20 homes, and Bothell
Way. While solving serious flooding problems in
the Lake Forest Park Town Center area, the
Lyon Creek project also created a new
neighborhood park, Whispering Willow Park,
adjacent to Town Center, and enhanced
valuable shoreline habitat in Lyon Creek
Waterfront Preserve on Lake Washington. With
the removal of numerous fish barriers,
installation of large woody debris, excavation of
instream refuge pools and reestablishment of
two wetlands, fish and wildlife habitat was
greatly improved along portions of the creek.

Lake Forest Park Farmers Market
Source: Windermere Real Estate

Lake Washington and Lyon Creek—Proximity to
Lake Washington is an important feature of
Lake Forest Park and the Town Center. Views of
the lake can be enjoyed from a few locations in
the Town Center planning area today, and as
new buildings develop, visual connections to
Lake Washington and Mount Rainier can be
optimized. A tributary to Lake Washington,
along with neighboring McAleer Creek, Lyon
Creek is a salmon-bearing stream corridor and
defining characteristic of the Town Center
planning area. The creek flows openly along the
western border of the site and then goes into a
piped segment across the southwest corner of
the site to the recently enhanced, daylighted
segment along the Bothell Way NE/SR 522
right-of-way. The creek then passes through a
large culvert crossing of Bothell Way and on to
another stretch that takes it to its outfall to
Lake Washington.
Completion of the Lyon Creek Flood Mitigation
Project in December 2015 eliminated recurrent
flooding in Lake Forest Park that had inundated
the fire station, portions of the Town Center
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The photos above show the Lyon Creek Flood
Mitigation project fairly soon after it was
constructed (vegetation has since grown)
Source: Merlone Geier Partners

Burke Gilman Trail—Originally converted from
an old rail line to a shared use trail in 1978, the
corridor was most recently redeveloped in
2011-2012. Today the Burke Gilman continues
to function as a major regional bicycling and
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pedestrian connector between communities
and a route often used by commuter cyclists
between home and work. The trail is located
just across Bothell Way NE from the Town
Center and enhancing connectivity to and from
the trail is a key objective of the Town Center
Plan.

have equal access to high-speed Internet,
residents can work from a “home away from
home” at the library and the Commons.
Surrounding Neighborhoods and Forested
Setting—The Town Center is surrounded
primarily by well-established single family
residential neighborhoods, with many of the
homes originally built in the 1960s to 1980s
(although some were built before and after this
era and it is becoming increasingly common for
older homes to be fully renovated and
sometimes expanded in size). Many residents
participating in public meetings and workshops
for the Town Center visioning and planning
process reported that they have lived in nearby
neighborhoods for several decades.
Many homes are sited on larger lots, and in the
decades since original development, many large
trees (coniferous and deciduous) and shrubs
have reached maturity in the neighborhoods
and park lands surrounding Town Center.

Historic photo of the rail corridor that is now the
Burke Gilman Trail route
Source: By Curtis, Asahel, photographer; Negative Number:
A. Curtis 59932; Asahel Curtis Photo Company Collection,
UW Libraries, Special Collections Division, PH Coll 482

King County Library Lake Forest Park Branch—
The Lake Forest Park branch of the King County
Library System (now located on the lower floor
of the Town Center retail complex) has been in
operation in some form at Town Center since
1965. The library provides access to the full King
County system of books, reference materials,
periodicals, and multi-media. In 2003 the
branch library started offering wireless Internet
access throughout the Town Center and Third
Place Commons. In a community that does not
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While there are relatively few mature trees
within the limits of Town Center, there are
several large trees in the right-of-way and along
the property limits of Ballinger Way NE and
along the western border of the Town Center,
adjacent to the Lyon Creek corridor and large
lot single family homes. Most of the western
border is heavily screened between existing
single family homes and Town Center by a
heavily planted edge of evergreen and
deciduous trees and shrubs. An 8-foot wood
fence extends along most of the western border
as well. There are only a few locations along this
edge that have partial views of the Town Center
due to the heavy screening.
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Lake Forest Park Town Center and the Surrounding Forested Setting Overlooking Lake Washington
Source: Merlone Geier Partners

Aerial Photo of Lake Forest Park Town Center and the Surrounding Forested Setting, September 2018
Source: Google Earth
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While the existing character of Town Center is
very different from the surrounding
neighborhoods, as would be expected for a
developed retail complex, the existing forested
conditions along the edges of the Town Center
help to buffer surrounding residential
properties from the more active uses at the
Town Center and create a sense of transition
that is important to surrounding
neighborhoods. Refer to Section 4.1 for more
discussion and analysis of views/aesthetics.
The forested setting is important to the
community because it reinforces its identity of
“Lake Forest Park” and is emblematic of its
commitment to environmental stewardship.
Existing Town Center Buildings and Spaces
Building spaces in the Town Center planning
area are owned by multiple entities. Spaces
currently occupied and vacant are listed in
Table 3.1.2.
Table 3.1.2 Town Center Retail Complex Spaces
Tenants/Spaces
A Better Day Salon
Albertsons (Grocery Store)
Avid Angler
Bank of America
Burney Brothers BBQ
Chase Bank
Chocolate Man
Curves
Diamond in the Mall
Diamond Wireless
Ebsworth, Dr. C. Fred
Edward Jones
Expedia CruiseShipCenters
Forest Park Cleaners
Great Harvest Bread Co.
Honey Bear Café
King County Library—LFP
Branch

Square
Footages
2,444
32,554
2,660
3,031
574
1,800
2,026
1,225
634
710
1,470
750
1,225
1,453
1,972
1,880
5,965
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Kitto Japanese
Lake Forest Park Medical Clinic
Lake Forest Park Bar & Grill
Mad Cow Yarn
Management Office
Merlone Geier Management
MOD Pizza
Mud Bay
Northwest Ballet Center
NW Foot & Ankle
Papa Murphy’s Pizza
Planet Fitness
Rite Aid
Ross Dress for Less
Sally Beauty Supply
Shoreline Arts
Subway
Swirl Frozen Yogurt
The Everest Kitchen
Third Place Books
Third Place Commons
Town Center Hardware-ACE
Two Trading Tigers
VSP Jewelry Design Gallery
Wild Birds Unlimited
Subtotal

520
5,783
5,735
1,712
424
4,183
2,617
5,600
1,074
1,000
1,400
22,000
21,904
27,690
1,953
315
1,070
1,374
2,450
24,500
10,000
14,132
2,415
672
2,737
225,663

Town Center Retail Complex Spaces (Available)
Available Spaces
Space 38
Space 39
Space 53
Space 57
Space 63
Space 73
Space 74
Space 75
Spaces 46 & 47

Square
Footages
420
565
1,373
3.675
1,225
1,200
510
690
Not Specified

Source: Merlone Geier Partners (MGP)
www.merlonegeier.propertycapsule.com/properties/townc
enteratlakeforestpark/
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MGP indicates that it offers approximately
225,000 gross square feet of leasable space at
Town Center, not including approximately
10,000 SF that is currently in use by Third Place
Commons.

Existing Demographics
Population, Households, and Household
Income
The Town Center planning area currently has no
residential population. However, the area is
surrounded by citizens living predominantly in
single family neighborhoods, as well as some
multi-family housing. Table 3.1.4 estimates
population, household, and household income
levels in proximity to the Town Center.
Table 3.1.4 Population, Households, and
Household Income Levels in Proximity to Town
Center

Eateries inside the Town Center commercial
complex adjacent to Third Place Commons
Source: Windermere Real Estate

Other Town Center Buildings
Other buildings in the Town Center planning
area owned by multiple entities are listed in
Table 3.1.3.
Table 3.1.3
Other Town Center Buildings/Spaces
Owner/Building Space
Square Footage
Lake Forest Park City Hall
20,000
and Police Department
Northshore Fire
8,000
Department, Station 57
Starbucks
2,500
Arco Gas Station
60
Windermere Real Estate
8,000
Subtotal
38,560
Numbers are approximated and rounded up.
Source: https://gismaps.kingcounty.gov/parcelviewer2/

Within
Population
Households
Avg. HH
Incomes

1 Mile
7,759
2,974
$150,376

3 Miles
120,034
48,290
$106,807

5 Miles
358,674
148,164
$105,999

Source: Merlone Geier Partners

Based on the American Community Survey
(ACS), which provides a variety of census-based
data and estimates related to demographics,
the 2017 estimated population of Census Tract
214, where the Town Center is located, was
3,956 residents and within Census Block 1
which includes primarily the Town Center and
nearby residents within less than one half mile
to the west, the 2017 estimated population was
1,265. Census Tract 214 includes the area west
of Ballinger Way, beyond Town Center and
encompassing several neighborhoods in Lake
Forest Park. Because there are no residents
currently at Town Center, this population exists
in the surrounding neighborhoods, which are
predominantly single family residential use.
Employees/Employment
Employees and employment are characterized
in two ways: estimated number of employees
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working in the Town Center planning area and
the number of people living in the planning area
and surroundings who are in the labor force.
Based on ACS data, of the population of people
in Census Tract 214, Census Block 1 of 1,265,
1,172 of these residents are 16 years old and
over, and of these, 692 are in the civilian labor
force. These are people who live in Lake Forest
Park and hold jobs but not necessarily working
at Town Center.
Based on estimated numbers of employees per
business, commercial use, and office use, there
are approximately 585 full time employees
working in the Town Center planning area. This
includes people working at the Town Center
commercial/retail complex shops and
businesses, as well as workers at Starbucks,
Windermere, City Hall, the Police Department,
Fire Station #57, and other places in the
planning area.
Housing Opportunities
The Town Center has remained in
commercial/retail, office, and civic use for
decades. While there are no dwelling units or
residential uses within the Town Center
planning area, current planning, land use, and
zoning regulations allow and encourage
residential use with redevelopment.
With Sound Transit’s planned implementation
of the bus rapid transit (BRT) line in SR 522,
with a station and commuter parking structure
at Town Center (as a representative project in
the ST3 program), planning policies at the local,
regional, state, and federal levels encourage the
development of a higher intensity of residential
and employment use around transit stations.
Citywide and King County Demographics
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In addition to the demographic information
provided for the Town Center planning area,
the following data related to the Lake Forest
Park community and King County also provides
background for the analysis in this EIS.
Lake Forest Park Population—The estimated
population of Lake Forest Park in 2017 by the
US Census Bureau is 13,392, up from 13,156 in
2016 and 12,586 in 2010. This means that
population grew at less than 1 percent annually
(approximately .075) on average between 2010
and 2016, but then increased by nearly 1.9
percent between 2016 and 2017.
Lake Forest Park Housing and Household Size—
ACS data indicates that in 2017, Lake Forest
Park had:
•

5,340 households

•

Of these, 3,502 are households with
families and 1,522 are non-family
households

•

Average household (HH) sizes in Lake Forest
Park and King County overall are shown in
Table 3.1.5.

Table 3.1.5 Average Household Size

Avg. HH Size
Avg. HH Size
Owned
Avg. HH Size
Rented

Lake Forest
Park
Persons/HH
2.49
2.57

King County
Persons/HH

2.16

2.14

2.4
2.58

Source: American Community Survey (ACS), US Census
Bureau

Average household size has been trending
down in the region and nationally, and it is
typically smaller for multi-family dwellings than
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for single family dwellings. For purposes of
analysis in this EIS, the assumed future
household size for multi-family dwelling units at
Town Center is 2.1 to 2.4 persons per
household.
Lake Forest Park Employment—Overall in the
Lake Forest Park community, the ACS of the US
Census Bureau estimates that there are 790 to
1,417 employees working at businesses and
places of employment. Given these estimates,
approximately 41 to 74 percent of the
employees in Lake Forest Park are currently
located at Town Center.
Rapid Regional Population Growth and
Housing Demand—Overall, the region’s
population has been growing rapidly. US Census
Bureau data showed that around 724,745
people lived in the Seattle city limits as of July
2017 and that population grew by more than
17,000 since 2016 (more than 50,000 ahead of
the 2016 ACS five-year estimates and a climb of
more than 116,000 people since the full 2010
census). This amounted to 2.5 percent growth
between 2016 and 2017 and nearly 19 percent
growth since 2010. King County-wide, the
population has grown to 2.19 million, compared
to 1.93 million in 2010, for a 13.5 percent
growth.
While housing stock in King County is growing
faster than much of the country, it has not
grown at the same pace as the population.
Between 2010 and 2017, King County’s number
of housing units grew an estimated 9.7 percent,
from 851,962 homes to 934,552. And despite
recent growth, according to census estimates,
the region’s building pace between 2010 and
2017 is slightly slower than it was between
2000 and 2007.
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Seattle was the sixth fastest growing large city
in the country between 2016 and 2017, behind
San Antonio, Phoenix, Dallas, Fort Worth, and
Los Angeles. However, since 2010, Seattle has
seen the fastest growth of any large city by
nearly a full point. Sources: Curbed, Seattle
Times, and US Census Bureau data
The comparatively lower annual population
increase in Lake Forest Park compared to
Seattle and the broader region is influenced by
many factors, including the current lack of
available housing stock in the community, as
well as the types of housing choices available
and relative affordability of these types to meet
the needs of a variety of residents and
household types.
Gender, Age, Race, and Ethnicity—There are
more women than men in Lake Forest Park and
a higher percentage of women than men
compared to King County overall, with 51.2
percent of the population who identify as
female and 48.8 who identify as male in Lake
Forest Park, compared to 50.1 percent female
and 49.9 percent male in King County,
respectively.
The median age in the community tends to be
older than in King County overall, with the
median age at 45.5 in Lake Forest Park
compared to 37.2 in King County.
Table 3.1.6 provides US Census Bureau data on
race and ethnicity in Lake Forest Park.
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Table 3.1.6
Lake Forest Park Race and Ethnicity
Demographics
Categories Identified by Participants
in the 2010 Census
American Indian and Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African American
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander
White
Other Races
Two or More Races
Hispanic or Latino of Any Race

•
•
•
Percent of
Total
Population
0.1
7.7
1.9
0.5
80.9
2.0
6.9
4.7

Current Commuting Patterns—Most Lake
Forest Park residents who work (90.3 percent)
commute to locations outside of the
community. Many large employment centers
and employers are located in Seattle, Everett,
and other areas of the region within commuting
distance from Lake Forest Park.
According to data from the ACS and US Census
Bureau, of all Lake Forest Park residents:
• 80.5 percent drive to work and of these,
71.3 percent drive alone while 9.2
percent carpool
• 8.6 percent of commuters use public
transportation
• 1.1 percent walk to work
• 1.9 percent bicycle to work
• 0.9 percent use a taxi to get to work
• 7.1 percent work at home
Of all households in Lake Forest Park with
workers, 55.4 percent commute between 30
and 60 minutes (or more) from home to work
(one way) each day. The mean commute time is
30 minutes.
Of households in Lake Forest Park with workers
16 years of age and older:
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49.8 percent have 2 vehicles
37.0 percent have 3 or more vehicles
11.4 percent have 1 vehicle

Existing Land Use and Zoning Regulations
Existing land use and zoning regulations
applicable to the Town Center today are
contained within the Lake Forest Park
Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 2016; the
planning and land use regulations of Chapter 18
as well as other provisions of the Lake Forest
Park Municipal Code (LFPMC); and the Town
Center Framework Design Guidelines,
completed in 2005. The City adopted design
guidelines and regulations in 2006 to
implement the vision described in the 2004
document “Sustaining a Livable Lake Forest
Park” (see more later in this section).
The existing Town Center (TC) zoning
classification is regulated by the current
Chapter 18.42 of the LFPMC. The intent of the
TC zone is to encourage neighborhood and
community scale developments and uses that
create interesting and vital places for residents
of the city and the nearby community.
The original intent was for the 2005 Town
Center Framework Design Guidelines to work in
concert with the LFPMC planning and land use
regulations to guide redevelopment at the
Town Center. Refer to Figure 3.1.5 for a current
Zoning Map of Lake Forest Park.
A newly revised LFPMC chapter of Town Center
specific planning and land use regulations is
needed to clarify certain provisions and to
address discrepancies between the existing
LFPMC language and the framework guidelines.
Newly created zoning provisions and
accompanying design standards and guidelines
for Town Center would provide more detail to
address anticipated projects and plans for
redevelopment at the Town Center, including
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the need for more transit-oriented
development, for well-designed parking
structures, and more detail to guide multifamily residential and site development.
The action proposed and analyzed in this EIS
would result in completing these revisions to
the LFPMC and would potentially include
allowing a greater intensity of residential and
mixed-use redevelopment at Town Center.
Alternatives allowing a greater intensity of
redevelopment are being studied to support the
following purposes and needs:
•

To support implementation of the
community’s vision for Town Center, which
calls for a number of community amenities,
expanding civic space, preserving the
function of Third Place Commons indoors
and outdoors as part of redevelopment,
and high-quality design and materials for
buildings and site improvements;

•

To better align with market and
development potential; and

•

To expand housing choices in the
community and encourage transit-oriented
development, with more people living in
proximity to high capacity transit stations in
the region, given the plan for Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) in the Bothell Way NE/SR 522
corridor (see “Planned Projects by Others”
below).

Relevant Plans, Studies, and Projects
Since the early 2000s, the City of Lake Forest
Park has been working closely with the
community to complete several important plans
and initiatives. These include past plans that
have helped to set a foundation for the Town
Center, as well as more recent and concurrent
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planning efforts that are being coordinated with
development of the Town Center Plan.
Sustaining a Livable Lake Forest Park—This
plan, developed in 2004, focused on envisioning
a new future for the Town Center, calling for a
paradigm shift from a traditional shopping
center to a mixed-use center with housing, as
well as retail, commercial, and public spaces.
The City then moved forward to update the
LFPMC and develop the Town Center
Framework Design Guidelines to support this
plan in 2005. At that time, the City was in
discussion with the then owners of the
shopping center about potential redevelopment
into a mixed-use center when the economic
downturn made the project no longer
economically feasible and nothing moved
forward. Since that time and with new
ownership of the shopping center, it has
become apparent that a new set of revised
LFPMC provisions and design standards and
guidelines is needed to clarify the specific
development parameters allowed and to
encourage and support redevelopment
consistent with the community’s vision for
Town Center developed in early 2018.
Legacy 100-Year Vision Project—This visionary
plan was developed in 2008 to guide growth
and preservation efforts of Lake Forest Park’s
unique community resources for the next 100
years. The goal of the Legacy Plan is to
strengthen the relationship between the
natural and built environments and articulate a
long-term plan for sustainable green
infrastructure. This vision of a regenerative
framework will create a healthy, vital city while
enhancing cultural and natural environments
and maximizing the city's long-term
sustainability.
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Lake Forest Park Comprehensive Plan—Lake
Forest Park City Council adopted the 2015
Comprehensive Plan Update on January 14,
2016. The plan includes Volume I with goals and
policies for elements such as:
• Land Use
• Environmental Quality & Shorelines
• Housing
• Economic Development
• Community Services & Public Safety
• Capital Facilities
• Parks, Trails, & Open Space
• Utilities
• Transportation
Volume II provides the background analysis to
support the goals and policies in Volume I.
Many of the goals and policies in the
Comprehensive Plan directly relate to Town
Center. The Town Center Plan would reinforce
these goals and policies and propose additional
goals and policies to support the 2018 Vision for
Town Center and guide future redevelopment
and projects.
Lake Forest Park Strategic Plan—Lake Forest
Park’s 2016-2020 Strategic Plan outlines the
City’s short- and mid-term priorities to achieve
its long-term goals and vision. The document
provides an overview of the City’s vision and
values as well as the goals, services, and
initiatives intended to help the City realize
them. The Strategic Plan laid the foundation for
five major projects—also known as the “Big
Five”—that are intended to master plan the
City’s near-term infrastructure and planning
priorities. The Town Center Plan is one of the
key focus areas of the Strategic Plan.
Healthy Creeks—The Healthy Creeks project
will replace undersized Lyon Creek culverts at
35th Avenue NE, NE 185th Street, and SR 104
that are a barrier to fish passage. With a flood
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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reduction grant from King County and the
Washington State transportation budget, the
City is redesigning and replacing these culverts
to improve stream health while maintaining
critical infrastructure. Another culvert at 178th
was also studied and its replacement is being
designed with funding through a King County
Flood Control District grant.
Parks, Recreation, Open Space, and Trails
(PROS-T Plan)—The PROS-T Plan assesses how
well the parks, open spaces, and recreational
programs are serving the community and
proposes improvements to meet evolving
needs. Analysis in this EIS helps to inform
specific parks and open space needs for
potential future Town Center residents and
current and future employees and visitors to
Town Center. These outcomes can be
integrated into an updated PROS-T Plan.
Safe Highways—Lake Forest Park has
completed a study of the state highways within
city limits—Bothell Way NE (SR 522) and
Ballinger Way NE (SR 104)—to explore ways to
make them safer, more accommodating to
transit, and more walkable and bikeable.
Safe Streets and Town Center Connections—
The City has also completed a study of surface
streets including routes to and from Town
Center to make them safer for pedestrians and
bicyclists and to increase safe connections to
transit, Town Center, the Burke Gilman and
Interurban Trails, parks, and schools.
Town Center Plan—The Town Center Plan,
which started with development of the Vision,
that was shaped through intensive community
engagement in 2018, would be completed as an
outcome of this EIS process. The City is
completing this EIS to analyze the potential
impacts of different redevelopment alternatives
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and determine a plan for the Town Center.
During the initial months of the Town Center
planning process (from Fall 2017 through
Summer 2018), extensive input was gathered
from the community and stakeholders to
inform the development of a long-term vision
for Town Center. This visioning process included
a robust set of lively, well-attended
engagement events, including stakeholder
interviews, community meetings, and
workshops, culminating in the Town Center
VISION, which can be viewed at:
http://www.yourlakeforestpark.com/librarytowncentervision.html.
The Town Center Plan would guide future
redevelopment so that it is designed to best
serve the needs of current and next generation
residents of Lake Forest Park, resulting in an
enduring, people-oriented place that is
consistent with the community’s values. The
Plan would integrate the Vision as its
foundation, updating goals and policies focused
on the key elements listed below. It is
anticipated that the Town Center Plan would go
to City Council for adoption in February 2019.
•

•

Placemaking—Retaining and expanding
important functions and uses that serve the
everyday needs of Lake Forest Park
residents, such as City Hall, Third Place
Commons, the library, police, fire, and
emergency services, groceries, shops,
businesses, and restaurants and cafes, as
well as creating high quality indoor and
outdoor gathering spaces that are well
connected to an enhanced pedestrian
network throughout Town Center.
Sustainability—Preserving and enhancing
the natural environment—healthy streams,
clean water, mature trees, and green
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spaces and parks that are emblematic of
this place called “Lake Forest Park.”
•

Multimodal Connectivity—Providing a
variety of transportation choices and
enhancing connectivity to the high capacity
BRT system through a more transit- and
pedestrian-oriented form of development
at Town Center that also supports effective
traffic circulation and minimizes congestion.

•

Pedestrian Realm—Ensuring more of a
focus on pedestrian-friendly redevelopment
as changes occur over time, transforming
Town Center from an automobile-oriented
place that requires driving between
locations to a place where people can park
and safely, efficiently, and comfortably walk
between multiple destinations.

•

Parking—Right-sizing parking to fit the uses
at Town Center and designing parking
facilities so they are carefully and
attractively integrated with other site uses.

•

Public Services and Utilities—Ensuring that
public services and utilities are improved
and expanded to serve Town Center
changes in the future.

•

Mixed-Use Redevelopment—Retaining
commercial, employment, and civic uses
and introducing a variety of housing choices
offered within mixed-use and residential
buildings to enhance the vibrancy and
livability of Town Center as the heart of the
community.

•

Town Center Character—Enhancing the
aesthetics at Town Center and reflecting
the character of the surrounding
community with timeless, northwest-style
architecture and natural materials and
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planning and design that optimizes views of
the lake and surrounding forested setting.
The Town Center Plan would encompass
policies and recommendations based on the
previously prepared Town Center Vision and
aligned with the adopted City of Lake Forest
Park Comprehensive Plan, as well as other City
plans and initiatives, including Safe Highways,
Safe Streets, Safe Streets: Town Center
Connections, and the PROS-T Plan. The Town
Center Plan also would include specific
recommendations for capital projects and
improvements for the next 15 to 20 years that
would be directly informed by the mitigation
measures in this EIS. For example, civic and
community facilities at Town Center may need
to be expanded and improved to serve the
growing and changing needs of the Town
Center and the Lake Forest Park community. As
the community grows and changes, there would
be a need for future infrastructure and civic
improvements to serve new residents and
businesses.
Planned Projects by Others
Planned projects and actions proposed by
others influence the potential for change and
redevelopment at the Town Center.
Sound Transit ST3 Bus Rapid Transit System—
Voters in the Puget Sound Region approved a
$54 billion ST3 package of regional transit
improvements in November 2016. As a result,
Sound Transit is planning to build a bus rapid
transit (BRT) system from Shoreline to
Woodinville, connecting to the light rail system
in the I-5 corridor and following the route of NE
145th Street and Bothell Way NE (SR 522). The
BRT would provide fast, reliable, frequent
transit service in LFP and other communities
along the corridor. The project would include
multiple BRT stations in LFP, including one
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station pair at Town Center, as well as
improvements to intersections and sidewalks
connecting to the stations. Sound Transit has
identified Town Center as the representative
project location for a new park and ride
structure with space for a minimum of 300
vehicles. The Town Center Plan and supporting
LFPMC provisions and design standards would
guide the design and development of these
improvements at Town Center.
Potential Town Center Redevelopment—
MGP has been making improvements to the
shopping center and has plans to redevelop
areas of the site in phases over the next 15 to
20 years. The Town Center Plan, along with
updated LPFMC provisions and design
standards, would guide future redevelopment.
State Environmental Policy Act Compliance for
Future Projects
This non-project EIS is focused on analysis of
alternatives for the Town Center Plan presented
in this EIS. This EIS is a planning level of analysis
consistent with subarea and comprehensive
planning procedures under the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and is not a
project-specific EIS.
Sound Transit will be developing a separate
project-specific EIS for its BRT project, which
will have a separate public review process.
Environmental review for the Sound Transit BRT
project is scheduled to occur in 2019.
Future phases of redevelopment at Town
Center would be subject to separate SEPA
compliance, which may include future EIS
analyses or other environmental compliance
documents depending upon the threshold of
development proposed.
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INTRODUCTION
This section of the Affected Environment
chapter of the Town Center Plan EIS addresses:
•

Lake Forest Park Setting, Plans, Policies, and
Regulations Applicable to the Natural
Environment

•

Existing Town Center Conditions

•

Geology and Soils

•

Topography

•

Lyon Creek Corridor

•

Surface Water Management System

•

Trees, Vegetation, and Habitat

•

Stewardship Organizations

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Lake Forest Park Setting, Plans, Policies, and
Regulations Applicable to the Natural
Environment
Originally named for its location on the shore of
Lake Washington, Lake Forest Park has an
abundance of streams, ravines, wetlands, and a
robust tree canopy throughout the community.
Elements of the natural environment such as
trees, streams, forested areas, and open spaces
are cherished by Lake Forest Park residents, and
many consider these to be defining
characteristics of the community. As noted in
the City’s 2016-2020 Strategic Plan:
“We deliver a healthy environment through
ensuring the community and environmental
health of Lake Forest Park through the effective
policies that protect lands, waters, trees, and
wildlife and promote human health while
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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managing the effects of climate change on a
local level.”
The City’s Comprehensive Plan (2016) includes
the Environmental Quality & Shorelines
Element, which addresses the City’s
commitment to preserving and enhancing the
natural environment and includes policies that
provide guidance on balancing environmental
protection with development potential and
recognizing environmental resources as an
essential living infrastructure.
The City’s environmental policies are also
embodied within other adopted plans, such as
the Shoreline Master Program (not applicable to
the Town Center planning area because it is
located more than 200 feet from the Lake
Washington shoreline), the Community Forest
Management Plan, the Wildlife Management
Plan, and the Legacy 100-Year Vision. One of
the key policies of the Comprehensive Plan
applicable to Town Center in the Environmental
Quality & Shorelines Element is:
Policy EQ-1.2—Encourage mixed use
commercial development and transit-oriented
development, including housing, in any major
redevelopment of Town Center.
The Comprehensive Plan describes transitoriented development (TOD) as a mix of
housing, office, retail, and amenities integrated
into a walkable neighborhood and anchored by
high quality public transit.
The Lake Forest Park Municipal Code, Title 16
Environmental Protection includes specific
chapters that regulate elements of the natural
environment:
16.04 Environmental Policy
16.06 State Environmental Act
Implementation
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16.08 Clearing and Grading
16.14 Tree Canopy Preservation and
Enhancement
16.16 Environmentally Critical Areas
16.18 Shoreline Master Program
16.20 Flood Damage Prevention
16.24 Drainage Plans
16.25 Water Quality
16.26 Land Use Decisions Procedures
Provision 16.16.230 of the Environmentally
Critical Areas chapter addresses “Authorized
work in critical areas” and states that the
planning director may issue a critical area
permit for work in critical areas or critical area
buffers under various conditions, including:
“Structural modification of, addition to, or
replacement of an existing legally constructed
structure, constructed on or before the effective
date of the ordinance codified in this chapter as
long as the structure is enlarged not more than
the lesser of 10 percent or 250 square feet than
its footprint as of the effective date of the
ordinance codified in this chapter, and that no
portion of the modification or replacement is
located closer to the critical area; provided, that
restoration of structures damaged by fire, flood,
or act of nature must be initiated within one
year of the date of such damage, as evidenced
by the issuance of a valid building permit, and
diligently pursued to completion.”
Structures include buildings, parking areas,
roadways, and other constructed elements in
the Town Center planning area, which were
built prior to the codification of the
Environmentally Critical Areas ordinance. As
such, the City interprets this provision to apply
to the current developed footprint including all
buildings, paved areas, and structures.
Modifications may be made within the
developed footprint, including adding more
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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buildings and revising locations of parking and
roadways, as long as the new footprint does not
extend further into critical areas buffers than
under current conditions.
Existing Town Center Conditions
Town Center is the most developed, urban
place in Lake Forest Park, and as such, the
characteristics of the planning area are
distinctively different than the surrounding
setting. There are minimal trees within the
Town Center area, with most located around
the peripheral edges of the planning area,
typically within the rights-of-way of Ballinger
Way NE and Bothell Way NE. Most all of the
Town Center is covered in impervious surface of
either paved area (parking, circulation,
walkways) or buildings. Open space areas that
are unpaved on the site include:
•

Areas directly adjacent to and within the
public rights-of-way of Ballinger Way NE
and Bothell Way NE

•

Rain gardens and daylighted areas of Lyon
Creek in the southern portion of the site

•

Landscaping around the corner of the
Ballinger Way and Bothell Way intersection,
near City Hall and Bank of America,
including landscaped areas and trees

•

Along the western boundary of Town
Center, where Lyon Creek extends along
Fire Station #57, Whispering Willow Park
and residential properties (and is located on
the Town Center property) and on the
parcel owned by Windermere, which is
landscaped to the south and around the
building

Refer to Figure 3.1.4 for an aerial photo of the
site and photographs in Section 3.1 and Section
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4.1 for images showing existing site conditions,
including Lyon Creek, trees at Town Center, and
the surrounding forested setting.
Geology and Soils
The planning area is located within the Puget
Sound Lowlands, a geologic region that has
been shaped by glacial, volcanic, and tectonic
influences over many eras of time.
The surficial geology of the Puget Sound
Lowlands has predominantly resulted from prehistoric glaciation as well as more recent
erosional processes related to development.
Glaciers up to one mile thick advanced into the
region from the north, and retreated out
several times, carving out the Puget Sound and
sculpting the surrounding lowlands. The glaciers
carried sediments that were deposited along
their fronts and sides as they melted and
crushed and buried as they advanced
throughout their courses. As such, successive
glacial advances and retreats left layers of preglacial soils and glacial sediment (till), much of it
compacted, along their paths.
The surface geology in this part of the region is
called Continental Glacial Till. In addition to
glaciation, the Puget Sound region has been
influenced by volcanic activity and earthquakes.
Tectonic forces deep beneath Earth’s surface
continue to build the Cascade Mountains and
cause occasional earthquakes throughout the
area. Mount Baker (10,778 feet), Glacier Peak
(10,541 feet), and Mount Rainier (14,411 feet)
are active volcanoes formed by tectonic
movement along the Cascadia subduction zone.
Compacted glacial till lacks permeability, and
underlies much of the lowlands in the region,
and as a result ground water levels seep
through more porous points and mix with near
surface soils, in some cases creating springs as
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well as feeding streams and draining to lakes
and Puget Sound. As they mixed and churned
soils, glaciers left perched ground water tables
and lenses along their path. Shallow ground
water conditions are known to exist in the Town
Center planning area (see below for more
information about surface water drainage).
The National Resources Conservation Service
indicates that the underlaying soils in the area
tend to be predominantly characterized under
the Alderwood, Everett, and Indianola series.
Alderwood soils tend to be moderately welldrained. Everett and Indianola soils are very
well-drained. However, it is important to
consider how glacial activity has influenced the
upper levels of soil characteristics, depositing
and compacting glacial till and creating nonpermeable conditions over the top of otherwise
well-draining soils (as discussed above).
The Town Center planning area has been
developed for more than five decades.
Development changed the natural soil
conditions with imported soils to support
construction of buildings, parking, and
roadways.
Topography
Refer to Figure 3.2.1 for a topographic map of
the Town Center planning area, which in its
developed condition is fairly level to gently
sloping terrain that was modified as a result of
development and construction.
Elevations range from approximately 30 to 70
feet above sea level across the site from south
to north. A bench approximately 10 feet in
height exists mid-way through the site, resulting
in an upper level parking area that accesses
upper level of the Town Center retail complex
at its back/northern side, and a lower level
parking area that accesses the ground floor
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level of the retail complex on the front side
(Bothell Way NE side).
Across the site, grades are generally less than 5
percent with the exception of areas near the
Lyon Creek stream corridor and at the bench
described above, where the roadway slopes
between 5 and 10 percent. Refer to Figure 3.2.2
for a slope analysis of the site.
Streams/Lyon Creek Corridor
McAleer Creek and Lyon Creek are both located
in the vicinity of Town Center, with Lyon Creek
running along the west boundary and through
the southern portion of the site. McAleer Creek
is located just to the west of the Town Center,
near the Fire Station. Refer to Figure 3.2.3 for
the City’s streams map.
Lyon Creek runs along the Town Center’s
western boundary adjacent to Whispering
Willow Park, residential properties, and Fire
Station #57 before entering a piped system
across the lower portion of the parking area to
the daylighted segment that runs along Bothell
Way NE in the southern portion of the property.
From there it enters the culvert (constructed as
part of the Lyon Creek Flood Mitigation
project—see discussion later in this section)
that takes the creek under Bothell Way NE and
to the Lyon Creek Waterfront Preserve section
of the stream, where the creek is again
daylighted up to its entrance into Lake
Washington.
King County monitors the ecological health of
Lyon Creek, including collecting and analyzing
water, sediment, and benthic invertebrate
samples. Since 1976, water quality samples
have been collected monthly near the mouth of
Lyon Creek at station 0430. The station is
located at the bridge inside the Lake Forest Park
Civic Club property. Sampling at this site began
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in 1975 and continues today. Sediment samples
have been collected from Lyon Creek as part of
the Streams Sediment Monitoring Program
starting in 1987. King County began collecting
benthic macroinvertebrate samples in Lyon
Creek in 2002.
The Lake Forest Park StreamKeepers (see
information later in this section of the DEIS) has
also collected data within the segment of the
creek daylighted on the Town Center property.
For more information, go to:
https://green2.kingcounty.gov/streamsdata/Wa
tershedInfo.aspx?Locator=0430
Surface Water Management System
Surface water (including stormwater)
management facilities in the planning area are
generally managed and maintained by the City
of Lake Forest Park, including surface water
facilities along Ballinger Way NE and Bothell
Way NE adjacent to the Town Center.
The City of Lake Forest Park is a municipal
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
and State Waste Discharge General Permit for
Discharges from Small Municipal Separate
Storm Sewers in Western Washington (Phase II)
permittee. As a municipal Phase II permittee,
the City must comply with all requirements of
the municipal Phase II permit issued by the
Department of Ecology (Ecology).
The first permit cycle (effective 2007) issued by
Ecology to standardize stormwater best
management practices, which included
adopting the Ecology Stormwater Manual (or
equivalent manual), facility maintenance
schedules, public outreach, illicit discharge
detection and elimination, and construction
oversight. The second permit cycle (effective
2013) required expanded maintenance
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requirements, additional water quality
monitoring, and adoption of low impact
development standards for redevelopment.
The City has adopted the 2016 King County
Surface Water Design Manual (2016KCSWDM)
and LID Standards and best management
practices
The planning area is located within the drainage
basins of McAleer and Lyon Creeks, with most
of Town Center draining toward Lyon Creek and
some portions in the southeast area draining
toward McAleer Creek.
Topography of the Town Center has a gradual
downward slope from northwest to southeast
across the length of the site and surface water
runoff follows this general pattern.
Flooding problems along Lyon Creek
downstream of Bothell Way NE were
mentioned in the 2015 Lake Forest Park
Comprehensive Plan. However, completion of
the Lyon Creek Flood Mitigation Project in
December 2015 eliminated recurrent flooding
in Lake Forest Park that had inundated the fire
station, portions of the Town Center retail
complex, over 20 homes, and Bothell Way.
While solving serious flooding problems in the
Lake Forest Park Town Center area, the Lyon
Creek project also created a new neighborhood
park, Whispering Willow Park, adjacent to Town
Center, and enhanced valuable shoreline
habitat in Lyon Creek Waterfront Preserve on
Lake Washington. With the removal of
numerous fish barriers, installation of large
woody debris, excavation of instream refuge
pools and reestablishment of two wetlands, fish
and wildlife habitat was greatly improved along
portions of the creek.
The City is currently not aware of any surface
water management, flooding, or stormwater
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drainage issues in the direct vicinity of the Town
Center.
The Town Center commercial/retail and office
complex is approximately 90 percent
impervious surface area. The remaining 10
percent of the surface area at the Town Center
is generally pervious landscaping. Stormwater
runoff from this area generally flows in a
southeasterly direction through a series of
catch basins, both on site and along Bothell
Way NE and Ballinger Way NE, that discharge
into Lyon Creek and ultimately into Lake
Washington.
Lyon Creek flows south along the western edge
of the Town Center property and makes an
easterly turn near the southwest corner of the
property. It passes under Bothell Way NE via
the new concrete box culvert installed as part of
the Lyon Creek Flood Mitigation Project, near
Bank of America.
Not all on-site stormwater facilities at the Town
Center have been mapped, and as such, there
are some unknowns as to where specific pipes
discharge into City-owned facilities. A map of
the topography, creek locations, and general
drainage context is provided as Figure 3.4.1.
Trees, Vegetation, and Habitat
Lake Forest Park has strived to maintain a
healthy tree canopy throughout the community
through urban forestry planning and an
adopted tree ordinance, as well as public
education. The City’s land use policies and
permitting procedures are designed to protect
environmentally sensitive areas and preserve
natural areas in response to community
objectives such as:
•

Protecting wildlife habitat
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•

Providing citizens with outdoor gathering
spaces and walking trails

The City of Lake Forest Park conducted a tree
canopy assessment to evaluate the percentage
of tree cover so that it can be compared to past
coverage as well as future coverage. See Figure
3.2.5 for a mapped depiction of the
community’s tree canopy developed for the
Forest Management Plan published in 2010. As
shown, the tree canopy exists surrounding
Town Center, but is lacking at Town Center, due
to the developed condition at the site and
limited plantings of trees in the parking areas.
As stated in the City’s Parks, Recreation, Open
Space, and Trails Plan, (PROS-T) “the forests,
wetlands, streams, and wildlife of Lake Forest
Park provide the highly valued, desirable
character, lifestyle, and ecology that draw
residents to this community.” While the Town
Center planning area is the most developed
urban place in the community, the community
is strongly interested in improving natural
conditions there—such as increasing the tree
canopy, enhancing Lyon Creek, implementing
Low Impact Development treatments, and
other actions. See Section 4.2 for more
information.
Stewardship Organizations
Lake Forest Park StreamKeepers and Rain
Garden at Town Center
Lake Forest Park StreamKeepers is a group of
local volunteers who work to improve the
quality of McAleer Creek, Lyon Creek, and the
surrounding watershed. They monitor water
quality in streams with support from the City of
Lake Forest Park and are affiliated with Sno-King
Watershed Council, which is part of the Global
Water Watch initiative. StreamKeepers also
provides outreach in elementary schools and
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completes specific projects, such as the
demonstration rain garden they built at Town
Center. StreamKeepers collect data to
understand the health of (1) local streams, (2)
the bodies of water that feed into streams, (3)
Lake Washington, and, ultimately, (4) the entire
ecosystem. They use this data to help educate
the public, inform decision making in Lake
Forest Park City government, and guide
restoration efforts of both government and
non-government groups. Because the data is
incorporated into a broader data-collecting
effort, it influences decision-making at all levels
of government.
Following is the StreamKeepers’ mission
statement:
1. To encourage and facilitate public
involvement in stream monitoring,
watershed stewardship, and stream
restoration to support salmon and
other aquatic life.
2. To provide useful, credible data to the
City of Lake Forest Park and to other
natural resource planners acting to
protect and restore the streams of Lake
Forest Park.
3. To report the information collected, on
a regular and timely basis to the City of
Lake Forest Park, to fellow volunteers,
to the citizens of Lake Forest Park and
to other interested agencies and
organizations.
In December 2017, the StreamKeepers
constructed a demonstration rain garden at the
lower level of Town Center near Bank of
America. The rain garden helps to protect Lyon
Creek as it cleans stormwater runoff from a
portion of the parking lot between Bank of
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America and City Hall. The project is part of an
ongoing effort to clean up streams and reestablish salmon runs, in particular Kokanee
salmon. The project is part of the regional
Stewardship Partners’ 12,000 Rain Gardens
campaign and was installed by members of
the Veterans Conservation Corps(VCC), LFP
StreamKeepers volunteers, and staff from
the Snohomish Conservation District (SCD), in
cooperation with property owner Merlone
Geier Partners and Bank of America.

4.

To provide educational opportunities for
the promotion of conservation and
environmental awareness.

5.

To advocate effective and responsible
natural resource policies in order to
preserve biodiversity and to sustain the
ecosystem for future generations.

6.

To collaborate with existing organizations
for the coordination and implementation
of strategic goals.

This particular rain garden is located on ground
that absorbs rainwater slowly so a special
outflow pipe was installed into the existing
conveyance system to prevent water from overfilling the garden in the event of unusually
heavy rain or rapid snow melt.
Lake Forest Park Stewardship Foundation
The Lake Forest Park Stewardship Foundation is
a local organization with the mission of
contributing to the well-being of the community
by fostering awareness, understanding,
appreciation, and stewardship of our natural
environment; and by preserving and enhancing
parks and open spaces. Key strategies of the
organization include:
1.

To assist the City of Lake Forest Park in
acquiring open space for the benefit of all
citizens.

2.

To protect the wetlands and watersheds of
Lake Forest Park in order to restore salmon
habitat and maintain the quality of riparian
flora and fauna throughout the City.

3.

To aid the City of Lake Forest Park in
providing a broad range of public places
for the enjoyment of nature and leisure
activities.
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Figure 3.2.1 Town Center Planning Area Topography
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Figure 3.2.2 Slope Analysis
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Figure 3.2.3 Streams in the Lake Forest Park Area

Source: City of Lake Forest Park Comprehensive Plan, 2015
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Figure 3.2.4 Surface Water Management Conditions and Facilities in the Planning Area
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Figure 3.2.5 Tree Canopy in Lake Forest Park

Source: City of Lake Forest Park Comprehensive Plan, 2015 and Forest Management Plan, 2010
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INTRODUCTION
This section of the Affected Environment
chapter of the Town Center Plan EIS addresses
public and community services, including:
•

City Hall

•

Lake Forest Park Branch of the King County
Library

•

3rd Place Commons

•

Fire and Emergency Medical

•

Police Protection

•

Schools

•

Parks, Recreation, Open Space, and Trails

•

Solid Waste Management

•

Other Community Services

Refer to Figure 3.3.1 for a map of existing public
facilities, civic buildings, and parks in proximity
to the Town Center planning area.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Background Analysis in Comprehensive Plan
The Lake Forest Park Comprehensive Plan,
adopted in early 2016, provides goals and
policies in Volume I and background analysis
and information in Volume II related to
Community Services and Public Safety. This
section of the EIS summarizes information from
the background analysis, as well as additional
information relevant to the Town Center
planning area researched specifically for this
environmental analysis.
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City Hall
City Hall operates at Town Center
(17425 Ballinger Way NE), with the Lake Forest
Park Police Station also located in the building.
The Public Works Office and Public Works
Maintenance Shop are located at 19201
Ballinger Way NE.
The City Hall/Police Station building is nearly
20,000 gross square feet, and the Public Works
Maintenance Shop is 4,500 gross square feet.
City employees total 34.5 FTEs (including 27 at
City Hall and 7.5 at the Public Works Office and
Maintenance Shop). Information about the
number of police protection employees is
provided later in this section.
Passport and municipal court services are
provided at City Hall. In addition, the City
provides the following public services.
Municipal Services—keeps the records of the
City Council proceedings and provides residents
with access to City services, information, and
records.
Finance—manages accounting, budget
development, business licensing, and utility
billing (in person and online) and manages
information technology services.
Planning and Building—manages the City’s
long-range planning process, Development
Services (including land use and building code
review and inspection services for residents and
contractors), code enforcement, tree removal
and replacement, and right-of-way permit
processing and inspection.
Public Works—maintains and develops public
streets, sanitary sewers, parks, public facilities,
and surface water infrastructure (culverts,
storm water drainage). The operations hub of
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Public Works is located outside the planning
area.
Engineering—provides technical support to all
City departments to support operations and
capital improvement projects for
transportation, traffic control, drainage, and
sewer systems.
Lake Forest Park Branch of the King County
Library
A library has been in operation at the Lake
Forest Park Town Center since 1965, and
today’s branch of the King County Library
System (KCLS) includes a 5,840 square-foot
space in the ground floor level of the Town
Center retail complex. This space, occupied in
2012, was an expansion of the previous space
occupied by the library from 1996 to 2012,
which was 3,800 square feet.
The library provides family literacy programs
and other special programs and activities, along
with providing access to the full library system’s
resources, books, media, periodicals, and other
materials.
The KCLS appoints a community board of seven
local representatives to serve as advisors to City
officials on matters regarding community
services. The Friends of the Lake Forest Park
Library organization also supports the library
with various fund raising and philanthropic
events.
Fire and Emergency Services
The Northshore Fire Department, part of King
County Fire District #16, serves the Lake Forest
Park and Kenmore communities. Dedicated to
protecting the health, life, and property of
these communities with professionalism,
respect, and integrity, the department has
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provided comprehensive fire prevention,
education, and emergency fire suppression and
emergency medical services since 1942.
The district operates two stations: Station #57,
located in the Town Center planning area and
dedicated to serving Lake Forest Park, and
Station #51—the Headquarters—dedicated to
serving Kenmore. The district maintains two
engine companies, one aid car, one medic unit,
and one battalion chief that are all staffed 24/7.
Specific public services provided by the district
include:
•

Fire suppression

•

Emergency medical services (EMS) and
basic life support (BLS)

•

Hazardous materials response (operations
level)

•

Technical rescue/special operations

•

Fire code inspections

•

Public education

Like other fire departments on the eastside,
Northshore relies on automatic aid working
closely with the Shoreline, Bothell, Kirkland, and
Woodinville fire departments. Fires in
Northshore receive a minimum of four engines,
two ladders, one aid car, one medic, and two
battalion chiefs. This is the standard first alarm
response for fires with all of the eastside fire
departments.
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Figure 3.3.1—Parks and Public and Civic Facilities in Proximity to the Town Center Planning Area
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In 2017, the Northshore Fire Department
employed 48 full-time employees (FTE):
•

lists traffic congestion and limited routes in
some areas as issues that affect response time
compliance.

2 chief officers

•

3 administrative staff employees

•

40 career suppression personnel

•

2 fire prevention staff

•

1 training captain

Staffing levels on shift at any one time include a
minimum of one battalion chief, two
lieutenants, and six firefighters.
The department currently serves a population
of 35,000 and responded to 3,511 calls in 2017,
3,621 calls in 2016, and 3,607 calls in 2015.
The annual Response Time Compliance Report
(2017) lists the following response time
objectives:
• Average turnout time for all emergencies is
two minutes
•

Response time for fire suppression with first
arriving engine company is six minutes and
for full first alarm assignment, fourteen
minutes

•

Emergency medical services response time
is six minutes

•

Hazardous materials response time is six
minutes

•

Technical rescue/special operations
response time is six minutes

The district and department strive to achieve
these response times at least 90 percent of the
time. The Response Time Compliance Report
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Police Protection Services and Community
Safety and Security
The Lake Forest Park Police Department
employs commissioned officers and support
staff to serve the Lake Forest Park community
population of 13,392 (2017). Lake Forest Park
has been recognized as one of the safest
communities in Washington. In 2018, it ranked
eighth on the list published by
www.safewise.com with:
•

.75 violent crimes per 1,000 population

•

18.92 property crimes per 1,000 population

•

Of all crimes 3.95 percent are violent and
96.05 percent are property related

The department operates with the mission to
develop and support a team of professionals
who consistently seek and find innovative
policing strategies to affirmatively promote,
preserve, and deliver those high-quality services
while enhancing the security and safety of the
community. To support this mission, the
department works in strong partnership with
the community and facilitates consistent
communications with neighborhood groups
throughout the city. The department issues
newsflash alerts to the community to keep
residents updated about incidents in the area.
The department has four primary goals:
1. Reduce crime and collision loss in our
community.
2. Provide quality services and innovative
policing strategies delivered through
excellent customer service.
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3. Provide appropriate resources to
employees that foster a safe, ethical,
innovative, knowledgeable, and diverse
workforce.

•

Improved, increased, secure parking (see
below)

•

Redesigned Sally-Port/garage

4. Provide emergency management
oversight for City infrastructure and our
community

•

Improved evidence collection and
packaging location

•

The patrol working area is insufficient in
size and needs to be expanded

The department provides three areas of
operation:
•

Patrol Operations Division

•

Support Services Division

•

Emergency Management

The department maintains interlocal service
agreements with SWAT, Emergency
Management, Jail Services, Dispatch Services,
and Animal Control/Sheltering.

The following level of service standards are
adhered to with police protection services:
•

Minimum staffing of two officers on duty at
any one time, 24/7

Lake Forest Park Police Department

•

Response to every call for service (no online
reporting)

•

Response time of 3.45 minutes per call

•

One chief

•

Crime reduction strategies, focused on
property crimes and community policing
strategies

•

One captain

•

One administrative sergeant

•

Two detectives

•

Four sergeants

•

Eleven patrol officers

•

One support officer

•

Two records clerks

The department operates out of the City Hall
building at Town Center, occupying about half
the floor space of that level as well as some
space on the ground floor level. The upper level
area houses operational/patrol work area space
and a large evidence area, while the ground
floor houses two locker rooms and a storage
room. The department reports the following
needs for improvement to serve the existing
population:
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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The department currently employees 23
personnel (FTEs):
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The department requires parking space and
staging area outside its operations at Town
Center to accommodate vehicles and
equipment such as:

Hazard Mitigation Plan
A Hazard Mitigation Plan is prepared by local
governments in response to the Disaster
Mitigation Act of 2000 (Public Law 106-390).
These plans allow access to federal funding
afforded under the Robert T. Stafford Act.
These plans meet statutory requirements that
include:

•

Eight marked patrol vehicles

•

Organizing resources

•

Three detective vehicles

•

Assessing risk

•

Two command vehicles

•

Engaging the public

•

One transport van

•

Identifying goals and objectives

•

Radar trailer

•

Identifying actions

•

Developing plan maintenance and
implementation strategies

A recent staffing study indicates that the
department is at least three FTEs short of what
is needed.

Given that some of these vehicles and
equipment are in operation at any one time, the
department estimates a need for a minimum of
twelve dedicated parking spaces for police use.
However, under current conditions there are
only five dedicated parking spaces available.
These spaces are needed to support the
department’s current operations and level of
service. If population were to grow and
additional service was needed, additional
vehicles and spaces would be required to
support the growth.
Domestic Violence Victims
Domestic violence is an ongoing area of focus
and the number of calls has declined
significantly over the last decade. The City’s
Comprehensive Plan (2016) notes that there are
few shelters for women and their families in
abusive environments. Often women are forced
to remain with an abusive partner for lack of
options.
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The Lake Forest Park Hazard Mitigation Plan is
the result of a partnership of local governments
and regional stakeholders in King County,
working together to update the King County
Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan. The purpose of
this plan is to help local governments reduce
the exposure of residents to risks from natural
hazards, such as earthquakes and floods.
This plan was first created in 2004 and was
updated in 2009. The Federal law provides that
these plans be updated every five years.
The Federal Disaster Mitigation Act (DMA)
requires state and local governments to
develop such plans as a condition of federal
grant assistance, and mandates updating these
plans every five years. The DMA improves upon
the planning process to emphasize the
importance of mitigation, encouraging
communities to plan for disasters before they
occur.
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The 2015 draft Hazard Mitigation Plan is
available online at:
www. cityoflfp.com/index. aspx?nid=452
City of Lake Forest Park Capital Improvements
Planning—Forecast of Future Needs
The Washington State Growth Management Act
(GMA) requires that communities plan for
capital facilities to ensure there is an adequate
level of facilities and services in place to support
development at time of occupancy or use, that
new development does not decrease level of
service below locally established standards, and
that the City has the ability to pay for needed
facilities.
GMA requires that the Capital Facilities Element
include an inventory of existing publicly owned
capital facilities, a forecast of the future needs
for new or expanded facilities, and a capital
facilities plan covering a period of at least six
years and identifying financing sources for the
identified future facilities.
The Capital Improvement Plan is a six-year plan
for expenditures on infrastructure projects
within the city. Additional information is
available online at:
www.cityoflfp. com/index.aspx?nid=134
Capital Projects and Funding—Capital facilities
in Lake Forest Park are provided by the City and
by other entities, as shown in Table 3.3.1 and
Table 3.3.2 respectively. The different types of
capital facilities are described below. The City
has identified projects through 2035. The City
plans to maintain existing infrastructure and
invest in expanded or new infrastructure to
support the development patterns called for in
the Land Use Element. Because the City of Lake
Forest Park is largely built out and bordered by
other incorporated cities, significant levels of
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growth or infrastructure expansion are not
expected.
The City would continue to work with fellow
providers to monitor the performance of
systems and improve them as needed to
provide adequate services to the community.
Table 3.3.1 City Provided Capital Facilities
Capital Facilities
Providers
City Hall, Police, and
City of Lake Forest
Other Public Buildings
Park
Surface Water
City of Lake Forest
Management/Drainage Park
Sanitary Sewer
City of Lake Forest
Park and Other
Providers, see below
Parks, Recreation,
City of Lake Forest
Open Space and Trails Park
Transportation
City of Lake Forest
Park

Table 3.3.2 Facilities Provided by Other Entities
Capital Facilities
Providers
Fire and Emergency
Northshore Fire
Services
Department
Library Services
King County Library
System
Schools
Shoreline School
District
Sanitary Sewer
Northshore Utility
District
Water
Lake Forest Park Water
District*
North City Water Utility
District
NorthShore Utility
District
Seattle Public Utilities
*Provides service to Town Center planning area
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Table 3.3.3 summarizes the total costs of the
capital facility improvements the City is
planning to make over the six years from 20152020. Table 3.3.3 summarizes the funding
sources for these improvements.
Table 3.3.3 Capital Improvement Cost by Type
of City Facility 2015-2020
Project
Cost
City Hall, Police, & Other
$2,094,265
Public Buildings
Surface Water
$8,783,533
Management/Drainage
Sanitary Sewer
$1,525,750
Parks, Recreation, Open
$330,969
Space, and Trails
Transportation
$6,051,400
Total
$18,785,917

Table 3.3.4 Funding Sources for City Capital
Improvements 2015-2020
Source
Amount
Real Estate Excise Tax (REET) I
$757,444
REET II
$1,931,874
Sewer Capital
$1,880,491
Surface Water Capital
$5,209,929
County/State Federal Funding
$9,006,179
(Study, Plan, & Design)
including Grants
Total
$18,785,917
REET I allows local jurisdictions to levy up to
0.25 percent of the selling price of real property
for financing capital improvements. REET II
allows jurisdictions fully planning under the
Growth Management Act to levy an additional
0.25 percent to finance capital projects
identified in the capital facilities element of the
comprehensive plan.
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Capital Projects and Funding—The capital
projects planned for City Hall, police facilities,
and other public buildings during the next six
years are shown in Table 3.3.5. The location,
capacity, and timing of these projects is
provided in the City’s 2015 Capital
Improvement Plan. Funding sources are shown
in Table 3.3.6.
Table 3.3.5 Capital Improvement Projects for
City Hall, Police Facilities, and Other Public
Buildings: 2015-2020 and Future Costs of Listed
Projects
Project
Cost
City Hall Facilities
$918,474
New Pubic Works Office
$1,075,000
Building
City Hall Security Projects
$12,800
Police Department Evidence
$2,000
Storage
Public Works Facilities
$85,991
Total
$2,094,265
Table 3.3.6 Sources for Improvement Funding
for City Hall, Police Facilities, and Public
Buildings 2015-2020
Source
Amount
REET I
$281,550
REET II
$268,750
Capital Facilities—REET I
$920,474
Public Works Facilities—Surface
$85,991
Water Management Capital,
Sanitary Sewer Capital
Surface Water Management
$268,750
Capital
Sanitary Sewer Capital
$268.750
Total
$2,094,265
Beyond the six-year time period, the City plans
to replace the Public Works building with a new
facility on the current site. The existing Public
Works building is a wood frame, two-story
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former residence that is not conducive to dayto-day public works operations. The City has
struggled to make the existing residential
structure meet their needs for many years and
seeks to improve efficiency with a new facility
that is Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) certified and incorporates
recycled materials and low impact development
techniques. The preliminary estimated cost for
project construction is $1,075,000. The City
plans to provide 100 percent funding for the
project through the City Capital Fund.
Construction is planned to begin in 2022.
Schools
Lake Forest Park is located within the Shoreline
School District No. 412. The district maintains
nine elementary schools, two middle schools,
and two high schools, and students from Lake
Forest Park attend a portion of these schools:
•

Lake Forest Park Elementary School

•

Briarcrest Elementary School

•

Kellogg Middle School

•

Shorecrest High School

Currently, district enrollment is approximately
9,000 students in grades K-12. There are no
students living in the Town Center planning
area today because there currently are no
residential dwelling units there. If there were
students within the Town Center planning area
in the future, they would presumably attend
Lake Forest Park Elementary due to its
proximity, as well as Kellogg Middle School, and
Shorecrest High School, which serve students
living east of Interstate 5 in the district. 2017
enrollment at these schools is shown in Table
3.2.7.
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Shorecrest High School, originally founded in
1961, was fully reconstructed in phases between
2012 and 2014. The school serves students from
all of Lake Forest Park and a portion of Shoreline
(all students east of Interstate 5).

Table 3.3.7 Enrollment for Lake Forest Park
Attended Schools in Shoreline SD No. 412
Facility
Enrollment
(2018)
Lake Forest Park Elementary (K570
6)
Kellogg Middle School (7-8)
625
Shorecrest High School (9-12)
1,493
Source: Shoreline School District No. 412, 2018
Bus service is provided to and from these
schools. The district plans for and implements
improvements and updates to all schools and
completed full renovation and expansion
(adding a new building) to Shorecrest High
School in 2014.
The district reports that capacity is available at
the three schools and that the current trend of
reduced enrollment is forecasted to continue
through the next couple of years. Projections
beyond that show potential increases in student
enrollment. The City of Shoreline, which also is
located in this school district, recently rezoned
areas around light rail stations to accommodate
greater density. These areas could increase in
residential density in the future, bringing more
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students to the area. The district retains several
closed facilities that could be reopened if
student populations increase in the future.
In 2017, over 73 percent of Shoreline School
District voters approved a $250 million bond to
construct the Edwin Pratt Early Learning Center
and rebuild Parkwood Elementary, and Kellogg
and Einstein Middle Schools. Design and
construction of all projects are currently
underway. The Edwin Pratt Early Learning
Center will serve 450 of Shoreline’s and Lake
Forest Park’s preschool, Head Start, and Early
Childhood Education students in a tuition
supported facility. Kellogg Middle School is
being expanded to 150,888 square feet and will
provide capacity for up to 1,071 students with a
planned completion date of 2020.
The Shoreline Children’s Center serves prekindergarten students. The district also provides
the Home Education Exchange program for
home-schooled students and the K-8 alternative
Cascade Community School program.
Lake Forest Park Elementary School
Located in the northeast portion of the
Shoreline School District, Lake Forest Park
Elementary benefits from strong parent support
and provides many activities for students,
including the: Math Olympiad, Honor Choir,
Honor Band, Global Reading Challenge, Student
Council, grade level musical performances, Girls
on the Run, Roots of Empathy, Play and Learn,
author visits, and Homework Club. The Parent
Teacher Association (PTA) hosts events such as
swim party, after school enrichment classes,
Science Night, Science Fair, Ice Cream Social,
Family Movie Nights, Skating Parties,
assemblies, school dance, Bingo Night, and Bike
Rodeo. The Lake Forest Park Elementary School
grounds provide playfield, basketball and tennis
courts, playground, and other facilities that are
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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open to the public when school is not in
session.
Kellogg Middle School
Also located in the northeast portion of the
district, Kellogg Middle School offers a
multitude of extracurricular activities, including
Hang Time, an after school program that offers
students the opportunity to finish homework,
socialize and participate in club activities in a
safe school environment. Kellogg fosters the
VALOR program as part of its vision—Vision,
Achievement, Leadership, Originality, and
Respect—and hosts a monthly “Knights of the
Round Table” honors program recognizing
student achievement in these areas.
Shorecrest High School
Located at 15343 25th Avenue NE in Shoreline,
Shorecrest is a highly rated high school with a
ratio of 21.5 students to 1 teacher. Named for
its location near the shore of Lake Washington
and at the crest of a hill, Shorecrest offers
extensive activities and services to students and
students’ families and competes in athletics at
the 3A level. Shorecrest’s official mascot is Otis,
the fighting Scot, and the school sponsors a
bagpipe band and offers bagpipe classes. The
Pipers perform at many school events and are
the lead of the esteemed Highlander Marching
Band.
Parks, Recreation, Open Space, and Trails
A number of designated public parks, recreation
facilities, open spaces, and trails exist in Lake
Forest Park, some in proximity to the Town
Center planning area (see Figure 3.3.1).
Parks, recreation facilities, open spaces, and
trails in proximity to the Town Center allow for
passive and active recreation and are assets to
the community providing enjoyment, health
benefits, and enhanced quality of life.
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In 2018, the City completed the Parks,
Recreation, Open Space, and Trails (PROS-T)
Plan for the purposes of:
• Assessing the current state of the city’s
parks open spaces, and recreational
programs

small green spaces, as well as historical
interpretation and public art elements.

•

Determining the level of service provided

•

Raising public awareness of parks and
recreation programs

•

Identifying needs and interests related to
future improvements

•

Anticipating future growth and
demographic changes, as well as
recreational trends

Lake Forest Park Civic Club—3.18-acre site
located directly across Bothell Way NE/SR 522
from Town Center on the shore of Lake
Washington, the Civic Club provides beach
access for members, along with other facilities
(picnic shelter), and the clubhouse is available
to rent for members and nonmembers and can
accommodate up to 180 people for special
events.

•

Outlining a capital improvement plan
identifying future improvements and
potential acquisitions

In the inventory of parks, recreation facilities,
open spaces, and trails (including public and
non-profit operated facilities, as well as
privately-owned), the following are located
within Town Center, immediately adjacent to
Town Center, or within walking distance.
Blue Heron Park—.5-acre passive park with
stream side seating areas, public art, and
natural areas located just to the southeast of
Town Center.
Whispering Willow Park—.62 passive park
located directly adjacent to Town Center; park
visitors can stroll or sit along Lyon Creek on a
boardwalk and view wetland and natural areas.
City Hall Property—located within Town
Center, the City Hall property includes some
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Lyon Creek Waterfront Preserve—.89-acre
linear park that includes a trail, waterfront
access, picnic area, space for sitting and a dock.

Third Place Commons—approximately 10,000
square feet located inside Town Center
adjacent to Third Place Books, Third Place
Commons is operated by a non-profit
organization with support from the City and the
Town Center property owner and provides
indoor space for a variety of community events
and activities.
Farmers Market— Organized and facilitated by
staff of Third Place Commons, the farmers
market is held outdoors in the lower parking
area next to the professional office building.
The farmers market opens on Mother’s Day and
runs through the third week in October on
Sundays from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm.
Burke-Gilman Trail—26-mile trail with 2.1 miles
in Lake Forest Park that extends between
Seattle and the Sammamish River Trail in
Bothell and connects with the regional trail
system. The trail is located directly across
Bothell Way NE from Town Center and is
accessible via a signalized crosswalk near
Starbucks.
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Lake Washington—enjoyed for scenic views,
boating, and other recreation; Lake Forest Park
residents can access the lake via Lyon Creek
Waterfront Preserve in the City, or if they are
members of the Sheridan Beach Club and the
Lake Forest Park Civic Club; if not club
members, boaters must go to locations outside
the city to launch.
Other parks, recreation facilities, and open
spaces located within bicycling distance or a
short drive from Town Center in Lake Forest
Park, include:
• Pfingst Animal Acres (3.9-acre passive park)
•

Eagle Scout Park (.25-acre neighborhood
play park)

•

Big Tree Park (1.26-acre community park
with picnic area, outdoor fire place, and
pathways)

•

McKinnon Creek Trail (1.6-acre linear park
with a one-half mile trail along the creek)

•

Sheridan Beach Club (.74-acre active private
recreation facility with access to boating,
pool, and playground; members only)

In assessing level of service, the PROS-T Plan
references national recreation guidelines, peer
city comparisons, Washington State recreation
guidelines, City planning initiatives, park
classifications, and public satisfaction, which
was determined through extensive survey and
engagement activities completed as part of plan
development. Some key findings of this analysis
include:
• Lake Forest Park has the least amount
of publicly-owned park land compared
to peer cities of Kenmore, Woodinville,
and Newcastle.
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•

National level of service guidelines
developed in 1983 reference a basic
ratio of 1 acre of park land per 1,000
people, but it should be noted that the
National Recreation and Park
Association (NRPA) has stated that the
guidelines are outdated, and in a 2017
survey of 925 park agencies, NRPA
found that the median ratio of park
land (covering a wide spectrum of
parks, recreation, and open space uses)
in these jurisdictions was 10.5 acres per
1,000 population, with the lower
quartile at 4.4 acres per 1,000. Lake
Forest Park currently has 2 acres of park
land per 1,000 population.

The facilities in proximity to Town Center
provide opportunities related to nature parks
and passive open space parks, however
opportunities related to classifications of parks
such as play parks, sports parks, and event
parks are not as prevalent—either at Town
Center or citywide.
The most requested types of improvements to
PROS-T facilities as an outcome of the planning
process included:
• Trails and connections
• Lake access
• More parks and open space
Through a follow-up survey that was part of
the PROS-T planning process, residents rated
three categories of park investments that were
most important to them:
• Investments in lakefront property
• A community recreation center
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• Improvements to existing parks
• Building new parks
The Conclusion of the PROS-T Plan states that
while residents are generally satisfied with their
parks, including nature parks, which are highly
valued by the community, residents also enjoy
the farmers market, outdoor summer events,
and indoor performances and events at Third
Place Commons, and have stated that these
experiences contribute to creating a strong
sense of community.

•

•

Recreation Center, but would like more
variety in programming
Residents are generally satisfied with the
programs offered at Third Place Commons,
but also expressed that the facilities are
outdated, restrictive of some public uses,
and have limitations in adequately
supporting certain types of events
There is a strong interest in a
community/recreation center providing
space for public events, meetings, classes,
and active recreation programs

Residents frequently travel to parks outside of
Lake Forest Park that offer more active
recreational experiences, lake access, and
recreational programming. Residents expressed
a strong desire for a lakefront park with
swimming and a boat launch area open to the
public. Residents also desire more variety in
recreational programming of indoor and
outdoor activities that appeal to people of all
ages. Key parks and recreational programming
interests identified in the PROS-T Plan include:

Other key recommendations in the PROS-T Plan
include:

•

•

•

Increase ratio of park land per 1,000
residents

•

Increase park distribution so that all
residents are within ½ half mile of a park

•

Improve access to parks via walking and
bicycling

Safe and accessible routes to parks and
more accessible trails within parks

•

Improve ecological health and support high
maintenance standards

More parks and open space, particularly
active use areas, dog parks, and parks
within walking distance of neighborhoods

•

Develop park uses consistent with public
interest

•

Lake Washington access for boating and
swimming

•

More community events, such as holiday
events, outdoor movies, and concerts

•

Better recreation facilities with more
programming; many Lake Forest Park
residents use Shoreline’s Spartan
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The PROS-T Plan also calls for replacing some
parking outside City Hall with a small gathering
space or plaza, lighting, and tree grove to
commemorate retiring city staff, and to
negotiate the development of public space with
Town Center redevelopment. The plan also
recommends grade separated pedestrian and
bicycle crossing(s) in the vicinity of Town
Center, connecting to the Burke-Gilman Trail
and lakefront parks and sites (page 39).
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The PROS-T Plan also calls for the following
specific improvements to parks near Town
Center:

o

o
o

Blue Heron—renovation of landscaping, trails,
and gathering areas, interpretive and
wayfinding signs, parking improvements, and a
nature play climbing structure.
Whispering Willow—wayfinding signs, artwork,
bike rack, create a looped boardwalk/trail,
additional trees, bird boxes, seating, and
interpretive signs.
Lyon Creek Waterfront Preserve—wayfinding
signs, artwork, handrail on pier, seating, native
plantings, bike rack, and other improvements.
In assessing residents’ needs related to parks,
recreation, open space, and trails, the NRPA
and other experts recommend gaining a specific
understanding of community characteristics
and interests in each location. During the Town
center visioning meetings that engaged
hundreds of residents from Fall 2017 through
Summer 2018, many public comments were
gathered on the types of public and community
facilities people would like to see at Town
Center. The public comments gathered showed
many similarities to the PROS-T Plan public
input—residents are interested in multigenerational community and recreation
facilities and activities at Town Center. Specific
types of activities and places people would like
to see at Town Center include:
•

Indoor and outdoor public gathering spaces

•

Places for events and activities, such as
o Outdoor movie watching
o Food trucks/picnic spaces
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o

Outdoor games (pickleball,
bocce, large chess and
checkers sets, etc.)
Places to sit, relax, socialize
Year-round festivals and
holiday celebrations
Community-scale concerts
and performances

•

Green spaces, rain gardens, landscaped
areas, and TREES (convert the gray to
green)

•

P-patch/community garden areas

•

Play areas

•

Things for teens to do

•

Senior citizen programs

•

Multi-generational—a multi-generational
recreation center and dispersed places for
everyone and activities for all ages

•

Places for pets

•

Public/community meeting/workshop
spaces

•

Rooftop gardens and viewing areas (views
to Lake Washington and Mount Rainier
would be possible from higher floors and
rooftops)

During the Town Center visioning process
extensive public and stakeholder input was
gathered, and perhaps the most common input
received related to Town Center was the need
to preserve the function of Third Place
Commons as part of future redevelopment of
Town Center. Residents recognized that the
Third Place Commons space is privately owned
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and as such could be at risk with future
redevelopment. This indoor activity space and
place for community events is highly valued by
the community, and residents would like to see
this function continue as part of future
redevelopment.
Solid Waste Management
Solid Waste Management Planning in King
County
The King County Solid Waste Management Plan
guides solid waste disposal and management
for all of King County, including Lake Forest
Park. Like most cities in the county, Lake Forest
Park has signed an interlocal agreement with
King County to provide solid waste planning
within the city. The terms of the Solid Waste
Management Interlocal Agreement are in effect
through June 30, 2028. Under the agreement,
King County is responsible for solid waste
management planning and technical assistance.
The King County Solid Waste Management Plan
is going through the process of being updated.
A new draft plan was completed in July 2018
and is currently going through the public review
process, with adoption planned for 2019.
The 2019 King County Solid Waste Management
Plan forecasts trends in regional waste
generation, recycling, and disposal, tracks
progress in management, and includes
recommended actions for management. The
plan may be reviewed at:
https://kingcounty.gov/depts/dnrp/solidwaste/about/planning/comp-plan.aspx
Figures 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 show the types of waste
generated by multi-family residences and nonresidential establishments in King County
(2015). Multi-family residences tend to recycle
at a lower average rate per household of 21
percent compared to single family residences at
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56 percent and non-residential generators
(businesses, institutions, and governments) at
73 percent countywide. Yet, multi-family
residential is one of the fastest growing land
use areas in the county. The 2019 Solid Waste
Management Plan includes specific provisions
to improve recycling at multi-family and mixeduse complexes (Chapter 4, Sustainable
Materials Management). A key overarching goal
of the 2019 plan is to achieve zero waste of
resources, eliminating the disposal of materials
with economic value by 2030, with an interim
goal of 70 percent recycle through a
combination of efforts in the following order of
priority:
•

Waste prevention and reuse

•

Product stewardship

•

Recycling and composting, and

•

Beneficial use.

The plan calls for the following waste
generation and disposal targets by 2030:
Waste Generation
•

Per Capita – 20.4 pounds/week (this target
addresses residential waste from singleand multi-family homes)

•

Per Employee – 42.2 pounds/week (this
target addresses waste from the nonresidential sector)

Waste Disposal
•

Per Capita – 5.1 pounds/week (this target
addresses residential waste from both
single- and multi-family homes)
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•

Per Employee – 4.1 pounds/week (his target
addresses waste from the non-residential
sector)

Reductions in disposal over time are expected
based on forecasted trends for an increase in
waste prevention and/or recycling in the
county.
The 2019 Solid Waste Management Plan cites a
number of reasons that multi-family recycling
has not been as successful as single-family
recycling, including space constraints for
collection containers and a higher turnover of
residents and property managers. These factors
make it difficult to implement standardized
collection services and provide consistent
recycling messaging to this diverse sector. Some
local progress has been made, however, in
developing consistent design standards to
accommodate waste in multi-family complexes.
Mixed-use buildings that contain retail shops on
the lower level and residential units above also
experience challenges in solid waste
management and recycling due to:
•

Lack of sufficient space for adequate
garbage, recycling, and organics collection
(often competing with parking needs and
other uses);

•

A need for collaborative planning among
property developers, garbage and recycling
collection companies, and cities early in the
development process to ensure that
adequate space is designated for garbage,
recycling, and organics containers in the
building design; and

•

Different customer types, both residents
and employees, with different recycling
needs.
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The 2019 Plan calls for substantial increases in
recycling at multi-family complexes and mixeduse buildings by adopting minimum collection
standards for multi-family collection. The multifamily standards vary somewhat from the
single-family standards to account for
differences in service structure. To improve
recycling at mixed-use buildings, the cities and
the county must consider both the multi-family
collection standards and the recommendations
for non-residential collection. A description of
the recommended collection standards follows
in Table 3.3.8.
Solid waste from Lake Forest Park is transported
to and disposed at the Cedar Hills Landfill,
managed by the King County Solid Waste
Division. The nearest recycling and transfer
station to Lake Forest Park is the Shoreline
Transfer Station located at 2300 N 165th Street.
Approximately 1 million tons of waste are
disposed of annually at the facility. King County
has been moving forward to further develop
Cedar Hills in accordance with the 2010 Project
Program Plan (PPP). As approved in the PPP, a
disposal area covering approximately 56.5 acres
is in development and will extend the life of the
landfill through about 2028-2030, depending on
a variety of factors. The 2019 Plan explores
disposal options for beyond 2028 and
recommends further development of the Cedar
Hills Landfill as a preferred option.
Solid Waste Management in Lake Forest Park
For services to the community, Lake Forest Park
contracts with Republic Services for collection
of residential and commercial waste. Republic
Services is the second largest provider of solid
waste collection, transfer, recycling, and
disposal services in the nation.
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Through Republic Services, the City offers a
curbside recycling program to residents. In
2011, the recycling rate for Lake Forest Park
was 63 percent, including yard waste and other
organics. The national average recycling rate
was 35 percent in 2014. In addition to its
collection programs, the City has developed and
implemented a variety of education programs
to encourage waste reduction and recycling.
In September 2018, Lake Forest Park adopted
Ordinance 1181, restricting the use and sale of
single-use plastic bags and non-compostable
food service containers, straws, lids, and
utensils within the city limits. The ordinance is
consistent with Revised Code of Washington
(RCW) statute 70.95.010, which establishes
waste reduction as the priority for the
collection, handling, and management of solid
waste, prescribes the need for changes in
manufacturing and purchasing practices, and
identifies the important role of counties and
cities in taking aggressive actions to manage
plastic and non-compostable wastes.
Other Community Services
Community services include a broad range of
other types of services that support the health
and well-being of the community. This includes
basic services for people in immediate need as
well as preventive and ongoing support which
range from emergency shelters and food banks
to scouting and recreational programs. Lake
Forest Park works closely with its neighboring
cities, the Shoreline School District, United Way,
the Commons, Senior Center, and Arts Council,
as well as other human and cultural community
service agencies in combining resources to
encourage a continuum of services. Other
Community services, activities, and programs
are further summarized below.
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Children and Youth Activities and Programs
There are many activities and programs for
children and youth in the City and within a 5mile radius. The Shoreline Children’s Center
operates after school programs in Lake Forest
Park, Brookside, and Briarcrest elementary
schools. There is a teen center located at The
Recreation Center? in Shoreline, and the City of
Shoreline and the YMCA facilitate Hang Time,
an after-school program at Kellogg Middle
School. There are hundreds of programs and
classes available through the and Meals on
Wheels for frail and disabled residents. In
addition, the City of Shoreline provides
recreation activities for active seniors
particularly through a new, free Shoreline Walks
program.
The need for affordable and market rate senior
housing and assisted living ranks high among
seniors and geriatric professionals. There are
limited housing options or areas in the city that
are suitable for building housing for seniors.
When seniors are no longer able to drive, the
hilly terrain and limited public transportation
options may present challenges for getting
around the city. Senior housing in a
transportation and services-friendly area is
ideal. At this time, there are no requirements
for affordable housing in the City’s land use
regulations.
City of Shoreline’s recreation program at the
Spartan Recreation Center and Shoreline Pool,
most low-cost and /or available with “resident”
discounts. In the summer there are also daycamps ranging from sports to arts to nature run
by Shoreline, the Y, the Arts Council, the
Kruckeberg Botanic Garden, and others.
Transportation is sometimes cited as a problem
for youth in accessing these programs since
they rely on adults with cars to transport them.
Carpooling can often mitigate this issue.
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Figure 3.3.2
Types of Solid Waste Generated and Recycling/Disposal Percentages by Multi-Family Residences in
King County, 2015

Source: King County Solid Waste Management Plan, 2019
Figure 3.3.3
Types of Solid Waste Generated and Recycling/Disposal Percentages by Non-Residential Generators in
King County, 2015
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Table 3.3.8 Minimum Collection Standards for Multi-Family Complexes in King County

Source: King County Solid Waste Management Plan, 2019

The City supports after school youth programs,
day camps and creative activities for youth. A
Teen Court helps instill positive values and
enables youth to serve others in their
community. Youth are recruited to serve on a
commission and to participate in community
service activities. The Youth Council’s activities
have included volunteering for work parties
improving City parks, food packing for Food
Lifeline in Shoreline, assisting with the
community engagement process for the update
of the Comprehensive Plan, and having
dialogues with City department heads about
City initiatives.
Seniors in Lake Forest Park
The population of Lake Forest Park (and the
region and nation) is getting older as the Baby
Boom generation ages. As people get older,
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many would like to “age in place” in their
communities. Lake Forest Park is a strong
community, and through public input there has
been a strong interest expressed in more
opportunities for retirees to downsize and
continue living in the community.
The Shoreline/LFP and Northshore Senior
Centers offer engaging and supportive services
to local seniors. The Shoreline/Lake Forest Park
Senior Center also offers home chore services
Third Place Commons offers a forum for
community activities and events. It serves as a
community center providing multigenerational
cultural, recreational and educational activities.
It also sponsors the Farmers Market that
includes programs offering low-income seniors
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and families better access to fresh, healthy
produce.
Shoreline/Lake Forest Park Senior Center is
located in Shoreline and the Northshore Senior
Center in Bothell serve Lake Forest Park’s
seniors.

instituting a Percent for Art Program in Lake
Forest Park would increase the amount of art in
public parks, enhancing their aesthetic qualities
and drawing more people to visit them.

Center for Human Services in Shoreline and
Northshore Family Services in Bothell provide
drug and alcohol treatment, family support and
family counseling.
Food Banks in the area include HopeLink in
Shoreline and the North HelpLine
in Lake City. HopeLink also provides other
emergency services to the area’s residents such
as energy and rent assistance and shelter.
Postal Services There is not a post office in
Lake Forest Park, although residents may drop
their mail at City Hall or a number of other
locations around town, including private mail
service companies. The nearest US post office is
located in Kenmore. Community members have
stated in public meetings that there used to be
a post office located at Town Center in the past
that offered convenience to residents, and it
would be beneficial to have postal services
there again in the future.
Shoreline-Lake Forest Park Arts Council
The Arts Council provides free family
engagement opportunities and arts education
though schools and other venues.
Percent for Art Program
The City of Lake Forest Park currently does not
have a Percent for Art program, although King
County has required a minimum of 1 percent of
the cost of certain projects to go to public art
for more than four decades. The Lake Forest
Park Comprehensive Plan (2016) notes that
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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INTRODUCTION
This section of the Affected Environment
chapter of the EIS addresses existing public and
private utility systems owned, operated, and
maintained by multiple entities to provide
service to the planning area. For information
related to surface water management, refer to
Section 3.2.

gravity to the Matthews Beach Pump Station
and ultimately to the West Point Treatment
Plant in Seattle (Jewett, 2018). Per volume II of
the City comprehensive plan, the City has an
agreement with KCWTD for sewer transmission,
interception, treatment, and disposal through
the year 2036.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The Town Center has historically had a problem
with fats, oils, and greases (FOGs) entering their
sewer system and impacting the city system.
The City conducts routine inspections of the
Town Center’s final manhole before the Town
Center system discharges into the City’s system
and reports to the Town Center management
when there are FOG impacts. Town Center
management has been responsive in ordering
the services of a vactor truck to clean their
manhole as well as the city sewer pipe it
discharges into.

Sanitary Sewer
Sanitary sewer service to the Town Center
planning area is provided by the City of Lake
Forest Park. Sewer lines within the Town Center
site are maintained by the Town Center’s
owners, Merlone Geier Partners.
Refer to Figure 3.4.1 for a map of the existing
sanitary sewer system in the Town Center
planning area.
Within the property a sewer line runs along the
western edge of the property, behind
Albertsons, Ross, Lake Forest Park Bar & Grill.
City Hall, the professional building, and the
main Town Center building’s east “wing” are
served by a separate sewer line. The two lines
generally flow in a southerly direction and
intersect east of Starbucks, ultimately
discharging into the City-owned system at a
manhole located in the westbound transit-only
lane of SR 522. Available capacity of the city
sewer system is not currently known.
The city system discharges into the McAleer
Creek trunk, owned by King County Wastewater
Treatment Division (KCWTD), which discharges
into the county-owned “Lake Line” east of
Shore Drive NE between NE 170th Street and
45th Avenue NE (Jewett, 2018). The Lake Line
conveys wastewater from the study area by
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Currently there are no capacity issues with the
existing the sewer system at the Town Center,
nor are there any capacity issues for the Cityowned system. However, upgrades may be
required to serve future redevelopment at
Town Center depending on the selected
alternative for the Town Center Plan (refer to
Section 4.4 for more information). There are no
planned City sewer projects in the recently
adopted CIP for 2019-2024 that will affect the
Town Center site.
According to the King County Wastewater
Treatment Division’s Conveyance System
Improvement Program 2017 update, the
McAleer Creek trunk line is listed as a candidate
for replacement. It is listed as a low priority and
is not included in the current 6-year capital
improvement program (CIP). A recent capacity
assessment for the trunk line based on
population and employment projections from
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the August 2014 KCWTD Conveyance System
Improvement Program Update, which relied on
data from PSRC for population and employment
growth projections, concluded the trunk line
had sufficient capacity through 2030. However,
population and employment projections for the
NW Lake Washington Planning Area, which
contains the Town Center, were only for a total
increase in population of 1,100 residents and an
increase in employment of less than 300. The
capacity will likely be re-assessed in the mid2020’s (Tolzman, 2018).
Water
Potable water for the study area is supplied by
the Lake Forest Park Water District (LFPWD).
The LFPWD serves approximately 19 percent of
total water customers in the City. It sources its
water from an aquifer that currently shows little
to no seasonal fluctuation in supply and has
historically not shown any deficiencies at
current demands.
Refer to Figure 3.4.2 for a map of the existing
water system in the Town Center planning area.
Instantaneous fire flow requirements are met
by the distribution water main, which was
recently upgraded to 12” pipe. Furthermore,
the LFPWD has interties that would adequately
supply emergency fire flow if needed. However,
there are deficiencies in the system for
prolonged (3 hours at 3,500 gallons per minute)
fire flows. These deficiencies, specifically the
maximum flow available to source from our
interties due to infrastructure sizing, have been
addressed in the LFPWD CIP. Planned upgrades
will largely rectify the above deficiency under
current demand.
Water quality results as tested in the
distribution system indicate that the LFPWD
water supply show results below the maximum
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contamination level for all parameters tested
(LFPWD 2017 Annual Water Quality Report).
Potable water is distributed to the planning
area from the Lake Forest Park Reservoir
through separate 12-inch ductile iron water
mains on Ballinger Way NE. There is a point of
supply from the northernmost of the two mains
at the northernmost Town Center driveway,
which has a static pressure of 75 psi. The other
point of supply for the Town Center is at the
intersection of Ballinger Way NE and NE 175th
Street. It is supplied by the southernmost 12inch ductile iron water main along Ballinger
Way NE and has a static pressure of 75 psi.
The upstream hydraulic grade line (HGL)
feeding the two points of supply is 294 feet.
Water main improvements are anticipated for
Ballinger Way. The Lake Forest Park Water
District plans to connect the two 12-inch water
mains along Ballinger Way NE as part of their
capital improvements program. The district is
developing the Ballinger Way corridor into a
“backbone arterial of higher capacity water
provisioning as might be required with larger
commercial redevelopment, as well as for multifamily residential and mixed-use
retail/residential buildings. (Mundall, 2018)
Water is distributed throughout the Town
Center through water mains consisting of 8- and
10-inch ductile iron pipes that form a loop
around the main building.
Natural Gas
Puget Sound Energy (PSE) supplies natural gas
to the Lake Forest Park Town Center planning
area. PSE operates the state’s largest natural
gas distribution system serving more than
770,000 gas customers in six counties. PSE
manages a diversified gas supply portfolio.
About have the gas is obtained from producers
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and marketers in British Columbia and Alberta,
and the rest comes from Rocky Mountain
states. All the gas PSE acquires is transported
into its service area through large interstate
pipelines owned and operated by another
company. Once PSE takes possession of the gas,
it is distributed to customers through more than
21,000 miles of PSE-owned gas mains and
service lines. Natural gas is supplied to the City
through the North Seattle Border Station.

Sprint-Nextel facilities exist along the Burke
Gilman Trail, which runs parallel to and on the
south side of Bothell Way NE directly adjacent
to the Town Center.

The gas mains serving the Town Center site are
generally along the western side of the Ballinger
Way NE right of way. Within the Town Center
property, a service lateral runs along the
western edge of the site behind the Town
Center building.
Electricity
Electricity is supplied to the Town Center by
Seattle City Light (SCL). Overhead transmission
lines run along the east side of Ballinger Way NE
and the south side of Bothell Way NE. Overhead
lines also run along the western edge of the
property connecting to transmission lines along
Bothell Way NE at the intersection of Beach
Drive NE.
Communications
There are multiple communications providers
within the vicinity of Town Center. Within the
Town Center property Comcast has indicated
they have both coax and fiber optic cable
(Nettles, 2018).
Verizon Wireless has also indicated they have
existing cable along the east side Bothell Way
adjacent to Town Center. They also have future
plans to feed the Town Center property with
fiber optic cable and have expressed interest in
coordinating future plans with Town Center
redevelopment (Landis, 2018).
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Figure 3.4.1 Map of Existing Sanitary Sewer System in the Town Center Planning Are
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Figure 3.4.2 Map of Existing Water System in the Town Center Planning Area
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INTRODUCTION
This section of the Affected Environment
chapter of the Town Center Plan EIS describes
existing multimodal transportation and parking
conditions in the Town Center planning area, as
well as nearby intersections that may be
affected by redevelopment at the Town Center
and the types and locations of existing
transportation facilities

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
The Town Center planning area is today an
automobile-oriented place with a focus on
vehicle traffic circulation and parking. Existing
transit access and facilities for pedestrians and
bicyclists are present but are not optimized to
create a pedestrian-friendly, transit-oriented
place for people.
The planning area is bounded by Bothell Way
NE/SR 522 to the south, Ballinger Way NE/SR
104 to the east, NE 178th Street to the north,
and Brookside Boulevard NE and 44th Avenue
NE to the west. Both SR 522 and SR 104 are
under WSDOT jurisdiction while the others are
controlled by the City of Lake Forest Park.
The Town Center has a mix of land uses,
including City Hall, the Police Department, retail
stores, a grocery store, banking, and
restaurants that are served by an internal
network of access roads and parking areas. This
network is predominantly privately owned and
maintained, with the exception of the City Hall
and Northshore Fire Department properties.
There are five entrances to the Town Center for
motorists – two driveways on SR 522 (one of
which is signalized), two driveways on SR 104
(one signalized), and one from Brookside
Boulevard. There is another driveway into the
Starbucks parking area from SR 522 that also
can be used to access the Town Center. There
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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are no direct access points from the
neighborhoods north of the Town Center. Town
Center access points are shown in Figure 3.5.1.
Existing Pedestrian Network
The existing pedestrian network directly
adjacent to the Town Center connects
pedestrians to nearby neighborhoods and the
Burke Gilman Trail; however, there are sidewalk
gaps that can make traveling to, from, and
through the Town Center difficult. SR 104 has
sidewalks on both sides of the street and SR 522
has a sidewalk on the north side of the street
adjacent to the Town Center. Along SR 104,
some sections of the sidewalks have landscaped
buffers, but most are directly adjacent to
vehicle traffic. The eastern sidewalk is
frequently interrupted by driveways. SR 104
north of the Town Center has sidewalks on the
east side of the roadway, but they are narrow,
close to the traffic lanes, and broken up by
numerous driveways.
Along SR 522, the sidewalk adjacent to the
Town Center is narrow and has no buffer from
vehicle traffic, which can be uncomfortable for
pedestrians. There are no sidewalks on either
side of SR 522, east of SR 104 and west of 170th
Street. This creates challenges for pedestrians
trying to reach the Town Center and
surrounding businesses along SR 522.
Brookside Boulevard has a sidewalk on the east
side. NE 170th Street has sidewalks as it
approaches the Bothell Way NE intersection. NE
175th Street has a pedestrian path with
extruded curb on the north side at it
approaches the Ballinger Way NE intersection.
178th Street has a sidewalk on the south side.
There are no sidewalks present on 44th Avenue
NE, and sidewalks are lacking on many of the
surrounding neighborhood streets, so
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Figure 3.5.1 Town Center Access Points
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pedestrian access becomes even more
challenging beyond the Town Center.

Crosswalk across Brookside Boulevard NE
Source: © 2018 Google

Marked crosswalks are present at the
intersections of SR 522/170th Street NE, SR
522/SR 104, SR 104/NE 175th Street, and
Brookside Boulevard/the Fire Station access
road. The intersections of SR 522/SR 104 and SR
522/170th Street NE have the highest volumes
of pedestrian crossings in the planning area.
Both crossings are access points to the Burke
Gilman Trail.
As stated in the Safe Streets: Town Center
Connections and Safe Streets studies, there is
an important need to improve pedestrian and

bicycle connectivity between Town Center and
surrounding neighborhoods. This would
encourage more trips by walking and bicycling,
increase transit ridership, and enhance
community vitality, sustainability, and livability.
Conditions for Pedestrians at Town Center—
Within the Town Center site, sidewalks are
present along the storefronts, and there are
marked crosswalks at key points of access
across travel lanes of the internal roadway and
parking network. However, overall, it is
currently difficult to walk across the Town
Center to access multiple destinations as a
pedestrian. The most efficient routes are not
well defined and would require walking across
large expanses of parking areas. Participants in
the public engagement process often
mentioned that it is their preference to drive
from one place to another at Town Center
rather than to walk or bicycle.
Figure 3.5.2 illustrates some of the challenges
to pedestrian travel in the vicinity of SR 522/NE
170th and SR 522/Brookside. Figure 3.5.3 shows
existing pedestrian infrastructure in the
planning area.

Figure 3.5.2 Example of Pedestrian Access Challenges at Town Center
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Figure 3.5.3 Existing Pedestrian Network
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Existing Bicycle Network
There are currently no marked bicycle lanes or
sharrows through or directly connecting to the
Town Center. A climbing bike lane exists on NE
178th Street west of Brookside Boulevard NE.
Brookside Boulevard NE and NE 178th Street are
existing designated bicycle routes, and the
City’s Safe Streets and Safe Streets: Town
Center Connections studies identify several
additional bicycle routes throughout the City.
Cyclists can access the Town Center via the
Burke Gilman Trail on the south side of SR 522.
Cycling directly on SR 522 and SR 104 is
uncomfortable for most users, due to the high
volumes and speeds of vehicle traffic. Overall,
bicycle volumes around the Town Center are
relatively low, likely due to the lack of bicycle
facilities, auto oriented land uses, and high
motor vehicle speeds and volumes.
Figure 3.5.4 shows the bicycle level of traffic
stress on roadways in the planning area. Level
of traffic stress (LTS) is a measure of how
comfortable it is to bicycle on facilities, and the
stress values range from an LTS 1 facility that is
comfortable for riders of all ages and abilities to
an LTS 4 that is only used by “strong and

fearless” riders. Figure 3.5.5 shows the LTS
categories for the roads surrounding Town
Center. SR 522 and SR 104 are LTS 4; Brookside
Boulevard NE, NE 175th Street, and 47th Avenue
NE are LTS 3; and neighborhood roads and the
paths through the Town Center lot are generally
LTS 1 or 2. As the major roadways bounding the
Town Center are LTS 4, this can present a major
barrier to people wanting to bicycle to the
Town Center. They may be able to comfortably
navigate the nearby neighborhoods but must
travel on high-speed roadways with no
separated facilities to make the final connection
to the Town Center.
Burke Gilman Trail
The Burke Gilman Trail is a high-quality offstreet shared use path that runs parallel to SR
522 south of the Town Center, offering views of
Lake Washington and regional connections to
Seattle and the Eastside. While the trail offers a
comfortable bicycle and pedestrian space
separated from vehicular traffic on SR 522,
people still need to bicycle or walk along the
roadway to access services and homes, which
are not accessible from the trail.

Figure 3.5.4 Bicycle Level of Stress Categories
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Figure 3.5.5 Existing Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress
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To get to the Town Center from the Burke
Gilman Trail, people typically cross at the
signalized intersection of Bothell Way NE/NE
170th Street (next to Starbucks). This at-grade
crossing becomes congested with pedestrian
and bicycle traffic, particularly on busy
weekends and during commute hours, yet
crossing times are managed and heavy motor
vehicle traffic on Bothell Way NE takes
precendence over crossing pedestrians and
bicyclists. This condition can be a limiting factor
in bicycling and walking between the Burke
Gilman Trail and Town Center.

commute and local daytime trips. Route 372
and Sound Transit’s Route 522 are express
buses that run at least every 15 minutes during
commuting hours. Route 372 operates all day
serving Bothell, Kenmore, Lake Forest Park, and
north Seattle before ending on the University of
Washington Seattle campus. Sound Transit
Route 522 runs all day between Woodinville,
Bothell, Kenmore, Lake Forest Park, and
Downtown Seattle with frequent service.

Segment of Burke Gilman Trail through Lake Forest
Park Source: Windermere Real Estate

Transit Services
Multiple bus routes currently serve the Town
Center planning area, most of which are
operated by King County Metro. They include a
mix of local routes serving Lake Forest Park and
neighboring cities, and all day and express
routes serving commuters into Seattle and
other surrounding employment destinations
(Bothell, Woodinville, etc.).

Existing King County Metro transit stop on the
north side of SR 522, near Bank of America and
City Hall at Town Center
Because the bus routes serving Lake Forest Park
travel almost exclusively along either SR 104 or
SR 522, the Town Center already currently
functions as an informal transit hub for the
community and residents on the north end of
Lake Washington.

Routes 308, 309, 312, and 342 operate only in
the peak morning and evening hours to serve
higher demand to Seattle and the Eastside.
Route 331 runs all day at 30-minute frequencies
from Shoreline to Kenmore, serving both
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Existing bus stops are located adjacent to the
Town Center on SR 522 in proximity to NE 170th
Street (with stops on north and south sides); on
SR 522, closer to the SR 104 intersection (near
the bank and City Hall); and on SR 104 between
SR 522/SR 104 and the SR 104/NE 175th Street
(on the southbound/west side). All of the stops
offer shelters and seating.

Table 3.5.1 shows the route frequency and
operator for lines with stops at the Town
Center. Figure 3.5.6 shows each bus route.

Table 3.5.1 Bus Routes Serving the Town Center
Route
Number

Frequency

Hours

Route

Operator

308

30-60 minutes

Peak hours only

Downtown Seattle to
King County Metro
Lake Forest Park

312

30-60 minutes

Peak hours only

Downtown Seattle to
King County Metro
Bothell

342

30-60 minutes

Peak hours only

331

30 minutes

7:00 AM to 8:00 PM

Shoreline to Kenmore
King County Metro
P&R

309

30 minutes

Peak hours only

Kenmore P&R to First
King County Metro
Hill, Seattle

372

<15 minutes

5:15 AM to 12:30 AM

Bothell to University
King County Metro
District, Seattle

522

15-30 minutes

4:45 AM to 11:30 PM

Downtown Seattle to
Sound Transit
Woodinville
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Shoreline P&R to
Renton TC

King County Metro
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Figure 3.5.6 Existing Transit Network
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Existing Roadway Network
The roadway network around the Town Center
is a mix of high-volume state routes that
accommodate regional mobility and local roads
that are oriented to local travel rather than
regional connectivity. Bothell Way NE/SR 522
and Ballinger Way NE/SR 104 carry substantial
vehicle volumes at higher speeds of 30 to 40
miles per hour (mph) to move traffic through
the region and into downtown Lake Forest Park.
Conversely, the local roadways around the
Town Center have slower speeds, do not follow
a typical grid pattern, and have limited
connectivity directly to Town Center, so
vehicular connections are limited to locations
from SR 522 and SR 104 with the exception of
local roads from Brookside Boulevard and NE
44th Street, often used for access to Town
Center.

direction and a long left turn pocket at the
signalized intersection of SR 522 and SR
104, making it a seven-lane cross section.
SR 522 is a WSDOT designated T-2 freight
truck corridor, which is designed to carry
four to ten million tons of goods annually.
•

Ballinger Way NE/State Route 104
Like SR 522, SR 104 serves as a main
thoroughfare for Lake Forest Park. It has a
posted speed limit of 30 mph near Town
Center, increasing to 40 mph in blocks
further north of Town Center approaching
the city limits. SR 104 serves schools,
businesses, and homes and is designed with
a focus on auto mobility with limited
facilities for other modes. The east side of
the roadway has mostly single-family
homes with driveway access to SR 104, and
there is a signalized intersection at NE 175th
Street. On the segment bordering the Town
Center, there is one lane in each direction
with a two-way center turn lane north of NE
175th Street, while the segment between NE
175th Street and SR 522 has one
northbound lane with a left turn pocket for
the 175th Street intersection and two
southbound lanes approaching the SR 522
intersection, one of which is a left only turn
lane onto SR 522 eastbound. SR 104 is a
WSDOT designated T-3 freight truck
corridor, which is designed to carry 300,000
to four million tons of goods annually.

•

Brookside Boulevard NE
The only designated bicycle route in the
planning area, Brookside Boulevard NE is a
minor arterial running north-south on the
west side of the Town Center. It has a
posted speed of 25 mph, has one lane in
each direction, and serves as a connection
from north and west neighborhoods to the
Town Center and SR 522.

State Routes and Arterials
There are two state routes and three arterials in
the planning area; all other roadways around
the Town Center are local streets.
•

Bothell Way NE/State Route 522
A “highway of statewide significance”, SR
522 connects Seattle to the Eastside,
carrying approximately 20 percent of crosslake trips. It has a posted speed limit of 40
mph. Residents use SR 522 as a main travel
route, but it also physically divides the
community, separating neighborhoods on
the north side from neighborhoods,
amenities along Lake Washington and the
Burke Gilman Trail on the south side. High
volumes – up to 50,000 vehicles on a
weekday – the posted speed limit of 40
mph, and a lack of pedestrian and bicycle
facilities also make it uncomfortable for
people trying to walk or bike. Adjacent to
the Town Center, there are two lanes in
each direction plus a bus only lane in each
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•

NE 178th Street
Running east-west on the north side of the
Town Center, NE 178th Street is a two-lane
minor arterial with a posted speed limit of
25 mph that connects north and west
neighborhoods to SR 104.

•

NE 175th Street
A two-lane minor arterial running eastwest, NE 175th Street intersects with SR
104 and serves as a primary access point to
and from the Town Center. It has a posted
speed limit of 25 mph and connects north
and east neighborhoods to the Town Center
and SR 104.

Figure 3.5.7 shows the functional classifications
of the roadways around the Town Center.
Study Intersections
Traffic operations at the intersections
surrounding the Town Center could be affected
by increased redevelopment at the Town
Center that could occur with implementation of
alternatives analyzed in this EIS. Ten study
intersections most likely to be affected – either
access points into the Town Center or
intersections directly adjacent to it – were
chosen for analysis. These were analyzed during
the PM peak hour on a weekday, which has the
highest auto volumes of the day and therefore
represents the most congested traffic
conditions.
Eight of the study intersections are under
WSDOT jurisdiction, with five of these located
on SR 522 and three located on SR 104 (one of
which is the intersection of the two state
routes). Three of the WSDOT intersections are
signalized. The two intersections that are not
along the state route include Brookside
Boulevard and the access way in front of the
fire station (referred to as Fire Station Road in
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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the remainder of this document), and NE 170th
Street and Fire Station Road, which also serves
as a western access point to the Town Center
and is controlled by the City of Lake Forest Park.
These are both unsignalized intersections. Refer
to Sections 3.3 and 4.3 of this EIS for concerns
related to existing AM peak traffic congestion
on Fire Station Road and proposed mitigation.
The study intersections are:
1. Bothell Way NE/SR 522 and Brookside
Boulevard NE
2. Bothell Way NE/SR 522 and NE 170th
Street
3. NE 170th Street and Fire Station Road
4. Brookside Boulevard NE and Fire
Station Road
5. Bothell Way NE/SR 522 and Town
Center driveway at Bank of America
6. Bothell Way NE/SR 522 and SR 104
7. Bothell Way NE/SR 522 and 47th
Avenue NE
8. Ballinger Way NE/SR 104 and NE 175th
Street
9. Ballinger Way NE/SR 104 and Town
Center driveway at Windermere
10. Ballinger Way NE/SR 104 and NE 178th
Street
Figure 3.5.8 shows the location of these study
intersections surrounding the Town Center site.
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Figure 3.5.7 Existing Roadway Functional Classifications
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Figure 3.5.8 Town Center Study Intersections
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Level of Service
Level of service (LOS) is a standard method for
characterizing delay at an intersection. For
signalized and all-way stop controlled (AWSC)
intersections, the LOS is based on the average
delay for all approaches. For side-street stop
controlled (SSSC) intersections, the approach
with the highest delay is used. LOS A represents

the least amount of delay while LOS F
represents highly congested conditions. Table
3.5.2 summarizes the LOS and delay thresholds
specified in the Highway Capacity Manual
(HCM) 6th Edition, which is a standard
methodology for measuring intersection
performance.

Table 3.5.2 Level of Service Definitions
Level of
Service

Description

Signalized
Intersection Delay
(seconds/vehicle)

Unsignalized
Intersection Delay
(seconds/vehicle)

≤ 10

≤ 10

A

Free-flowing Conditions

B

Stable Flow (slight delays)

>10-20

>10-15

C

Stable Flow (acceptable delays)

>20-35

>15-25

D

Approaching Unstable Flow (tolerable delay)

>35-55

>25-35

E

Unstable Flow (intolerable delay)

>55-80

>35-50

F

Forced Flow (congested and queues fail to clear)

>80

>50

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 6th Edition

Traffic operations were analyzed using Synchro
10 software. The Synchro network reflects the
existing and future roadway networks including
segment and intersection geometry, signal
timing, and vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle
volumes. The level of service threshold in Lake
Forest Park is LOS C on local arterials, and
WSDOT’s LOS standard is LOS D on SR 522 and
LOS E on SR 104.
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Existing Level of Service at the Study
Intersections
Existing level of service at the ten study
intersections is shown in Table 3.5.3 and Figure
3.5.9. Intersections where the side street is
configured to only allow right turns in and right
turns out (left turns and through movements
prohibited) are noted. All level of service results
are evaluated with HCM 6th Edition
methodology unless otherwise noted.
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Table 3.5.3 Existing Level of Service at the Study Intersections
Traffic
Control

LOS
Standard

SR 522 & Brookside Boulevard

SSSC3

2

SR 522 & NE 170th Street

3

ID

Intersection

1

Existing Conditions
Delay

LOS

D

10

B1,2

Signal

D

7

A

NE 170th Street & Fire Station Road

SSSC

C

13

B

4

Brookside Boulevard NE & Fire Station Road

SSSC

C

10

B2

5

SR 522 & Town Center driveway at Bank of America

SSSC3

D

21

C

6

SR 522 & SR 104

Signal

D

62

E1

7

SR 522 & 47th Avenue NE

SSSC3

D

23

C

8

SR 104 & NE 175th Street

Signal

E

26

C

9

SR 104 & Town Center driveway at Windermere

SSSC

E

25

C

SSSC

E

117

F

10 SR 104 & NE 178th Street
Notes:

1. Uses HCM 2000 due to phasing or configuration
2. Delay exceeds 10 seconds so is LOS B rather than LOS A
3. Side street allows right turn out only

The Safe Highways Report published delay and LOS results at these intersections using methodologies prescribed in earlier
versions of the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000 and 2010); as such many of the LOS results vary based on newer
methodologies.
SSSC = Side-street stop controlled
Grey shaded locations exceed level of service thresholds
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2018

Under current PM peak hour traffic conditions,
the intersections of SR 522/SR 104 and SR
104/NE 178th Street are the only locations
operating below their LOS standard. Large
volumes use the intersection of SR 522/SR 104,
and the southbound approach has the greatest
delay. The delay at SR 104/NE 178th Street is
caused by vehicles waiting for a break in traffic
to make a left turn onto SR 104, as this is a sidestreet stop controlled intersection. The local
street study intersections generally operate at
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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LOS B or better. The Town Center driveways
along SR 522 and SR 104 generally operate with
little delay, as these side streets only allow right
turns out of the Town Center.
As described above, the traffic operations
analysis performed uses isolated intersection
analysis, as measured by the Synchro 10
software. This analysis measures queuing for
each intersection independently and does not
capture how queues may impact adjacent
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intersections. Delays from peak period queuing
can affect operations along the state routes and
on the Town Center site. For example, at SR
522/SR 104, queues up to 1,300 feet in the
eastbound direction and 400 feet in the
southbound direction were observed, which
affect upstream vehicle operations at SR
522/NE 170th Street and SR 104/NE 175th Street
respectively. Given this condition, vehicle
operations on SR 522 may be more congested
at times than model results show in Table 3.5.3.
Along SR 104, queues can form in the
southbound direction as vehicles wait to turn at
the SR 522 signal. The SR 104/NE 175th Street
intersection has northbound queues which can
stretch back to SR 522, potentially delaying
vehicles trying to turn onto SR 104. Queues
exiting the Town Center site are generally short,
with the exception of vehicles exiting
eastbound at SR 104/NE 175th Street and
southbound at SR 522/NE 170th Street, which
can queue back into the Town Center parking
lot. Because the SR 522/NE 170th Street
intersection is one of the few signalized
intersections to allow left turns onto eastbound
SR 522, it serves vehicle demand from both City
streets and the Town Center. The vehicle
demand can result in southbound queues on NE
170th Street backing into the Town Center and
onto Fire Station Road, slowing operations at
NE 170th Street/Fire Station Road.
Parking at Town Center
All existing parking in the Town Center planning
area is currently paved surface parking (see
Figure 3.5.10). There are approximately 952
parking spaces available for use across the
entire planning area. All the supply is free and
there are generally no time limits, with the
exception of signed 15-minute parking zones in
front of Great Harvest Bread and near Swirl
Frozen Yogurt. Parking throughout Town Center
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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is generally available to anyone accessing one of
the businesses located on site; although a few
businesses designate parking spaces specifically
for their use only through signs. No park and
ride parking is technically allowed, but because
there are several major bus stops next to the
Town Center and no designated parking for
transit users, some transit riders park in the
Town Center and on local streets nearby. While
there are no formal shared parking agreements
at Town Center, there is a general informal
pattern of sharing parking across the site to
accommodate periods of heavy use (such as for
Farmers Market and special events).
Based on field observations of parking
utilization over several weekdays, weekend
days, and evenings, the southern lower parking
area (near MOD Pizza, Albertsons, Planet
Fitness, RiteAid, and other businesses) generally
operates at capacity (at/above 85 percent full)
during business hours. The northern upper
parking area above Third Place Books/Third
Place Commons and Ace Hardware is generally
more than 60 percent full during Town Center
business hours, except during the Farmers
Market or special events. Parking behind and in
front of the professional office building and City
Hall is generally around 50 to 60 percent full
during daily business hours and generally 85 to
100 percent full during the Farmers Market,
meetings at City Hall, and special events.
The Lake Forest Park Police Department utilizes
13 to 15 parking spaces on a regular basis for its
headquarter operations at Town Center.
Currently the department has 8 marked patrol
vehicles, 3 detective vehicles, 2 command
vehicles, 1 transport van, and 1 space needed
for the radar trailer when not in use. However,
there are only 5 dedicated parking stalls for
police use currently in the parking area.
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Figure 3.5.9 Study Intersections at PM Peak Hour Level of Service
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Figure 3.5.10 Existing Parking at the Town Center

Source: © 2018 Google
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City staff require approximately 30 spaces on a
daily basis, plus additional spaces for
commissioners, and City Council members, and
public parking for meetings and access to City
services. There is generally a high demand for
parking in the vicinity of City Hall during
meetings.

promote non-motorized transportation
throughout the City. Informed by a technical
analysis of the existing transportation
conditions and forecasts of future vehicle
traffic, the Comprehensive Plan identifies future
projects that are needed to maintain the street
network and traffic operations.

Safety
WSDOT collision records from April 2014 to
March 2017 were analyzed along SR 522 and SR
104 in Lake Forest Park. Collisions were
summarized along segments and at
intersections, as shown in Tables 3.5.4 and
Table 3.5.5. Among the intersections studied,
the intersection of SR 522 and SR 104 has the
highest number of collisions, including three
involving a pedestrian or bicyclist. During the
three-year period, there were a total of three
severe injury collisions, seven bicycle collisions,
and two pedestrian collisions along the study
segments and intersections. None of the
collisions during the three-year period resulted
in fatalities. Figure 3.5.11 shows the distribution
of collisions along both state routes. The
roadway segments along SR 104 and SR 522
with the highest number of collisions are
adjacent to the Town Center.

Lake Forest Park Strategic Plan—Lake Forest
Park’s 2016-2020 Strategic Plan outlines the
City’s short- and mid-term priorities to achieve
its long-term goals and vision. The document
provides an overview of the City’s vision and
values as well as the goals, services, and
initiatives intended to help the City realize
them. The Strategic Plan laid the foundation for
five major projects—also known as the “Big
Five”—that are intended to master plan the
City’s near-term infrastructure and planning
priorities. The Town Center Plan is one of the
projects in the Strategic Plan.

Relevant Plans, Studies, and Projects
The specific transportation aspects of the
following relevant plans, studies, and projects
are summarized below. For additional
information about these plans, refer to Section
3.1 in Chapter 3.0.
Lake Forest Park Comprehensive Plan—The
Comprehensive Plan envisions the future of the
City for the next 20 years. It establishes goals
and policies to guide future planning efforts,
including changes to the transportation system.
It establishes level of service (LOS) guidelines
for roadways and incorporates strategies to
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Safe Streets—Completed in July 2017, the Safe
Streets report identifies projects on local streets
in Lake Forest Park that provide safer
connections to transit and other amenities for
people using all modes of travel. Ten projects
are identified as priorities for the City, which
are broken into a high priority tier and a lower
priority tier. While the report does not address
SR 522 and SR 104 specifically, several of the
project recommendations would improve
access to transit along SR 522. Safe Streets is
one of the “Big Five” projects outlined in the
Strategic Plan.
Safe Streets: Town Center Connections—
Completed in 2018 as an extension of the
original Safe Streets work, this report focuses
specifically on improving safety and connections
for people walking and cycling to the Town
Center and downtown amenities.
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Table 3.5.4 Segment Collisions
Total
Collisions

Severe

Bicycle

Pedestrian

SR 522 - Brookside Boulevard to NE 170th Street

1

0

0

0

SR 522 - NE 170th Street to SR 104

5

0

0

0

SR 522 - SR 104 to 47th Avenue

4

1

0

0

SR 104 – SR 522 to 175th Street

5

0

0

0

SR 104 –175th Street to 178th Street

2

0

0

0

17

1

0

0

Total
Collisions

Severe

Bicycle

Pedestrian

Road Segment

Total Segment Collisions
Source: WSDOT, 2017; Fehr & Peers, 2018

Table 3.5.5 Intersection Collisions
ID Intersection
1

SR 522 & Brookside Boulevard

18

1

1

0

2

SR 522 & NE 170th Street

18

0

1

1

3

NE 170th Street & Fire Station Road *

-

-

-

-

4

Brookside Boulevard NE & Fire Station road

2

0

0

0

5

SR 522 & Town Center driveway at Bank of
America

0

0

0

0

6

SR 522 & SR 104

47

0

2

1

7

SR 522 & 47th Avenue NE

4

1

0

0

8

SR 104 & NE 175th Street

12

0

0

0

9

SR 104 & Town Center driveway at
Windermere

6

0

11

0

13

0

21

0

120

2

7

2

10 SR 104 & NE 178th Street
Total Intersection Collisions
*

No WSDOT collision data was provided at this location.
Scooter bikes included

1

Source: WSDOT, 2017; Fehr & Peers, 2018
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Figure 3.5.11 Existing Collision Analysis

Data Source: WSDOT, 2017
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The Safe Streets: Town Center Connections
study identifies and ranks projects within a half
mile of the Town Center for an enhanced
Capital Improvements Program (CIP). Nine
projects are identified as priorities for the City,
which are also broken into two priority tiers.
Safe Highways—The Safe Highways report
completed in 2018 identifies recommendations
for making SR 522 and SR 104 safer, more
accommodating to transit, and more walkable
and bikeable. The state routes are broken into
several study segments and key study
intersections. The report identifies mobility and
safety issues along each segment and
opportunities for improvement. Safe Highways
is one of the “Big Five” projects outlined in the
Strategic Plan.

King County Metro Connects—King County
Metro Connects is a long-range vision for transit
service within King County and was adopted in
January 2017. The plan includes several routes
within the planning area. The plan envisions a
Rapid Ride service line between the UW Link
Light Rail System and the Bothell Transit Center
along SR 522. A new frequent service route is
also planned between the Shoreline Community
College and the Kenmore Transit Center by
2025. The route would use SR 522 and SR 104. It
also proposes an express route between the
Edmonds/Kingston Ferry Terminal, Bothell, and
Redmond, which would run along both SR 522
and SR 104 by 2040.

ST3 Bus Rapid Transit in the 145th/SR 522
Corridor--Sound Transit 3 identifies funding to
implement Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) between the
145th Street light rail station in the I-5 corridor
in Shoreline and the University of Washington
Bothell branch campus, with potential lower
frequency service to Woodinville. Sound Transit
estimates that this eight-mile BRT service could
generate up to 10,000 daily riders.
Along SR 522, the project looks to provide
continuous business access and transit (BAT)
lanes and seven pairs of stations, some in Lake
Forest Park and others at points east in
Kenmore and Bothell. The corridor would also
feature three commuter park and ride
structures sized at 300 spaces each, one of
which potentially would be located at the Lake
Forest Park Town Center (per the described
representative project in the ST3 proposal). The
BRT service would run on fast, frequent 10minute headways through Lake Forest Park, and
the system is proposed to be constructed and
operating by 2024.
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CHAPTER 4.0—ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION
Section 4.1—Town Center Land Uses and Character
INTRODUCTION
The three planning scenarios for Alternative 1,
Alternative 2, and Alternative 3 as described
and presented in Chapter 2.0 are further
analyzed in this section of the EIS. Potential
impacts related to land use and zoning, building
form, views and aesthetics, sun/shade, and
character are analyzed. This section also
addresses consistency with existing plans and
policies, and recommended mitigation
measures.

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

As discussed in Section 3.1 of this EIS, extensive
community input shaped the development of a
new Town Center Vision earlier in 2018.
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been developed to
evaluate different forms of how this Vision
could be implemented over time at the Town
Center.
The public is invited to comment on these
alternatives analyzed in this EIS. After the DEIS
comment period closes, the City will determine
a preferred alternative for Town Center and
adopt a new Town Center Plan with supporting
planning and land use regulations specifically
tailored to the preferred plan. The planning
scenarios in EIS were developed for purposes of
programmatic analysis; they are theoretical and
conceptual. Actual redevelopment likely would
differ from those shown based on more
detailed master planning and design.
Land Use and Zoning
No significant changes to land use are proposed
under the two action alternatives (Alternative 2
and Alternative 3) over those currently allowed
by the City’s planning and land use regulations
(no action—Alternative 1). Multi-family
residential use and mixed-use buildings are
currently allowed. There is no proposed change
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to the existing “Town Center” zoning
designation. Proposed development under all
three alternatives is consistent with and
supportive to the City’s adopted
Comprehensive Plan.
The types of commercial uses that exist at Town
Center today would continue into the future
under any of the alternatives, but the amount
of commercial use would be less intensive
under Alternative 2 and more intensive under
Alternative 3, as compared to Alternative 1.
New residential use would be added under any
of the alternatives, and the amount of
residential use under Alternative 2 an
Alternative 3 would be more intensive than
under Alternative 1.
Building Heights— While no changes to land
use are proposed, changes to building height
and form would potentially result in taller
buildings and a greater intensity of
redevelopment at the Town Center than could
occur under current applicable planning and
land use regulations. The resulting form would
be more urban in character. Analysis of these
potential changes under either Alternative 2 or
Alternative 3 is the primary focus of this EIS.
As discussed in Chapter 2, under Alternative 1—
No Action, building heights of 60 to 66 feet
would be allowed after applying bonus density
provisions. Under Alternative 2—Varied Height
and Form, the maximum building height would
be 75 feet to the base roofline, while under
Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form, the
maximum height would be 85 feet to the base
roofline. Roofline variation, peaks, and rooftop
features and appurtenances could extend
above these heights.
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Figure 4.1.1 depicts the differences in these
building heights side by side and the images on
the following pages provide examples of the
building heights related to each alternative.
The proposed building height under Alternative
3 maximizes the redevelopment potential of a
highly marketable and constructible building
type—wood frame over concrete podium.
Current International Building Code standards
allow this type of construction up to 75 feet in
height to the base of the highest occupiable
floor level. With a typical residential floor
height of 10 feet, this would make this building
85 feet high to the base roofline. Roof
articulation, variation in roof peaks/pitches, and
rooftop features could extend above this
height. This is often referred to as 5 over 2 or 6
over 1 construction.
Typically, the ground floor levels are in active
use (commercial, retail, studio, professional
office, etc.) and the floors above are in
residential or office use in these types of
buildings.
Wood frame over concrete podium
construction is seen throughout the region and
recent examples have been or are under
construction in the nearby communities of
Shoreline, Kenmore, Bothell, Woodinville,
Redmond, Kirkland, and Bellevue.
The Alternative 3 planning scenario studied in
this EIS assumes more uniformity in building
height and form with full redevelopment of
Town Center (over time in phases) and a more
grid-like, urban block pattern of redevelopment.

highest occupiable floor and 75 feet to the base
roofline. The Alternative 2 scenario studies
varied building height and form with full
redevelopment of the Town Center, with
buildings up to the 75-foot height (at base
roofline), but also buildings at lower heights and
more variation in commercial, residential,
office, and civic uses across the site.
The most common building type with
redevelopment would be wood frame over
concrete podium (similar to Alternative 3, but in
5 over 1 configurations). Other construction
types may be implemented as well. Like
Alternative 3, it is anticipated that Alternative 2
also would be developed incrementally in
multiple phases over time.
Alternative 1—No Action assumes
redevelopment would occur in alignment with
the current adopted planning and land use
provisions applicable to Town Center in the
LFPMC. Under current regulations, if bonus
heights are applied, a building height of
approximately 60 to 66 feet to the base roofline
could be developed, typically referred to as 4
over 1 construction. Other buildings with lower
heights may also be constructed, and
redevelopment would occur incrementally in
multiple phases over time.
What are the Potential Outcomes of Additional
Building Height?
Maximizing redevelopment potential of the
construction/building type suitable to the
market offers the potential to transform the
Town Center more fully into a vibrant, mixeduse center with more housing choices to serve
different levels of affordability, as well as more
amenities.

Under Alternative 2, the total building height is
reduced by one floor with 65 feet to base of the
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Figure 4.1.1 Building Heights Under Each Alternative

Current Building Height
Allowed in Town Center Code

Alternative 1—No Action

Potential Building Heights Under Consideration

Alternative 2
Varied Height and Form

Alternative 3
Uniform Height and Form

This redevelopment project in Bothell includes residential above active ground floor uses.
This image shows the building height that might be typical of Alternative 1—No Action,
with four levels of residential use over the active ground floor level (4 over 1).
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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These images depict types of varied height and form in redevelopment that would be similar to
the planning scenario analyzed under Alternative 2, up to a maximum height limit of 75 feet to
the base roofline.
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These images depict the Village at Totem Lake,
a major redevelopment of the former Totem
Lake shopping mall, currently under
construction in phases in Kirkland,
Washington. The maximum building heights
and construction building types shown are
representative of the heights of the Alternative
3 planning scenario studied in this EIS—85 feet
to the base roofline. Source: CenterCal Development
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Maximizing redevelopment potential through
increased height limits would leverage the
potential to implement more elements
identified as desirable by the community in the
Town Center Vision, such as:
•

Gathering spaces/open spaces and
amenities (indoor and outdoor) for a variety
of uses including new plaza spaces, rooftop
viewing decks, play areas, and other
features;

•

Architectural treatments that enhance the
character of Town Center and sustainable
design treatments;

•

Pedestrian friendly and transit-oriented
design with a greater level of pedestrian
and bicycle connectivity and more direct
routes across the site and to/from transit;

•

Structured parking (rather than all surface
parking, moving from a more auto-oriented
place to a more pedestrian-oriented place;
and

•

A greater variety of shops, businesses,
restaurants, cafes, and civic functions.

Maximizing redevelopment potential also could
support implementation of community
priorities related to enhancing the Lyon Creek
corridor, retaining the function of Third Place
Commons, enhancing connectivity to the Burke
Gilman Trail, creating an enhanced civic core
with a public gathering space near City Hall, and
other elements.
Building Form—Under all alternatives, building
form and construction type may vary, as long as
the maximum height limits are maintained.
Conceptual redevelopment scenarios have been
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prepared to represent each of the alternatives
described below.
Plan views, 3-D sketch models, and elevation
views are presented for each alternative at the
end of this section as Figures 4.1.2a-e, 4.1.3a-e,
and 4.1.4a-e. It should be noted that these
illustrations are theoretical and conceptual
planning scenarios and not actual project
proposals. Once the Town Center Plan is
finalized and adopted, specific project proposals
could be developed that align with the
supporting Lake Forest Park Municipal Code
(LFPMC) provisions and design standards and
guidelines that support the preferred
alternative in the Town Center Plan.
The 3-D sketch models are intended to provide
a high level depiction of potential height and
form; they do not show architectural details. As
such the buildings in the models appear more
simple and blocky than they would be in reality.
It is important to keep this in mind when
viewing the models.
Alternative 1—No Action explores a
redevelopment scenario that could be built
under current regulations and that preserves
the central and southern legs of the existing
Town Center complex, while introducing new
residential and retail uses in the northern
portion of the site, as well as a new commuter
park and ride structure adjacent to City Hall that
would provide 300 spaces. It should be noted
that this is just one potential redevelopment
scenario under current regulations.
Redevelopment could occur on any portion of
the site, with a similar level of change to that
shown in the northern portion.
Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form analyzes
a planning scenario for redevelopment that
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would change most of the Town Center
planning area over time with a mix of building
forms and types that could vary in height, not
exceeding the 75-foot limit to the base roofline.
Alternative 2 also proposes a new commuter
park and ride structure adjacent to City Hall, but
assumes it is part of larger mixed-use building
with civic and housing uses integrated into the
upper floors that would provide 400 parking
spaces.
Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form
analyzes a planning scenario that would change
most of the Town Center over time with
buildings in a more uniform urban grid pattern
of development. All new buildings would be
mixed-use buildings, laid out in a more gridded,
urban blocks form, and not exceeding the 85foot limit to the base roofline. Alternative 3 also
proposes a new commuter park and ride
structure adjacent to City Hall, and assumes it is
part of a larger mixed-use building with civic
and housing uses integrated into the upper
floors that would provide 500 parking spaces.

Alternative 2 or 3, there would be the potential
to require and incentivize public and private
open space, Lyon Creek setbacks and enhanced
plantings, and a variety of public gathering
spaces with amenities through updated LFPMC
provisions as well as through proposed
development agreements with each phase of
redevelopment. Examples of open space areas
that the community identified in the Town
Center visioning process are shown on the
following page.
In addition to preserving the function of Third
Place Commons, enhancing the Lyon Creek
corridor and exploring additional daylighting
options, and retaining/enhancing space for the
Farmers Market, the community is interested in
a variety of open space uses at Town Center
such as:
•

Landscaped courtyards

•

Roof decks/rooftop viewing areas and
gathering spaces

Open Space—All alternatives would be subject
to open space requirements. Under Alternatives
2 and 3, a new system of open space provisions
would be adopted regulating the provision of
public and private open space by residential
developments and public open space by nonresidential development. Updated regulations
would clarify expectations related to the
amount of open space required and the ways
that it could be provided with new
redevelopment.

•

Festival streets/shared streets that can
function as space for events and markets

•

Entrance plazas and other well designed
social gathering spaces/commons

•

Community gardens/p-patches

•

Dimensions for setbacks along property lines
also would be updated to fit the form of
proposed development selected as the
preferred alternative and adopted with the
Town Center Plan. With implementation of

•

Pedestrian corridors and paths, including
potential for a pedestrian/slow speed
bicycling path around the perimeter of
Town Center
Children’s play areas; splash pad
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•

Multipurpose recreational spaces, outdoor
games (such as pickle ball, bocce, and
others), movie watching area, holiday
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•

celebration space, smaller scale outdoor
performances, etc.

•

Outdoor food truck/café seating areas

•

Commemorative gardens, rain gardens,
green spaces, and more trees

•

Public art, sustainable water features, and
other types of attractive amenities that
celebrate Lake Forest Park history and
culture

Public and Community Services—The types of
public and private open space uses highlighted
in the Town Center Vision could be encouraged
or incentivized with redevelopment. All
alternatives assume the ongoing uses of City
Hall, the Lake Forest Park Police Department,
and Northshore Fire Station #57. Alternatives 2
and 3 examine the potential scenarios for
expansion of City Hall and Police space to serve
the growing population over time, although this
also could occur under Alternative 1. For more
analysis related to public and community
services, including parks and recreation, refer to
Section 4.3 of this DEIS.
Lake Forest Park Farmers Market—Organized
and facilitated by staff of Third Place Commons,
the Farmers Market is held outdoors in the
lower parking area next to the professional
office building adjacent to City Hall. The
Farmers Market could continue to operate
under any of the alternatives, assuming ongoing
use agreements continue as exist today. Under
Alternative 1, the Farmers Market could
continue to operate in a surface parking area,
but redevelopment over time might result in
the need to relocate the market.
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Under Alternative 2, the Farmers Market could
operate in the “festival street” area shown in
the planning scenario for redevelopment.
Under Alternative 3, local street/access areas
could accommodate space for the Farmers
Market.
Under any of the three alternatives, the
Farmers Market (or portions of it) could operate
within the lower floor of the commuter park
and ride structure and/or space in front of City
Hall.
Third Place Commons—The Third Place
Commons space at Town Center, which is
programmed and managed through a nonprofit organization, that also manages the
Farmers Market, could continue to be housed at
Town Center under any of the alternatives.
With full redevelopment of Town Center over
time, the commons space likely would need to
be relocated. The community has stated a
strong interest and preference for retaining an
indoor commons/community space with
redevelopment at Town Center. The community
has also stated a need for a multigenerational
community/recreation center (PROS-T Plan) and
for additional public/community meeting room
space. With redevelopment in phases, there
could be an opportunity to accommodate these
uses and preserve the function of Third Place
Commons at Town Center. This would require
ongoing partnerships and support between
private owners, public entities, and the Third
Place Commons non-profit organization.
Third Place Commons space could be relocated
and redeveloped into any of the new buildings
that may emerge at Town Center, but a specific
plan has not yet been created, because it is
unknown as to when actual redevelopment may
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occur. There are a variety of opportunities that
could be explored through partnerships. For
example, the Alternative 2 and 3 planning
scenarios both depict the potential for
expanded community and civic space within the
upper levels (floors 2, 3, and higher) along the
frontage of the commuter park and ride
structure adjacent to the current City Hall
building. The ground floor of this frontage could
be reserved for transit-oriented retail and active
uses (cafes, drycleaners, convenience store,
etc.) Daycare centers are also highly compatible
uses to transit centers/park and ride locations.
This is just one potential redevelopment
scenario and others could be explored with
future master planning and design of each
phase of improvements at Town Center.
King County Library Lake Forest Park Branch—
The Lake Forest Park branch of the King County
Library System could continue to operate at the
Town Center under any of the redevelopment
scenarios. With full redevelopment of the Town
Center over time, such as under Alternative 2 or
Alternative 3, it may be necessary to relocate
the library to a new space.
Burke Gilman Trail—Under any of the
alternatives, maintaining and enhancing
connectivity to the Burke Gilman Trail would
continue to be a priority. With more intensive
redevelopment and construction of Sound
Transit facilities at the site and within the SR
522 right-of-way, connectivity between the trail
and Town Center could be improved as part of
these projects and potential capital
improvement budgeting.
Phasing of Redevelopment
Given existing long-term lease agreements at
the Town Center, it is anticipated that
redevelopment would occur incrementally over
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time, in multiple phases (with anticipated
completion of all phases by 15 to 20 years or
longer).
Town Center Context and Surrounding Land
Uses
The Town Center is surrounded by single family
properties on all sides of triangular shaped
planning area, but along the southern and
eastern edges, the SR 522 and SR 104 rights-ofway provide separation between the
commercial uses at Town Center and properties
on the other side of these corridors. Single
family yards along these highways are often
heavily screened with a combination of trees,
vegetation, and fencing.
On the western edge of the Town Center
triangle, several single family homes are located
on adjacent properties. Along that edge, the
existing heavy landscaping of trees and shrubs
(including mature evergreen and deciduous
trees) located primarily in the back yards of the
adjacent home sites provides screening and
buffers these residential properties from the
Town Center commercial uses and activities
(see photos on next page). From late fall to
spring, without deciduous foliage on some of
the trees and shrubs, views to the Town Center
are more open in several locations. There is a
wood fence extending along that edge of Town
Center that provides screening to the height of
the fence (approximately 6 to 8 feet high).
Setbacks, Screening, Privacy and Views—Under
any of the alternatives, setbacks and screening
provisions would be required by LFPMC. Under
Alternative 2 and Alternative 3, there would be
the opportunity to amend these requirements
to more specifically address conditions around
the perimeter of Town Center. For example, a
20-foot setback is currently required under the
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existing LFPMC for all sides of every property at
Town Center. Under Alternative 2 or 3, there
could be the potential to increase this setback
dimension in sensitive areas while decreasing it
in other locations to provide a better transition
and buffer to adjacent uses.
While the existing vegetation along the western
property line provides heavy screening, there
are a few locations that have partial views of
the Town Center and these views are more
open from late fall to spring when deciduous
foliage is gone from some of the trees and
shrubs.
There is one location in particular that has a
partial open view of the Town Center—a
property next to Whispering Willow Park,
shown in the photo on the next page. With
increasing height levels of buildings under
Alternative 2 and Alternative 3, future buildings
would become more visible. This location is
studied in Figures 4.1.5a, 4.1.5b, and 4.1.5c
showing the potential building heights related
to each alternative in the background. At this
particular location, Alternative 2 would be more
visible than existing conditions and Alternative
1, and Alternative 3 would be most visible,
although this is one of the few locations that
has a partial open view of the Town Center
from the west side. Most other homesites are
heavily screened and fenced.
Architectural treatments of these buildings
(colors, textures, façade articulation, step
backs, and other features) would help to
mitigate visual effects. Under either Alternative
2 or 3, development and design standards and
guidelines for Town Center would be created
and could include specific treatments related to
architectural and landscape adjacent to single
family properties.
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Further study should be completed with each
phase of redevelopment when specific building
heights and forms are known. Setback and stepback dimensions should be based on logical
behavioral objectives and a geometric rationale.
When considering residential privacy, an
important question to consider is, at what
distance does a person feel that their privacy is
being invaded by someone viewing from
outside the property? In other words, how far
away does an upper story window or balcony
need to be so that a person in an adjacent back
yard feels comfortable doing normal activities?
In the book Site Planning (page 15), author and
urban designer Kevin Lynch noted that 80 feet is
the distance at which a person becomes socially
relevant, that is, the distance at which one can
recognize a person and perceive mood and
feelings. Striking an 80-foot arc from the center
of a yard where activity might occur provides a
rationale for constraints to upper story
setbacks. Further study with future phases of
redevelopment may determine that further
setbacks are needed based on this criteria if
adopted as part of design standards and
guidelines for Town Center. Screening with
mature trees as part of the perimeter
landscaping can be a cost-effective approach for
the developer because it could avoid the need
to a wider setback or building step backs to
provide greater separation and privacy.
Sun/Shade Analysis—This EIS analyzes how
redevelopment might look and its potential
effects to existing adjacent single family
residential properties, particularly along the
western edge of the Town Center where single
family properties are directly adjacent to the
commercial property.
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View toward Town Center from property on 44th Avenue NE, next to Whispering Willow Park—a
partial view of existing buildings can be seen; this view (#5 in key maps) was modelled showing each
alternative, and the modelled results are presented with the figures at the end of this section of the
EIS. Refer to Figure 4.1.5.

Aerial bird’s eye view of residential properties in proximity to the Town Center at the western
boundary; note heavy vegetative screening along the property line and that this is a view when
deciduous foliage is out; for context, the blue-green roof at the right-hand side of the photo is Fire
Station #57
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This bird’s eye aerial shows the location where homes are closest to the Town Center property line
(within 20 feet) in proximity to the existing Lake Forest Park Bar and Grill; note heavy vegetation
screen that exists in addition to wood fencing along the property line.

Another bird’s eye view without deciduous foliage showing view relationships between adjacent
residential properties to the west and Town Center
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
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This photo shows the vegetation along the western property boundary in proximity to the homes
closest to the Town Center near Lake Forest Park Bar and Grill (see aerial photo, previous page).

Photo of conditions along the western property boundary, behind the Town Center commercial
complex, with fencing along the service alley and vegetation on adjacent residential properties.
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Potential effects to solar access to adjacent
residential properties is part of this analysis.
Sun/shade studies have been completed using
3-D modelling tools and are presented as
Figures 4.1.6a, 4.1.6b, and 4.1.6c at the end of
this section of the EIS. These diagrams show the
three alternatives at the following times of the
year:
•

June 21st (Summer Solstice) at 10:00 am,
Noon, and 2:00 pm

•

March 21st/September 21st (Spring and Fall
Equinox) at 10:00 am, Noon, and 2:00 pm

•

December 21st (Winter Solstice) at 10:00
am, Noon, and 2:00 pm

Solar access supports backyard gardens and
activities, particularly during the late spring
through summer growing season. As stated
above, existing mature trees and shrubs along
the western edge of the property provide
screening and privacy, but at the same time also
block sunlight from the residential yards at
certain times (and particularly during the
summer growing season). Preserving existing
trees and shrubs and enhancing the landscaping
on the Town Center side of the property to
provide further screening, along with setbacks
would be important to retain and enhance
privacy, but also would interfere with solar
access.
Another important consideration is the
predominant southeast to southwest
orientation of the sun. This means that the
properties on the west side of Town Center
would be less affected by shade from buildings
than if they were located to the north, as the
sun/shade studies in Figure 4.1.6a, 4.1.6b, and
4.1.6c show.
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New structures built to the east of a residential
lot would not interfere with sunlight to the lot
most of the day. Most people's outdoor
activities occur between the equinoxes.
Memorial Day and Labor Day are often spoken
of as the beginning and end of the summer
season, and most garden vegetables are
harvested by mid- to late September. The sun is
at the highest during this season of the year
(late spring to late summer), so shadows cast
are not as long as during other times of the year
(as the sun/shade studies show).
There is one location where existing homes are
located approximately 16 feet from the
property line/fence line adjacent to Town
Center. Most other homes are located further
from the property line with large back yards.
Because the sun angle in the Northwest at the
equinox is about 45 degrees and then the sun
moves higher from April through August, these
diagrams illustrate the potential effect of
adjacent buildings. Either setting buildings back
from the property line or stepping a building
back 45 degrees would allow solar access during
the most critical periods.
Diagrams in Figures 4.1.7a and 4.1.7b show the
location where homes are close and building
heights under Alternative 2 and Alternative 3
located at the existing 20 foot setback line and
the relationship to the 45 degree angle of the
sun.
Although sunlight to these homes that are
closest to the fence line is already severely
blocked by large trees (in some cases 40 feet
high or more), other vegetation, and the wood
fence, the diagrams show that taller buildings
located at a 20-foot-setback on the Town
Center site could block the 45 degree angle of
the sun and shade portions of the homesites
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along the west side. However, as shown in
Figures 4.1.6a-c, this shading would be minimal
during the growing season. The diagrams in
Figure 4.1.7a and 4.1.7b also show that with a
wider setback from the property line the
shading effect can be greatly reduced. As an
alternative, building levels can be designed to
tier back at certain levels (“wedding cake”
approach) to avoid blocking the 45 degree angle
of the sun; however, this may not always be
practical in architectural design (in which case a
wider setback may work better).
Redevelopment at the project level can be
studied in more detail to determine if new
buildings would have an effect on adjacent
properties and if additional mitigation may be
needed, such as greater setbacks or step backs
in the building levels adjacent to the affected
property. With future analysis, just as it has
been a consideration in this EIS analysis, it is
important to consider existing shade levels on
adjacent properties. Existing vegetation and
fencing already partially shades the yards, and
as such, effects from new buildings may not be
discernable.
Town Center Character
With redevelopment the character of Town
Center would change over time. The Town
Center Vision, developed based on extensive
community input, states the importance of the
Town Center as the heart of the community and
a source of pride for Lake Forest Park residents.
The community expressed a strong interest in
placemaking and enhancing the identity,
character, and quality of places and buildings at
Town Center as part of the visioning process.
Pacific Northwest design as an architectural
style has been stated by community members
and leaders as a preferred approach for design.
It is compatible and consistent with the
forested setting of Lake Forest Park and places
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emphasis on maintaining strong relationships
between buildings and the landscape, with
interaction between indoor and outdoor
spaces.
In addition, given the community’s commitment
to sustainability, additional green space, tree
canopy, and low impact development
treatments (see Section 4.2) should be
incorporated into the design according to the
Town Center Vision.
The Town Center Design Standards and
Guidelines, along with amended LFPMC
provisions, developed under either Alternative
2 or 3 would emphasize these design
preferences and provide examples of preferred
architectural approaches to guide the design
and development of Town Center character.
Changes in Demographics
In order to inform the other areas of analysis in
this EIS, an understanding of potential changes
in demographics is important. Anticipated
population, number of households,
employment levels, and other aspects of the
three alternatives are summarized in the
following paragraphs.
Population and Households—As stated in
Section 3.1, the existing average household size
(persons per household) for homes in
ownership in Lake Forest Park is 2.57 and the
average household size for rental homes is 2.16.
Existing homes in Lake Forest Park are
predominantly single-family, which tend to
have higher occupancy levels. Also overall,
household size in urban areas has been trending
downward gradually over time. In King County
the overall average number of persons per
household is 2.4. For purposes of this EIS
analysis, a range of household size of 2.1 to 2.4
is assumed. This is a conservative estimate for
analysis purposes, in that the average
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household size of future multi-family residences
at Town Center likely would be at the lower end
of this range. Table 4.1.1 below shows the
estimated future population related to each
alternative given these household size
estimates.
The total population of the City could rise from
the population of 13,392 (2017) to
approximately 15,070 under Alternative 1,
16,270 under Alternative 2, and nearly 17,000
under Alternative 3, not including any
background growth in the City of Lake Forest
Park, which would be expected to be low. This
represents an average annual growth rate of
between 1.1 and 1.2 percent over 20 years.
T able 4.1.1
Estimated Population Levels at Build-Out
Alt. 1
Alt. 2
Alt. 3
No
Varied
Uniform
Action*
Height
Height
and Form and Form
# of
700*
1,200
1,500
Units
Pop1,470 to
2,520 to
3,150 to
ulation 1,680
2,880
3,600
* It is important to remember that under Alternative 1—No
Action, a more intensive level of redevelopment would be
allowed, and as such greater population levels could occur,
but would still be less than population generated under
Alternative 2.

This rate of growth is slower than that of the
overall region and of Seattle, which has had
increasing growth at an average each year of
between 2 and 3 percent over the last decade.
As stated in Section 3.1, the City of Lake Forest
Park’s population was in decline between 2000
and 2010, but then started to increase again
over and recently saw an increase of 1.9
percent between 2016 and 2017.
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Although growth may occur in other areas of
Lake Forest Park, most of the community is
made up of single family neighborhoods and is
not likely to change significantly. As such, Town
Center would become a primary focus for
residential population growth in the community
and a place that introduces more housing
choices beyond the single family homes, which
are prevalent in most parts of the city.
The potential future multi-family residential
households and population at Town Center
could eventually represent 14 to 21 percent of
all households and population of Lake Forest
Park.
Employment—The three alternatives would
result in varying estimated changes to
employment levels at the Town Center. Table
4.1.2
Table 4.1.2
Estimated Employment Levels at Build-Out
Alt. 1
Alt. 2
Alt. 3
No
Varied
Uniform
Action*
Height
Height
and
and
Form
Form
Employees 500
538
798
(FTE)
Note: There are approximately 585 existing employees (full
time equivalent/FTEs) in the Town Center planning area.

The potential for decline of employment levels
under Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 below the
current level of 585 employees is caused by the
assumed reduction of commercial/retail square
footage in these planning scenarios. Under
Alternative 1, some commercial and office
spaces are converted to other uses and under
Alternative 2 the overall redevelopment would
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result in less commercial square footage than
exists today.
Under Alternative 3, the number of employees
could increase because that planning scenario
assumes an increase in commercial and office
square footage. As such, Alternative 3 could
bring the benefit of additional employment
opportunities to the community through a likely
mix of jobs that would likely include positions in
the services and retail industries, medical,
dental, and professional offices, and other
occupations.
As stated in the Background Analysis for
Economic Development of the Lake Forest
Comprehensive Plan, the employment level in
Lake Forest Park is significantly lower than in
comparison cities and the city’s jobs to housing
ratio is 0.3, meaning that the city has three
times more housing units than jobs. While
population and housing units would grow under
Alternative 2 or Alternative 3 and many of these
residents likely would commute to areas
outside the city, increasing the potential
number of jobs overall in the community would
be beneficial and would help the city in meeting
the target defined by the King County
Countywide Planning Policies to add 244 jobs by
2035. Refer to the Economic Development and
Housing Background Analyses in the
Comprehensive Plan for more information.
Lake Forest Park and Regional Housing
Demand— The King County Countywide
Planning Policies set targets for housing unit
growth for communities in the county. The
target for Lake Forest Park of adding 551 units
by 2035 was defined prior to 2015, and prior to
the ST3 program funding for the BRT line. The
Background Analysis of the Housing Element in
the Lake Forest Park Comprehensive Plan
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identified a need for approximately 220
affordable housing based on 2015 analysis. Due
to the rapid growth of the region, the high
demand for multi-family housing options, and
new plans for high capacity transit, these
estimates are likely now likely outdated.
Based on comments and information gathered
through public engagement and review of
existing conditions, there appears to be a strong
interest in aging in place within the community.
There is also a strong interest in having housing
opportunities that fit a broader range of
incomes, including the regional workforce and a
correlating need for housing other than single
family homes.
Specific housing needs for the community of
Lake Forest Park, as well as consideration of the
changing needs of the region should be
factored into an updated analysis. For the
purposes of this EIS analysis, a specific target for
affordable housing has not yet been identified,
but it is recommended that the City adopt
provisions as part of the Town Center Plan and
supporting LFPMC amendments to serve the
estimated demand calculated in the
Comprehensive Plan and potentially additional
demand based on regional needs.
The Comprehensive Housing Affordability
Strategy (CHAS) developed by the United States
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (and generated from census
data), provides information about the
percentages of Lake Forest Park housing stock
available to household income levels. Refer to
Table 4.1.3 and 4.1.4.
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Table 4.1.3 Lake Forest Park Housing Stock by
Income Group Affordability
Income Levels

Percent of Lake Forest Park
Housing Stock Available
Affordable to These Income
Levels

Less than 30% AMI
30% to 50% AMI
50% to 80% AMI
Above 80% AMI

1.2%
4.1%
12.5%
82.2%

AMI is the Area Median Income of the Household
Source: CHAS based on 2011-2015 ACS estimates

King County estimates that there is demand
countywide of 12 percent for household income
levels at less than 30 percent AMI; 12 percent
demand for income levels between 30 and 50
percent AMI; and 16% for income levels
between 50 and 80 percent AMI.
Table 4.1.4 Lake Forest Park Owner/Renter
Income Levels
Income
Distribution/
Household Income
Levels

Owner

%

Renter

%

Less than 30%
AMI
30% to 50% AMI
50% to 80% AMI
80% to 100% AMI
Over 100% AMI

415

10%

155

15%

290

7%

215

20%

365

9%

70

7%

255

6%

175

10%

2,815

68%

455

43%

Totals

4,140

100%

1,065

100%

Providing additional housing in the Lake Forest
Park Town Center planning area would not only
expand choices to meet the demand for current
residents in the community, it would also
provide housing opportunities to others in the
region, particularly those who may be
interested in living along the bus rapid transit
(BRT) line in SR 522 and commuting to points
south or north.
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Several other communities along the BRT line
have adopted affordable housing provisions,
including Shoreline, Kenmore, and Bothell.
Several communities also have adopted multifamily tax exemption (MFTE) programs,
consistent with Revised Code of Washington
(RCW) 84.14 provisions.
MFTE programs provide a tax exemption on
new multi-family buildings if affordable units
are provided for at least a portion of the project
(minimum 20 percent per RCW 84.14). Each
jurisdiction has the flexibility to adopt their own
requirements related to MFTE as long as they
are consistent with RCW 84.14. The MFTE has
been an effective incentive tool to encourage
developers to integrate affordable units into
their projects. of housing affordable to all
sectors of the workforce. By supporting mixedincome residential development, the MFTE
program can help to ensure affordability as the
community grows.
Commuting Patterns—Offering the opportunity
for more residents to live near the future high
capacity transit line at Town Center would
support ridership of the BRT line and encourage
more residents to commute by bus instead of
driving to and from work outside the
community. In addition, bringing residents into
proximity with shopping and services at Town
Center can also reduce the overall number of
car trips in the community and region. This
should also reduce the overall vehicle miles
traveled in the region, bringing a variety of
other positive results such as less traffic
congestion on highways and arterials and
environmental benefits such as better air
quality and less greenhouse gas emissions,
which can help to mitigate climate change
effects.
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Consistency with Relevant Plans, Studies, and
Projects
Implementation of any of the alternatives
would be consistent with the City’s adopted
plans and policies, but the additional housing
units that could be provided under Alternative 2
or 3, and the commensurate community
amenities that would accompany maximizing
development potential, would further reinforce
the accepted vision for Town Center, as well as
policies of the City’s plans and initiatives
(summarized in Section 3.1 of this EIS):
•

Comprehensive Plan

•

Strategic Plan

•

Sustaining a Livable Lake Forest Park

•

Legacy 100-Year Vision

•

Parks, Recreation, Open Space, and Trails
(PROS-T) Plan

•

Healthy Creeks initiative

•

Safe Streets, Safe Streets: Town Center
Connections, and Safe Highways

Any of the alternatives would be compatible
and would support the Sound Transit ST3 BRT
project, but transit-oriented, mixed-use
redevelopment under either Alternative 2 or
Alternative 3 would better support ridership by
bringing more residents, employees, and
customers in close proximity to high capacity
transit. Alternative 3 would have the most
residents, employees, and customers of the
three alternatives.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
The following mitigation measures are
recommended related to the Town Center
Character and Land Use analysis of this section
to mitigate potential affects related to
implementation of either Alternative 2 or
Alternative 3.
•

Specific design standards and guidelines
should be prepared for Town Center to
support redevelopment in a manner
consistent with the community’s vision of
having a Town Center with high quality
design and materials, built in Pacific
Northwest architectural style.

•

Ensure that the design review process
includes opportunities for flexibility in
design through development agreements
while also ensuring that basic code
provisions are met through the formal
approval procedures.

•

Integrate opportunities for retaining the
functions of Third Place Commons, space
for the Farmers Market, ongoing branch
library services, and other community
services as part of the master planning and
design of each redevelopment phase. Some
of these opportunities would need to be
realized through partnerships of multiple
entities.

•

Each phase of redevelopment should be
subject to a specific sun/shade and view
analysis related to the proposed buildings
and their potential effect on adjacent single
family properties as applicable. This analysis
would be used as a tool for determining
application of specific code provisions and
design standards related to setbacks and/or
screening, landscaping, architectural
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treatments, and other measures. The new
design standards and guidelines for Town
Center should anticipate these future
analyses to inform decision-making.
•

Coordinate with King County and Puget
Sound Regional Council to update growth
targets for the community at the next
available opportunity.

•

Adopt affordable housing provisions as part
of LFPMC amendments. The specific
requirements, including voluntary and/or
mandatory provisions would be determined
directly following completion of this EIS
process. The code provisions should assume
a baseline for affordability consistent with
demand identified in the City’s
Comprehensive Plan. These provisions
could be updated in the future pending
completion of a comprehensive housing
demand analysis for Lake Forest Park that
also factors in demand generated by the
region. Also consider adopting an MFTE
program to encourage development of
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multi-family housing including portions
targeted to varying income levels.

SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
IMPACTS
Implementation of any of the alternatives
would change the character of Town Center.
Alternative 3 would be more likely to affect
views, aesthetics, and character perceivable to
adjacent residents than Alternative 2 or
Alternative 1. That said, the more intensive
form and additional height limits under
Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 could be
mitigated by a variety of design standards and
guidelines, including architectural treatments,
building articulation, and setbacks and
screening along the property line. With
implementation of effective mitigation
measures, no significant unavoidable adverse
impacts would be anticipated related to land
use and character.
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Figure 4.1.2 Alternative 1 Plan View, 3-D Sketch Models, and Elevation Views
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Figure 4.1.2a and 4.1.2b 3-D Sketch Models of Alternative 1—No Action
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Figure 4.1.2c and 4.1.2d 3-D Sketch Models of Alternative 1—No Action
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Figure 4.1.2e Elevation Views for Alternative 1—No Action
These conceptual elevations show potential building heights from south to north and from west to east across the Town Center. These illustrations show only the buildings on lines A-A and B-B in the planning scenarios and not buildings that
may be visible in the background. To understand the potential heights and form of buildings throughout the site, refer to the 3-D sketch models.
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Figure 4.1.3 Alternative 2 Plan View, 3-D Sketch Models, and Elevation Views
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Figure 4.1.3a and 4.1.3b 3-D Sketch Models of Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form
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Figure 4.1.3c and 4.1.3d 3-D Sketch Models of Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form
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Figure 4.1.3e Elevation Views for Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form
These conceptual elevations show potential building heights from south to north and from west to east across the Town Center. These illustrations show only the buildings on lines A-A and B-B in the planning scenarios and not buildings that
may be visible in the background. To understand the potential heights and form of buildings throughout the site, refer to the 3-D sketch models.
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Figure 4.1.4 Alternative 3 Plan View, 3-D Sketch Models, and Elevation Views
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Figure 4.1.4a and 4.1.4b 3-D Sketch Models of Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form
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Figure 4.1.4c and 4.1.4d 3-D Sketch Models of Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form
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Figure 4.1.4e Elevation Views for Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form
These conceptual elevations show potential building heights from south to north and from west to east across the Town Center. These illustrations show only the buildings on lines A-A and B-B in the planning scenarios and not buildings that
may be visible in the background. To understand the potential heights and form of buildings throughout the site, refer to the 3-D sketch models.
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Views of Conceptual Planning Scenarios from Neighboring Single Family Homesite near Whispering
Willow Park (#5 View Arrow in Key Map)
Figure 4.1.5a Alternative 1—No Action

Figure 4.1.5b Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form
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View of Conceptual Planning Scenarios from Neighboring Single Family Homesite near Whispering
Willow Park (#5 View Arrow in Key Map)
Figure 4.1.5c Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form
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Figure 4.1.6a Alternative 1—No Action: Sun/Shade Study

June 21st 10:00 am

June 21st Noon

June 21st 2:00 pm

March 21st/September 21st 10:00 am

March 21st/September 21st Noon

March 21st/September 21st 2:00 pm

December 21st 10:00 am

December 21st Noon

December 21st 2:00 pm
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Figure 4.1.6b Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form: Sun/Shade Study

June 21st 10:00 am

June 21st Noon

June 21st 2:00 pm

March 21st/September 21st 10:00 am

March 21st/September 21st Noon

March 21st/September 21st 2:00 pm

December 21st 10:00 am

December 21st Noon

December 21st 2:00 pm
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Figure 4.1.6c Alternative 3—Uniform Form and Height: Sun/Shade Study

June 21st 10:00 am

March 21st/September 21st 10:00 am

December 21st 10:00 am
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June 21st Noon

June 21st 2:00 pm

March 21st/September 21st Noon

March 21st/September 21st 2:00 pm

December 21st Noon

December 21st 2:00 pm
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Figure 4.1.7a and 4.1.7b—Western Property Line Diagram for the Closest Homes to Town Center
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INTRODUCTION
This section of the “Analysis and Mitigation”
chapter of the Town Center Plan EIS addresses
surface water and natural conditions, including:
•

Lake Forest Park Setting, Plans, Policies, and
Regulations and Town Center Conditions
Applicable to the Natural Environment

•

Geology, Soils, and Topography

•

Lyon Creek Corridor

•

Surface Water Management System

•

Trees, Vegetation, and Habitat

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

encourage and incentivize the provision of
additional open space, trees, landscaping,
pervious pavements, and other low impact
development treatments, more so than under
current regulations applicable to Alternative 1.
Therefore, as the extent of redevelopment of
the site increases, the potential for beneficial
improvements to natural elements also could
increase. Additional protection and
enhancement of natural areas could be part of
future site redevelopment including wider
setbacks along the Lyon Creek corridor,
compliance with applicable surface water
management provisions, and the addition of
more trees and vegetation at the site are some
potential examples.

Any of the alternatives for implementing future
redevelopment at Town Center would be
required to be consistent the City’s adopted
plans and policies applicable to protecting and
enhancing elements of the natural environment
such as trees, streams, forested areas, and open
spaces.

While the critical areas requirements of the
LFPMC would apply to any of the alternatives
(1, 2, or 3), these provisions allow
redevelopment to cover the same footprint of
the current impervious surface area (as
discussed in Section 3.2). Amended regulations
as proposed under Alternatives 2 and 3 would
require and incentivize public and private open
space to serve residents and employees at
Town Center, and also could encourage and
incentivize the provision of certain types of
open space improvements aligned with the
community’s vision for Town Center. The
greater the level of redevelopment that occurs,
the more likely these elements would be part of
the changes occurring at the site. Maximizing
redevelopment potential through the increased
height limit under either Alternative 2 or
Alternative 3 would in turn leverage a greater
level of change and the potential for more
amenities and enhancements to natural areas.

With redevelopment under Alternative 2 and
Alternative 3, amended planning and land use
regulations in the LFPMC would help to

As stated in the City’s Parks, Recreation, Open
Space, and Trails Plan, (PROS-T), “the forests,
wetlands, streams, and wildlife of Lake Forest

Lake Forest Park Setting, Plans, Policies, and
Regulations and Town Center Conditions
Applicable to the Natural Environment
As described in Section 3.2, Town Center is the
most developed, urban place in Lake Forest
Park, and as such, the characteristics of the
planning area are distinctively different than
the surrounding setting. There are minimal
trees within the Town Center planning area and
most surfaces are impervious, with the
exception of a few limited open space areas.
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Park provide the highly valued, desirable
character, lifestyle, and ecology that draw
residents to this community.” While the Town
Center planning area is the most developed
urban place in the community, there are actions
that could be taken to improve surface water
management and natural areas as part of
redevelopment (refer to Mitigation Measures
later in this section).
As addressed in Section 4.1, increasing the
number of people living and working in
proximity to high capacity transit is an
important principle of smart growth and
environmental protection, supported by
multiple adopted federal, state, regional, and
local policies. Reducing the overall vehicle miles
traveled in the region by encouraging more
trips via transit, walking, and bicycling, is an
important measure in mitigating greenhouse
gas emissions and the related the effects of
climate change, as well as mitigating other
potential environmental impacts (traffic
congestion, air quality concerns, and health
related effects).
While redevelopment of Town Center may
bring some additional pressures on natural
conditions, the already heavily urbanized
condition of the site creates the potential
opportunities to improve conditions with
redevelopment. Redevelopment could be
beneficial by improving surface water
management and water quality conditions.
Redevelopment also would include creating
additional open space and landscaped areas at
Town Center, which could help in expanding the
tree canopy. Low impact development
treatments such as permeable pavements, rain
gardens, green roofs, and other improvements
could be integrated into redevelopment. Lyon
Creek corridor also could be a focus for
enhancement as part of redevelopment.
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Overall, implementation of any of the action
alternatives, as well as the no action alternative,
would introduce new population growth to the
community, placing additional stress on the
local environment and natural areas. However,
there are many opportunities to integrate
environmentally-beneficial features in each
phase of redevelopment and to limit and
mitigate potential impacts through required
and recommended mitigation measures, while
also meeting proposed redevelopment goals.
As stated previously, any redevelopment would
be expected to occur incrementally, in phases
over time, and with each phase there would be
the potential for increased environmental
enhancements compared to current conditions.
While Alternative 1—No Action would result in
less population increase compared to
Alternative 2 and Alternative 3, it may not
include as many integrated environmental
benefits as the action alternatives, regulated
and incentivized through amended LFPMC
provisions (as proposed with the adoption and
implementation of the new Town Center Plan).
Geology, Soils, and Topography
Given that there are no identified geologic
hazard areas or large areas of steep slopes in
the planning area, no significant adverse
impacts related to geology, soils, or topography
would be expected.
Further changes to the planning area’s
topography and surficial geology could occur
with redevelopment. Given the potential for
shallow groundwater conditions, geotechnical
analysis would be required to inform future
development and construction methods to
minimize impacts to and manage groundwater
as part of each phase of redevelopment.
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Alterations of existing grades and soil/earth
movement would be expected as part of
redevelopment and would be subject to
clearing and grading provisions and other
development requirements of the LFPMC,
including erosion and sedimentation control
applicable to construction and development
activities. Most soil/earth movement would
occur as a result of building foundation
construction, installation of underground
utilities, site access and parking development,
and other similar activities. Unsuitable soils for
development may be removed from the site
and replaced with suitable soils supportive to
the development activities of each phase.
Lyon Creek Corridor
Lyon Creek is the predominant natural feature
extending through a portion of the Town Center
planning area. While there have been
significant improvements to the creek corridor
in the last several years, including daylighting of
major segments and the installation of flood
control improvements and rain gardens, there is
still the potential to protect and enhance the
creek to a greater extent with future phases of
redevelopment. Although existing provisions of
the LFPMC (including critical areas regulations)
would allow the current developed footprint to
remain adjacent to the creek, code
amendments and open space provisions
implemented as an outcome of this EIS could
incentivize wider setbacks and enhanced native
landscaping in proximity to the creek.
Daylighting remaining piped portions of the
creek also could be encouraged through public
open space provisions.
Surface Water Management System
The City of Lake Forest Park is a municipal
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NDPES) Phase II permittee, required to comply
with all of the applicable requirements issued
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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by the Washington State Department of Ecology
(DOE). Phase II permittees are required to
adopt provisions of the DOE’s Stormwater
Management Manual for Western Washington
or a manual deemed by DOE to be equivalent.
The City has adopted the 2016 King County
Surface Water Design Manual (KCSWDM),
accepted by DOE, and administers stormwater
regulations for new development and
redevelopment through the KCSWDM’s
provisions.
In administering the KCSWDM (2016), there are
several core requirements to which each phase
of a project must adhere, depending on the
level of drainage review required by the project.
Water quality treatment is required and may
include techniques such as infiltration facilities,
settling ponds and/or vaults, oil/water
separation, and/or biofiltration swales and
facilities. The stormwater treatment
requirement applies to all development sites
with 5,000 square feet or more of pollutiongenerating impervious surfaces subject to
vehicle use as well as areas for outdoor storage
of waste or chemicals.
Implementation of any of the alternatives (1, 2,
or 3) would require the Full Drainage Review
level and must adhere to the Core
Requirements 1-9 and Special Requirements 1-5
as specified in the KCSWDM. The selection of
any of the alternatives for the Town Center
would require that these requirements be met
to the same level of effort regardless of the
alternative selected. There are four Core
Requirements that can require more analysis
and design. Core Requirement 3: Flow Control,
Core Requirement 4: Conveyance System, Core
Requirement 8: Water Quality and Core
Requirement 9: Flow Control BMPs can take a
significant amount of analysis and design.
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For flow control where the stormwater runoff
under current conditions must be detained to
provide the same runoff in future conditions as
under predeveloped forested conditions, there
is an exemption for areas where the natural
drainage basin contributes to Lake Washington.
Since development under any alternative must
comply with stormwater management
requirements, no significant differences in
stormwater flow, volumes, or quality would be
expected between the no action and action
alternatives. Current conditions in the Town
Center planning area indicate a land cover of
approximately 90 percent impervious surface
area and 10 percent pervious (landscaped)
surface area. None of the three alternatives
propose an increase to the impervious area,
and through code amendments, additional
open space, landscaping, trees, and pervious
surfaces would be expected as part of future
phases of redevelopment, reducing the level of
impervious surface area from current
conditions.

none of the alternatives would be expected to
have detrimental environmental impacts
relative to storm water discharges, compared to
the existing built conditions.
Table 4.2.1 – Comparison of Peak Stormwater
Runoff Rates (CFS) of Existing Conditions and
Alternatives 1, 2, and 3
Existing
Storm (Current
Event Condition) Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3
2-yr
5.80
5.48
5.48
5.80
25-yr
9.75
9.211 9.211
9.75
50-yr
10.79
10.19 10.19 10.79
100-yr
11.86
11.20 11.20 11.86

Planning level modelling calculations were
conducted to determine peak runoff rates for 2year, 25-year, 50-year, and 100-year storm
events (see Table 4.2.1). Modelling was
conducted using the Western Washington
Hydrology Model (WWHM 2012), which is the
Department of Ecology’s preferred model to
analyze runoff and flow levels. Soils data to
support the modelling effort was derived from
the USDA Western Washington Soils Map.

While Alternative 3 would have greater
increased stormwater runoff rates compared to
Alternatives 1 and 2, the rates would not be
expected to be higher than under current
conditions as shown in Table 4.2.1. Projected
runoff rates are lower under Alternatives 1 and
2 given that these proposed mixed-use
development scenarios could have slightly
lower percentages of impervious surfaces areas
(pavement and rooftops) than under current
conditions or with the more intensive level of
urban grid/block development proposed under
Alternative 3. Less land covered by impervious
surface areas results in less surface water or
stormwater runoff. Although, given required
compliance with surface water management
regulations, no significant unavoidable adverse
impacts would be expected with
implementation of any of the alternatives.

Modelling results indicate that there should not
be a significant increase in flow due to any of
the proposed alternatives and stormwater
runoff rates would be expected to be similar or
less than current conditions. The Core and
Special Requirements must be met for any new
development or redevelopment, and as such

Trees, Vegetation, and Habitat
While a greater intensity of urban development
and increases in population can result in greater
stress on environmental and natural areas, the
Town Center planning area has already been in
urban development for many decades, serving
as an urban center to the surrounding
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community and neighborhoods. It is estimated
that less than 10 percent of the site currently
contains trees and vegetation, and these are
not naturally preserved vegetation areas, but
rather areas that have been landscaped over
decades of time, containing a mix of native and
non-native species.
New development/redevelopment in the Town
Center planning area has the potential to
provide more trees and landscaping through
current and amended LFPMC provisions. While
the level of impervious surfaces is currently
maximized in the planning area, it could be
reduced as part of amended LFPMC open space
provisions and incentives that could be
applicable to future redevelopment.
With implementation of redevelopment under
any of the alternatives, there would be in
increase in the number of trees and plantings
and their related urban habitat value. The more
site redevelopment that occurs, the more trees
and landscaping that would be required.
Building setback requirements proposed in
certain areas of the Town Center planning area
perimeter would also help to protect and retain
existing trees and landscaping in those areas. In
addition, redevelopment would encourage
pedestrian-friendly design that brings local
citizens into greater contact with natural areas
(such as the Lyon Creek corridor). Interpretation
and outreach at Town Center could help to
educate citizens about the benefits of these
natural areas and promote sustainability and
stewardship—important principles in the
community.

MITIGATION MEASURES
Based on the analysis of existing site conditions,
it is anticipated that the overall imperviousness
of the site could potentially be reduced with
redevelopment under ang of the alternatives.
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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The hydrologic analysis of the proposed
alternatives shows that runoff rates from the
site would either be reduced or maintained at
the current values. While all alternatives must
meet the Core and Special Requirements of the
KCSWDM, it is anticipated that no mitigation
would be required to address stormwater
runoff from the Town Center site.
There are a variety of mitigation measures that
would address potential impacts to surface
water and natural conditions that may occur
with redevelopment in the Town Center
planning area. Compliance with the City’s
Municipal Code requirements and development
standards, as well as other applicable
regulations, would provide protection against
potential environmental impacts. For example,
Title 16 Environmental Protection, Section
16.08.070, includes performance standards that
would be applicable to clearing and grading
activities, as well as other applicable
stormwater management requirements of the
KCSWDM as adopted by the City of Lake Forest
Park.
Various best management practices (BMPs)
would be required to minimize erosion,
promote soil stability, prevent groundwater
pollution, maintain stream flows, and achieve
other sedimentation and erosion control
practices. In addition, a stormwater pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP) shall be required for
any development meeting the threshold for a
major clearing and grading permit. A
stormwater drainage report would be required
for each proposed phase of development to
analyze and identify how applicable provisions
of the stormwater manual would be addressed.
Refer to LFPMC for additional applicable
requirements.
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Geotechnical analysis/reports also would be
required for each proposed phase of
redevelopment and proposed construction on
the site to confirm subsurface and groundwater
conditions and evaluate and recommend
proper geotechnical and structural engineering
methods. Geotechnical analysis would include
recommendations for erosion and
sedimentation control during construction and
other best management practices (BMPs) to
minimize erosion, promote soil stability, and
prevent groundwater pollution.
Beyond compliance with applicable
requirements, additional mitigation measures
could be encouraged and incentivized as part of
amended code provisions. Some of these
measures could also bring added environmental
benefits related to mitigating greenhouse gas
emissions and air quality. The following
potential additional mitigation measures are
recommended.
•

•

Development along Lyon Creek should be
encouraged and incentivized to provide
wider setback areas from the creek
centerline than exist under current
conditions and to provide enhanced native
trees and plantings along the stream’s
banks through Town Center. Trees and
understory plantings along streams reduce
water temperatures by their shade
(supporting better water quality), prevent
or reduce bank erosion and silt, and provide
hiding places for improving fisheries
habitat. In addition, further daylighting of
the Lyon Creek corridor through the
planning area should be strongly
encouraged.
Developers should be encouraged to
coordinate with and provide outreach to
local organizations including the Lake Forest
Park Stewardship Foundation and Lake
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Forest Park StreamKeepers as part of
redevelopment planning and design and to
take into consideration the
recommendations of those organizations
for site features that could provide
environmental benefits. This coordination
could include support for ongoing
monitoring of water quality, bank
stabilization, and for potential obstructions
in the creek corridor.
•

Compliance with modern building codes
would ensure best practices in energy and
water conservation are incorporated into
design. Future phases of redevelopment
should be encouraged to include other
green building and low impact development
(LID) treatments including emphasizing
natural hydrologic practices such as
infiltration and soil and vegetative retention
of stormwater runoff. LID techniques
include, but are not limited to bioretention
facilities, rain gardens, permeable
pavements, roof downspout controls, green
roofs, and dispersion of runoff through
appropriate design techniques.
LID treatments can bring added benefits of
improving water quality in addition to flow
control. The Washington State Department
of Ecology requires that infiltration and LID
techniques be explored as part of
stormwater management, and
redevelopment at the Town Center would
be subject to these requirements. Other
environmentally-friendly techniques also
could be encouraged as part of
redevelopment, such as alternative energy
generating features (solar voltaic systems),
electric vehicle charging stations, and other
elements.
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•

All property owners should be required to
maintaining site landscapes to remove
invasive species that may emerge such as
Himalayan blackberry, English Ivy, or other
non-desirable plants.

•

Increasing the tree canopy and the use of
native plants across the site as part of new
landscaping should be encouraged.
Additional trees and vegetation bring
benefits related to stormwater
management and absorption as well as
increased capturing and storage of
atmospheric carbon dioxide (greenhouse
gas emissions) and reduction of urban heat
island effects.

•

Consider providing opportunities for public
outreach and interpretation of natural
areas/features (Lyon Creek corridor, rain
gardens, etc.) as part of redevelopment.
Interpretation can be a helpful tool to
encourage sustainability and stewardship of
natural areas and environmentallybeneficial practices at Town Center.

•

Evaluate current building/yard setback
requirements and determine if
amendments could improve the potential
for retention of mature trees and
vegetation around the Town Center
perimeter.

•

Site development and construction
activities should be monitored by a
professional engineer.

alternatives (Alternative 2 or Alternative 3)
given required mitigation measures, as well as
the potential for additional recommended
mitigation measures described above.

SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
IMPACTS
No significant unavoidable adverse impacts
related to surface water management or
natural conditions would be expected with
implementation of either of the two action
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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INTRODUCTION
This section of the “Analysis and Mitigation”
chapter of the Town Center Plan EIS addresses
public and community services, including:
•

Municipal Services/City Hall

•

Lake Forest Park Branch of the King County
Library

•

3rd Place Commons

•

Fire and Emergency Medical

•

Police Protection

•

Schools

•

Parks, Recreation, Open Space, and Trails

•

Solid Waste Management

•

Other Community Services

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
Understanding how population levels of
residents and employees might change is an
important factor in analyzing potential future
demand for public and community services
under the alternatives. As discussed in Section
4.1, the alternatives analyzed in this EIS would
generate the following potential population
levels.
Alternative 1—No Action—The redevelopment
scenario assumed under no action proposes 700
multi-family dwelling units. However, as
previously discussed in Chapter 2.0, a higher
intensity of multi-family and commercial use
could be redeveloped under the existing
planning land use regulations (more than 700
multi-family dwelling units). As such, this
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analysis assumes up to approximately 1,000
units total could be developed within the height
limit and bonus heights currently allowed (60 to
66 feet maximum).
Assuming an average household size of 2.1 to
2.4 persons per household, the estimated
population level for Alternative 1—No Action at
full build out would be 1,470 to 2,400 people.
This is approximately 11 to 18 percent increase
above the 2018 population level of the entire
city of 13,392. The estimated number of
employees at the Town Center with full build
out of the redevelopment scenario likely would
be similar to the current level—approximately
580 to 600 total full-time-equivalent (FTE)
employees across all uses and buildings in the
Town Center planning area.
Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form—This
redevelopment scenario assumes up to 1,200
multi-family dwelling units and as such would
generate a population level at full build out of
between 2,520 and 2,880 people given the
maximum height to roofline proposed of 75
feet. This represents about a 19 to 21.5 percent
increase above the 2018 population level of all
of Lake Forest Park. It should be noted that the
City’s current planning and land use regulations
already allow the height and density levels
proposed under Alternative 1 (700 to 1,000
multi-family dwelling units), so Alternative 2 is
proposing more density than currently could be
accommodated in a form-based approach
under current regulations—approximately 200
to 500 more multi-family dwelling units.
Alternative 2 would generate less employees
than Alternative 1 due to the assumed
reduction in gross square footage of
commercial and office space across the site,
with an estimated number of employees at 520540.
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Alternative 3—Uniform Form and Height—This
redevelopment scenario would generate the
most potential population given the taller
maximum height to roofline proposed of 85
feet. Applying the 2.1 to 2.4 persons/household
estimate and the assumption of 1,500 as the
maximum number of multi-family dwelling units
under this alternative, the estimated population
level generated at full build out would be 3,150
to 3,600 people, amounting to 23.5 to 27
percent more than the 2018 population level of
Lake Forest Park. Through form-based
regulations, Alternative 3 would increase the
realizable density at Town Center above the
current allowed the height and density levels of
approximately 700 to 1,000 multi-family
dwelling units, adding the potential for up to
approximately 500 to 800 more multi-family
dwelling units.
Alternative 3 would generate the most number
of employees given the proposed increase in
commercial and office space, with an
estimation of up to 800 FTEs throughout the
planning area at full build out.
Municipal Services/City Hall
With the anticipated increase in population
under any of the alternatives, there would be
additional demand for municipal services. The
community and city representatives have stated
that there are a lack of facilities and spaces for
public and community meetings in Lake Forest
Park, and this also would need to be addressed
with ongoing population growth of the
community.
Over time, as the population levels of residents
and employees at Town Center change over
time, it will be important to monitor these
changes and forecast demands more specifically
for services, facilities, and staffing at City Hall.
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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This would include municipal services, finance,
planning and building, public works,
engineering, court, and other services. Specific
analysis is needed as part of the City’s cyclical
capital planning, operational, and budgeting to
ensure the most accurate understanding of
specific needs to serve the growing number of
residents and employees at the site. Planning
for future parking and operations needs of City
Hall should occur as part of future master
planning and design of redevelopment phases
at the Town Center.
For purposes of this EIS analysis, and at a
general planning level, to be confirmed with
ongoing monitoring and forecasting, the levels
of increased demand for municipal services
shown in Table 4.3.1 may occur with
implementation of the alternatives. It is
important to keep in mind that the increasing
demand for municipal services, facilities, and
staffing may not always be proportionate to per
capita service levels in place today (and really
should be determined by specific facility
planning on a regular basis).
It is also important to consider that there would
be additional background population increases
in Lake Forest Park within the next 15 to 20
years in areas outside the Town Center due to
some additional multi-family zoned areas yet to
be developed, short platting, and other
activities. This general population increase also
would generate additional demand for
municipal services. The community and City
representatives also have recently documented
the need for additional community space in the
PROS-T Plan, which should be considered as
another potential need that may influence an
increase in demand for municipal services.
Given these considerations, Table 4.3.1
estimates an additional 10 percent increase in
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demand over the next 15 to 20 years based on
past trends in background population growth as
well as anticipated demand for more
community space as identified in the PROS-T
Plan. This would be a 10 percent increase in
addition to the estimated increases in demand
generated by the alternatives in the Town
Center planning area.
Table 4.3.1 Planning Level Forecast of Demand
for Municipal Services under Alternatives 1, 2,
and 3 and with Estimated Background Growth
Alternative

Alternative 1—No Action
Alternative 2—Varied Form and
Height
Alternative 3—Uniform Form
and Height

Potential
Increase in
Demand at
Full Build
Out

22 to 28
Percent
29 to 31.5
Percent
33.5 to 37
Percent

Lake Forest Park Branch of the King County
Library
There would be an ongoing demand for library
services, and developers would need to
coordinate with the King County Library System
to address potential opportunities to relocate
and/or expand the library space with future
phases of redevelopment. While increased per
capita demand could be estimated, similar to
the estimates above for municipal services,
library services methods and technologies are
changing rapidly. As more content and
materials become available online, there is less
demand for space in the branch library. That
said, the library serves an important ongoing
need for people who don’t have access to
computers to be able to access online materials.
and also provide important space for
community events and activities. All these
factors considered and given the focus of the
branch library as a community hub for all of
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Lake Forest Park, demand for library services
would be expected to continue to increase
within the next 15 to 20 years. Just as the City
would need to monitor growth on a regular
basis, the King County Library System also
should regularly monitor changes in demand for
service at the Lake Forest Park branch and plan
ahead for potential increases in facilities, space,
and staffing that may be needed to serve
growth.
Fire and Emergency Services
The Northshore Fire Department, part of King
County Fire District #16, would continue to
serve the Town Center planning area as changes
in development and population occur in phases
incrementally over the next 15 to 20 years.
Station 57 would continue to serve Town
Center property owners and commercial/office
customers at Town Center, as well as new
residential buildings and residents’ needs that
emerge incrementally over time with phased
redevelopment, and other areas of the city
within proximity to that station. The district also
would continue to rely on automatic aid
agreements working closely with the Shoreline,
Bothell, Kirkland, and Woodinville fire
departments.
In 2017, the Northshore Fire Department
employed 48 FTEs, served a population level of
35,000, and responded to 3,511 calls. Given the
population levels projected under the
alternatives analyzed in this EIS, additional
demand for fire and emergency services,
facilities, equipment, and staffing would be
expected over the next 15 to 20 years to
address population growth at Town Center, as
well as some background growth throughout
the rest of the district. Table 4.3.2 shows a
potential estimate for increases in calls per
capita that might be generated by the
forecasted population levels of each alternative.
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Table 4.3.2 Planning Level Forecast of Potential
Additional Annual Fire and Emergency Calls
Generated by Alternatives at Full Build Out
Alternative

Alternative 1—No Action
Alternative 2—Varied
Form and Height
Alternative 3—Uniform
Form and Height

Estimated Potential
Increase in Annual
Total Calls at Full
Build Out

+147 to 241
+253 to 289
+316 to 361

The Fire Department would monitor
redevelopment and growth over time at Town
Center and analyze the need for potential
increases in services, equipment, facilities and
staffing on a regular basis as part of operations
planning, including any specialized training
related to changes in building form and more
intensive use at the site that may occur with
various future phases of redevelopment. The
Fire Department would continue to maintain its
emergency access procedures and updated
these as needed over time. The Fire
Department does not anticipate the need for
additional facilities, equipment, or staffing in
the near term but would monitor potential
future conditions and plan accordingly to
ensure that service demands would continue to
be met with each phase of redevelopment and
building occupation.
The potential change in building form and
height is another important consideration.
Analysis for this EIS has confirmed that water
fire flow capacity levels appear to be generally
sufficient to serve any of the three alternatives.
However, more detailed project level modelling
and analysis should be completed with each
phase of redevelopment to confirm site specific
improvements that may be needed for fire
flow/fire service.
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Alternative 3 would generate the most fire flow
demand given that it would result in the most
square footage at build out, along with the
tallest buildings of the three alternatives (up to
85 feet at the base of the roofline). The
proposed building heights under any of the
alternatives could increase the demand for
ladder trucks. The Fire Department has
confirmed that vehicles and equipment are
available (either within the Department or
through shared automatic aid agreements with
others) to serve the potential increased building
height and form under any of the alternatives.
All phases of redevelopment, whether
comprised of new buildings or renovations,
would be subject to the latest International
Building Code requirements including fire and
life safety standards. Access ways and spaces
around the buildings also would be designed in
compliance with applicable standards for fire
and emergency access (such as designated
areas along driveways/roadways “for fire access
only”).
Access from the Fire Station #57 out to Bothell
Way NE is another important issue that needs
to be addressed with the potential for
increasing traffic and congestion levels at Town
Center. Transportation analysts have assessed
potential near-term solutions to address the
existing concern with morning pm peak traffic
backing up onto the fire access drive and
affecting fire and emergency egress from the
station out to the highway. The alternatives
analysis identified several improvements that
could be made in the near to mid-term to
address this concern. Refer to Mitigation
Measures for these assumed improvements.
Police Protection Services and Community
Safety and Security
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Adding residents to the Town Center planning
area would increase the demand for police
protection and community safety and security.
Lake Forest Park has been recognized as one of
the safest communities in Washington.
Planning ahead for future growth and change at
Town Center would be an important aspect of
continuing to achieve this status. That said, with
the addition of a residential population at Town
Center, the incidences of crimes and calls for
service would be expected to increase under
any of the alternatives. Alternative 3 would be
expected to generate the most demand for
service given that it proposes the most new
multi-family dwelling units of up to 1,500,
compared to Alternative 2, which proposes up
to 1,200 and Alternative 1, which proposes up
to 1,000.
To mitigate the potential for additional crime
activity and to keep up with the demand for
increased police protection services and
additional community safety and security, the
City and Police Department would actively
monitor and plan for anticipated service levels
related to each phase of redevelopment at
Town center in order to maintain its level of
service standards (response time to calls,
staffing, and crime reduction strategies). Over
time, as population grows, increases in facilities
and space, staffing, equipment and vehicles
likely would be needed.
The City, Police Department, and other local
partners also would continue to maintain and
update the Hazard Mitigation plan summarized
in Section 3.3. The City and Police Department
also would continue to support important
programs and educational outreach to the
community.
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In addition, the City and Police Department
would continue to plan for the following
identified improvement needs to serve the
existing population:
•

Improved, increased, secure parking (see
below)

•

Redesigned Sally-Port/garage

•

Improved evidence collection and
packaging location

•

The patrol working area is insufficient in
size and needs to be expanded

The Police Department would continue to
maintain interlocal service agreements with
SWAT, Emergency Management, Jail Services,
Dispatch Services, and Animal
Control/Sheltering, and would coordinate with
these partners as conditions change in the
future to address service needs at Town Center.
Planning for future parking and operations
needs of the Police Department should occur as
part of future master planning and design of
redevelopment phases at the Town Center. One
example is the ongoing need for secure parking
spaces for Police Department vehicles and
equipment. The department estimates a need
for a minimum of twelve dedicated parking
spaces for police use under current conditions,
but this demand for space could increase over
time as the population at Town Center
increases. Under current conditions there are
only five dedicated parking spaces available.
City of Lake Forest Park Capital Improvements
Planning—Forecast of Future Needs
Section 3.3 provided a description of the City’s
current capital improvements planning,
including forecasting of future needs.
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Potential population levels and related demand
for capital improvements and facilities at Town
Center associated with the selected alternative
for the Town Center Plan would need to be
factored into ongoing planning for operations
and budgeting. The City’s Capital Improvement
Plan is a six-year plan for expenditures on
infrastructure projects within the city that
would need to be updated to address the
adopted Town Center Plan and projected
growth through the next 15 to 20 years.
This would include defining project and
procurement needs, estimating costs, and
establishing priorities for capital improvements
and facilities that fall into the City’s jurisdiction.
In some cases, there would be development
responsibilities assigned to certain
improvements correlating to the impacts and
demands generated with each future projectlevel phase of redevelopment.
Schools
All alternatives would result in increasing the
population in the Town Center planning area
due to proposed multi-family dwelling units.
Based on 2010 US Census data, there are 0.41
school-age students per household enrolled in
school living in Lake Forest Park. Given the
predominance of single family homes in the
community this ratio of students per household
is likely higher than what would be expected for
the multi-family dwellings under the
alternatives. As such, a ratio of 0.3 to 0.4
students per household is used to estimate the
potential student population that may be
generated under the alternatives with future
build out. Table 4.3.4 shows the estimated K-12
student population that would be generated by
each alternative at full build out.
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Table 4.3.4 Planning Level Forecast of Student
Populations Generated by Each Alternative at
Full Build Out
Alternative

Estimated Potential
K-12 Student
Population at Full
Build Out

Alternative 1—No Action
Alternative 2—Varied
Form and Height
Alternative 3—Uniform
Form and Height

210-400
360-480
450-600

An estimated percentage of K-12 student
population forecasted for each school level is
derived through comparison of the 2018
population levels at Lake Forest Park attended
schools in Shoreline School District No. 412
shown in Table 4.3.5, above. The same
percentages of total students attending each
level (Elementary, Middle School, High School)
are assumed for the future. Table 4.3.6 shows
these forecasts for each alternative at full build
out.
Table 4.3.5 Percentage of K-12 Students at
each School Level based on 2018 Enrollment
for Lake Forest Park Attended Schools in
Shoreline SD No. 412
Facility
Lake Forest Park
Elementary (K-6)
Kellogg Middle
School (7-8)
Shorecrest High
School (9-12)

Enrollment
(2018)
570

Percentage

625

23.3%

1,493

55.5%

21.2%

Source: Shoreline School District No. 412, 2018
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Table 4.3.6 Estimated Forecasts for Total K-12
Students at Each School Level for Alternatives
at Full Build Out
Facility
Alt
Alt
Alt
1
2
3
Lake Forest
44.5 to
76.3 to
95.4 to
Park
84.8
101.8
127.2
Elementary
(K-6)
Kellogg
48.9 to
83.9 to
104.85
Middle
93.2
111.8 to 139.8
School (7-8)
Shorecrest
116.6 to 199.8 to
249.75
High School
222
266.4
to 333
(9-12)
These increases in K-12 student population
would occur incrementally over time as
redevelopment occurs in multiple phases,
rather than all at once. This would provide time
to monitor growth and plan to address
increases in service needs.
While the School District reports that capacity is
available at the three schools and that the
current trend of reduced enrollment is
forecasted to continue through the next couple
of years, projections beyond that show
potential increases in student enrollment. Given
the potential K-12 student population increases
in the Town Center planning area that might
occur incrementally over time with future
phases of redevelopment, the School District
would monitor redevelopment activity and
changes in population. As part of its regular
operations planning and budgeting, the School
District would continue to plan to serve future
changes in demand through improvements to
schools and facilities and increases in
equipment, resources, and staffing. There are
several closed facilities that could be reopened
if student populations increase in the future.
That said, new facilities and buildings may be
needed over time to serve increases in student
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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enrollment, from Town Center households, as
well as other growth that may occur in the
District.
The School District also would plan for school
bus service between these schools and Town
Center as a new residential origin for students.
Parks, Recreation, Open Space, and Trails
The City’s PROS-T Plan recommends working
toward achieving a general increase in the ratio
of parks and open space lands per 1,000 people
in Lake Forest Park, although a specific target
ratio is not mentioned. The community
currently has an average of 2 acres of parks and
open space land per 1,000 population, and this
is lower than national averages.
All of the alternatives propose new residential
population at Town Center, and for purposes of
informing the analysis for this EIS, open space
standards to be applied with mixed-use
redevelopment in town centers, downtowns,
and with multi-family land use were researched.
The nearby jurisdiction of Bothell uses these
standards for its downtown as one example:
•

100 Square Feet of Public Open Space for
Every Dwelling Unit (DU)

•

60 Square Feet of Private Open Space per
DU
60 Square Feet per 1,000 Gross Square Feet
of Non-Residential Use

•

This EIS analysis applies the standards from
Bothell as one potential measure of how parks,
recreation, open space, and trails facilities could
be provided to serve new residents, employees,
and visitors at Town Center. This is a theoretical
analysis presented for the purpose of
determining potential demand for open space
to be presented for public and agency
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comments. The actual standard required for
Town Center would be determined as an
outcome this EIS process and adopted as part of
the Town Center Plan. The actual adopted
standards in the future may vary from those
referenced in this analysis.
Based on further analysis and public comments,
the City may proceed to use these standards or
may develop a different set of standards that
may require more or less open space. The City
may determine to use incentives and bonus
tools that would credit certain types of open
space and amenities with more value, reducing
the amount of space required based on the
level of importance/value to the community.
The City may adopt bonus density or other
incentives for the provision of open space.
Table 4.3.7 calculates the amounts of open
space that would be needed to serve demand
applying the example downtown standard from
Bothell as a theoretical standard. This demand
could be served through a wide variety of parks,
recreation, open space, trails, and other spaces
and amenities at the Town Center as it
redevelops.
Examples of potential public open space areas
and facilities for general public use include:
• Plazas, commons areas, and other social
gathering spaces (outdoor and indoor)
•

Rooftop decks/areas designed with
amenities and open to public use

•

Children’s play areas and multipurpose,
multigenerational recreational spaces (play
structures, sports courts, outdoor games,
movie watching area, etc.)

•

Food truck/café seating areas and
picnic/barbeque areas open to public
use/not customer exclusive

•

Commemorative gardens, public art
displays/sculpture gardens, landscaped
courtyards and other types of spaces
designed for public use and enjoyment

•

Enhanced areas along Lyon Creek for public
use (such as a boardwalk system with
overlooks along the edge of the creek
buffer and/or additional daylighting of Lyon
Creek with public overlook areas)

•

Landscaped setback areas as long as these
spaces are useable (such as including
recreational paths/trails in these linear
areas)

•

Other types of parks and open space areas
that could be determined through further
planning and design, such as mini-parks,
parklets spaces, or neighborhood park for
the Town Center community

Examples of potential private open space areas
and facilities for the use of residents include:
•

Balconies and patios

•

Community gardens and p-patches

•

•

Pedestrian corridors and festival/shared
street areas designed for public markets
and events

Courtyards, gardens/greens, and common
areas oriented to private use

•

Picnic and barbeque areas for the use of
private residents
Outdoor recreational areas and
playgrounds for private use (indoor

•
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require 201,000 SF or 4.6 acres. Alternative 3
would require 255,000 SF or 5.9 acres.

recreation rooms/spaces for residents
would not count toward meeting this
standard)
•

Rooftop gardens, roof and tiered floor level
decks and spaces adjoined to residential
floors for the common use of private
residents

•

Landscaped areas in the private realm with
furnishings and amenities (benches,
seating, pubic art, etc.) provided they are
accessible to and useable by residents

Table 4.3.7 Planning Level Analysis of Potential
Parks, Recreation, Open Space, and Trails
Demand Generated by Alternatives at Full
Build Out
Alternative

Alternative
1—No Action
(700 to 1,000
DU)
Alternative
2—Varied
Form and
Height
(Up to
1,200 DU)
Alternative
3—Uniform
Form and
Height
(Up to 1,500
DU

Public
Open
Space at
100 SF
per DU

70,000
to
100,000
SF
120,000
SF

150,000
SF

Private
Open
Space at
60 SF
per DU

42,000
to
60,000
SF
72,000
SF

90,000
SF

Public
Open
Space at
60 SF per
1,000 GSF

10,000
SF
9,000
SF=

15,000
SF

Comparison to a standard of acres per 1,000
population was also analyzed. To determine
correlation to this standard, potential new onsite parks, recreation, open space (calculated in
Table 4.3.7 above) and existing parks and
recreation facilities within walking distance of
Town Center and open to the public were
counted (see Table 4.3.8). Table 4.3.9 shows the
total estimated existing and new parks,
recreation, open space, and trails per 1,000
population.
Table 4.3.8 Existing Parks, Recreation, Open
Space, and Trails within Walking Distance of
Town Center
Parks, Recreation, Open
Size in Acres
Space, and Trails
Resources
Existing Open Spaces within Walking Distance:

Blue Heron Park
Whispering Willow
Park
Burke-Gilman Trail in
Lake Forest Park (2.1
Miles)
Lyon Creek Waterfront
Preserve
Existing Rain Gardens
and Open Spaces
Likely to be Retained
Third Place Commons
Subtotal

0.50
0.62
3.05
0.89
1.40

0.23
6.69

Source: Lake Forest Park PROS-T Plan; note the Lake Forest
Park Civic Club provides another 1.5 acres of open space
with recreational amenities, but it is a private
facility/property, not open to the public.

Based on this theoretical analysis, and assuming
high end range of the population forecast for
each alternative, implementation of Alternative
1 would require up to 170,000 SF or 3.9 acres of
parks, recreation facilities, open space, and
trails at full build out. Alternative 2 would
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Table 4.3.9 Total Parks, Recreation, Open
Space, and Trails with Full Build Out/High End
Range of Population Forecast
Alternative

Alternative
1—No
Action
Alternative
2—Varied
Form and
Height
Alternative
3—Uniform
Form and
Height

Acres at Full
Build Out

6.69 + 3.9 =
10.59
Acres
6.69 + 4.6 =
11.29
Acres
6.69 + 5.9 =
12.59
Acres

Acres per 1,000
Population

4.4
Acres/1,000
3.9
Acres/1,000

3.5
Acres/1,000

The National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA) conducted a 2017 survey of 925 park
agencies and found that the median ratio of
park land (covering a wide spectrum of parks,
recreation, and open space uses) in these
jurisdictions was 10.5 acres per 1,000
population, with the lower quartile at 4.4 acres
per 1,000.
Lake Forest Park currently has 2 acres of park
land per 1,000 population, and the PROS-T Plan
recommends working to increase this ratio. All
scenarios shown in Table 4.3.9 are above the 2
acres per 1,000 existing condition.
In considering the PROS-T analysis and
reference to the NRPA survey, it is important to
note that many urban core areas tend to have
lower ratios of parks/open space land to
population given the already densely developed
character of these areas and challenges of
acquiring land in urban centers. The Town
Center planning area is limited in size (just over
19 acres not including the fire station and gas
station parcels) and mostly privately owned.
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As such, it is important to determine a set of
standards for open space that can be
realistically implemented with Town Center
redevelopment. In a “test of fit” analysis of the
theoretical standards used for reference
(Bothell downtown), the open space
requirements appear to be reasonably
achievable within the alternative
redevelopment scenarios presented in this EIS.
Table 4.3.10 provides one theoretical example
of how the onsite open space areas could be
provided with redevelopment (assuming full
site redevelopment/full build out).
Development entities would be primarily
responsible for implementing these open space
improvements for each phase of
redevelopment. To ensure that the full level of
improvements is planned for, completion of a
master development plan for the preferred
Town Center Plan is highly recommended. The
Master Development Plan should present the
intended redevelopment at full build out and all
proposed open space areas, as well as a plan for
phasing indicating how open space areas could
be implemented over time.
Other property owners and partners in future
projects and capital investments would also
hold some responsibilities related to open
space provisions. For example, as part of any
City Hall/Police Department/civic space
improvement and/or expansion, public open
space could be proposed as part of that project.
Sound Transit‘s potential investment at Town
Center related to the bus rapid transit stops and
commuter parking garage also likely would have
public spaces/pedestrian corridors that could
count toward the overall provision of open
space at Town Center.
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Table 4.3.10 Theoretical Scenario of Potential
On-site Open Space Areas to Show Correlation
to Comparable Standards
Type of Space
Estimated Size
with
Redevelopment
‘(Acres)
Pedestrian corridors/social
1.0
gathering areas
Festival/shared street
1.3
space/farmers market
space
Children’s play area
.40
Lyon Creek
.30
enhancements/wider
setbacks/boardwalk area
Landscaped setback areas
1.5
with paths
Private patios and balcony
.20
spaces
Rooftop decks
.50
Indoor commons space
.25
New plaza near City Hall
.40
Bike station plaza
.10
Gardens (including existing
.10
rain gardens and other
new gardens)
Total
6.05

public uses, and have limitations in
adequately supporting certain types of
events). In the Town Center Visioning
process, residents recognized that the Third
Place Commons space is privately owned
and as such could be at risk with future
redevelopment. This indoor activity space
and place for community events is highly
valued by the community, and residents
would like to see this function continue as
part of future redevelopment.
•

Farmers Market space, currently
outdoor space next to the professional
office building, near City Hall

•

Better access to/from the Burke-Gilman
Trail through a grade separated crossing
as well as enhanced at-grade crossings

•

Indoor and outdoor public gathering
spaces

•

Places for events and activities, such as
o Outdoor movie watching
o Food trucks/picnic spaces
o Outdoor games (pickleball, bocce,
large chess and checkers sets, etc.)
o Places to sit, relax, socialize
o Year-round festivals and holiday
celebrations
o Community-scale concerts and
performances

•

Green spaces, rain gardens, landscaped
areas, and TREES (convert the gray to
green)

•

P-patch/community garden areas

•

Play areas

•

Things for teens to do

Community input gathered during the Town
Center visioning process, an intensive public
and stakeholder engagement effort involving
hundreds of residents, identified the following
public space priorities for Town Center:
•

Preserving the function of the Third Place
Commons, approximately 10,000 square
feet of indoor space actively used by the
community (according to input gathered
during the PROS-T Plan development
process, residents are generally satisfied
with the programs offered at Third Place
Commons, but also expressed that the
facilities are outdated, restrictive of some
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•
•

Senior citizen programs

•

Multi-generational—a recreation
center/community center with activities
for all ages, as well as dispersed places
for everyone and activities for all ages

•

Places for pets

•

Public/community meeting/workshop
spaces

•

Rooftop gardens and viewing areas
(views to Lake Washington and Mount
Rainier would be possible from higher
floors and rooftops)

Lake access/investment in lakefront
property

The PROS-T Plan also calls for replacing some
parking outside City Hall with a small gathering
space or plaza, lighting, possibly a tree grove,
and to negotiate the development of public
space with Town Center redevelopment. The
plan also recommends grade separated
pedestrian and bicycle crossing(s) in the vicinity
of Town Center, connecting to the BurkeGilman Trail and lakefront parks and sites (page
39).
The PROS-T Plan also calls for the following
specific improvements to parks near Town
Center:

The Conclusion of the PROS-T Plan states that
residents are generally satisfied with their
parks, including nature parks, which are highly
valued by the community. Residents also enjoy
the farmers market, outdoor summer events,
and indoor performances and events at Third
Place Commons, and have stated that these
experiences contribute to creating a strong
sense of community.

•

Blue Heron—renovation of landscaping,
trails, and gathering areas, interpretive and
wayfinding signs, parking improvements,
and a nature play coming structure.

•

Whispering Willow—wayfinding signs,
artwork, bike rack, create a looped
boardwalk/trail, additional trees, bird
boxes, seating, and interpretive signs.

Additionally, the PROS-T Plan identifies the
following as types of potential improvements
were most highly valued by the community:

•

Lyon Creek Waterfront Preserve—
wayfinding signs, artwork, handrail on pier,
seating, native plantings, bike rack, and
other improvements.

•

Trails and connections

•

More parks and open space and
improvements to existing parks

•

A community recreation center—there is a
strong interest in a community/ recreation
center providing space for public events,
meetings, classes, and active recreation
programs
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Solid Waste Management
Lake Forest Park’s adopted policies and
ordinances call for an aggressive program of
solid waste management through waste
reduction and recycling. Lake Forest Park has
signed an interlocal agreement with King
County to provide solid waste planning within
the city. The terms of the Solid Waste
Management Interlocal Agreement are in effect
through June 30, 2028. King County recently
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updated and expanded its Solid Waste
Management Plan (2018), which can be
reviewed at:
https://kingcounty.gov/depts/dnrp/solidwaste/about/planning/comp-plan.aspx
The plan calls for the following waste
generation and disposal targets by 2030, and
the County will measure progress toward the
goal of zero waste of resources:
Waste Generation
• Per Capita – 20.4 pounds/week (this
target addresses residential waste from
single- and multi-family homes)
• Per Employee – 42.2 pounds/week (this
target addresses waste from the nonresidential sector)
Waste Disposal
• Per Capita – 5.1 pounds/week (this
target addresses residential waste from
both single- and multi-family homes)
•

Per Employee – 4.1 pounds/week (his
target addresses waste from the nonresidential sector)

Recycling
• Recycling rate target: Interim goal of 70
percent overall
The plan states that these targets should be
evaluated at least every three years when data
becomes available from the waste monitoring
studies. Reductions in disposal over time are
expected based on forecasted trends for an
increase in waste prevention and/or recycling in
the county.
Town Center Solid Waste Generation and
Management
The addition of residential units and changes in
commercial uses at Town Center would result in
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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overall higher generation of solid waste under
any of the alternatives than current conditions.
Alternative 3 would generate the most solid
waste due to the proposed number of multifamily units (up to 1,500 dwelling units and
commercial/office space expansion, compared
to Alternative 2, which proposes up to 1,200
multi-family dwelling units and Alternative 1,
which proposed up to 1,000 multi-family
dwelling units. Both Alternative 1 and 2
propose less commercial/office square footage
than exists currently at Town Center.
The levels of solid waste generated would be
manageable under any of the alternatives, with
the assumption that there is an ongoing
emphasis and sufficient facilities provided to
encourage waste reduction, reuse, and
recycling. At a minimum, solid waste
management at Town Center would need to
align with the King County Solid Waste
Management Plans maximum standards for
solid waste generation and solid waste listed
above. The City likely would place an emphasis
on achieving a higher level of standard at the
Lake Forest Park Town Center, given the
community’s performance to date and policies
that support waste reduction, reuse, and
recycling.
Multi-family residences tend to generate less
waste than single family but tend to recycle at a
lower average rate per household of 21 percent
compared to single family residences at 56
percent and non-residential generators
(businesses, institutions, and governments) at
73 percent countywide.
The King County Solid Waste Management Plan
cites a number of reasons that multi-family
recycling has not been as successful as singlefamily recycling, including space constraints for
collection containers and a higher turnover of
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residents and property managers. These factors
make it difficult to implement standardized
collection services and provide consistent
recycling messaging to this diverse sector. Some
local progress has been made, however, in
developing consistent design standards to
accommodate waste in multi-family complexes.
Mixed-use buildings that contain retail shops on
the lower level and residential units above also
experience challenges in solid waste
management and recycling due to:
•

Lack of sufficient space for adequate
garbage, recycling, and organics collection
(often competing with parking needs and
other uses);

•

A need for collaborative planning among
property developers, garbage and recycling
collection companies, and cities early in the
development process to ensure that
adequate space is designated for garbage,
recycling, and organics containers in the
building design; and

•

Different customer types, both residents
and employees, with different recycling
needs.

The 2019 Plan calls for substantial increases in
recycling at multi-family complexes and mixeduse buildings by adopting minimum collection
standards for multi-family collection. Refer to
Section 3.3 for additional information, including
the minimum collection standards for multifamily.
Other Community Services
As discussed in Section 3.3, there are a variety
of other community services that support the
health and well-being of the community. These
include children and youth activities and
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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programs, senior programs, arts programs, food
banks, postal and delivery services, and other
family and human services offered by a variety
of public, non-profit, and non-governmental
organizations.
With the increased population proposed under
any of the alternatives, new residents living at
Town Center would generate demand for a
variety of other types of community services.
Alternative 3, which would generate the most
residents, with an estimated population of
3,150 to 3,600 new residents living at Town
Center, compared to Alternative 2 and
Alternative 1. Alternative 2 would generate an
estimated population of 2,520 to 2,880 new
residents, and Alternative 1 would generate an
estimated population of 1,470 to 2,400 new
residents at Town Center.

MITIGATION MEASURES
Municipal Services/City Hall
The City would continue to regularly plan for
operations to serve the growing population at
Town Center based on the adopted plan. This
may include planning and implementing
upgrades to facilities, equipment, and staffing
over time to serve progressive phases of
redevelopment.
With future master planning, the City should
consider how improvements related to City
Hall, civic spaces, and publicly owned land areas
could accommodate implementation of
recommendations of certain elements of the
Town Center Vision and PROS-T Plan
summarized above.
Lake Forest Park Branch of the King County
Library System
Library services have been provided at Town
Center for decades and are in high demand by
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the community. Future master planning and
design of redevelopment phases should
consider how to retain space for the branch
library, continuing to provide these public
services to the community. Development
entities should coordinate closely with the King
County Library System in the master planning
process.

Fire and Emergency Access
The Fire Department would continue to
regularly plan for operations to serve the
growing population at Town Center based on
the adopted plan. This may include planning
and implementing upgrades to facilities,
equipment, and staffing over time to serve
progressive phases of redevelopment.
To expedite emergency access from the Fire
Station out to Bothell Way NE, the following
potential improvements should be made in the
near to mid-term. These improvements would
address the current issue related to morning
peak traffic backing up and blocking access to
the fire department on the access road that
leads to the signalized intersection near
Starbucks. Potential longer-term solutions
should be analyzed and confirmed as part of
future site master planning or design of phased
redevelopment projects.


Expand 170th capacity to three SE lanes
(left, through/left, right)



Emergency access signal (Opticom) at SR
522 & Brookside with mountable left turn;
vegetation clearing so that fire trucks and
emergency vehicles could turn right and get
out quickly to make lefts onto SR 522.



Adjust signal cycle length
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Add wireless call button in station so that
signal activation and traffic clearing can get
underway in time with station departure



Provide and enforce roadway signing and
striping (“DO NOT BLOCK FIRE ACCESS”) for
the extent of the fire access way.

Police Protection Services and Community
Safety and Security
The City and Police Department would actively
monitor and plan for anticipated service levels
related to each phase of redevelopment at
Town center in order to maintain its level of
service standards (response time to calls,
staffing, and crime reduction strategies). Over
time, as population grows, increases in facilities
and space, staffing, equipment and vehicles
likely would be needed.
In addition, future phases of planning and
design of Town Center redevelopment should
incorporate crime prevention through
environmental design (CPTED) and other
measures that focus on public safety and
security.
Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) and Natural Surveillance
CPTED identifies areas or elements that may
have the potential to attract crime and applies
simple CPTED design principles can lead to
solutions that can be undertaken to reduce fear
and prevent crime in these areas. Some of the
key CPTED principles are summarized below.
CPTED does not promote the “fortressing” of
properties, quite the contrary. The ability to see
what is going on in and around a property
should be your priority. Perpetrators of crime
are attracted to areas and residences with low
visibility. This can be counteracted in the
following ways:
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•

Lighting—Street lights should be well
spaced and in working order, alleys and
parking areas should also be lit. Lighting
should also reflect the intended hours of
operation, i.e. lighting of playfields or
structures in local parks may encourage
after hour criminal activities. Motionsensing lights perform the double duty of
providing light when needed and letting
trespasser know that “they have been
seen.”

•

Landscaping—Generally uniformly shaped
sites are safer than irregularly shaped sites
because there are fewer hiding places.
Plants should follow the 3-rule of thumb;
hedges no higher than 3 feet, and tree
canopies starting no lower than 8 feet. This
is especially important around entryways
and windows.

•

Fencing—Fences should allow people to see
in. Even if the fences are built for privacy,
they should be of a design that is not too
tall and has some visibility.

•

Windows—Windows that look out on
streets and alleys are good natural
surveillance, especially bay windows. These
should not be blocked. Retirees, stay at
home parents, and people working from
home offices can provide good surveillance
for the neighborhood during the day.

•

Natural Access Control—Homes,
businesses, parks and other public areas
having distinct and legitimate points for
entry and exits is access control. Providing
access control needs to be designed to
avoid “user entrapment,” or not allowing
for easy escape or police response to an
area. Generally, crime perpetrators will
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avoid areas that only allow one way to
enter and exit, and that have high visibility
and/or have a high volume of user traffic.
This can be assured by:
o Park designs with open, uninhibited
access and a defined entry point. A
good example is a park with
transparent fencing around the
perimeter, and one large opening in the
gate for entry. Putting vendors or
shared public facilities near this
entrance creates more traffic and more
surveillance.
o Businesses with one legitimate
entrance. Avoid recessed doorways.
o A natural inclination is to place public
restrooms away from centers of
activity, but they can become
dangerous if placed in an uninhabited
area. Restrooms that are down a long
hallway, or foyer entrances with closed
doors, are far away from the entrance
of a park, or are not visible from the
roadway can become problem areas.
o Personal residences with front and back
doors that are clearly visible and well lit.
•

Territoriality/Defensible Space—
Territoriality means showing that your
community “owns” your neighborhood.
While this includes removing graffiti and
keeping buildings and yards maintained, it
also refers to small personal touches.
Creating flower gardens or boxes, putting
out seasonal decorations, or maintaining
the plants in traffic circles seems simple,
but sends a clear message that people in
your neighborhood care and won’t tolerate
crime in their area. These kinds of personal
touches work in business communities as
well. More complex design efforts can also
be undertaken for more dramatic changes.
These are some things that should be
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considered when planning for future
growth:
o Front porches and apartment balconies
add to street surveillance.
o Traffic plans that consider the size of
the neighborhood. People drive by
“feel” more than speed limits, so a
wide, two lane residential street can
lead to speeding. Traffic circles or
increasing the size of curbs can help to
calm traffic.
o Institutional architecture that respects
the neighborhood identity and does not
dwarf the current scale of the
neighborhood.
o Clear transitions between private, semiprivate and public areas.
City of Lake Forest Park Capital Improvements
Planning—Forecast of Future Needs
The City and other public agencies would need
to update capital improvements and capital
facilities plans to address the adopted Town
Center Plan and projected growth through the
next 15 to 20 years. This would include defining
project and procurement needs, estimating
costs, and establishing priorities for capital
improvements and facilities that fall into the
City’s jurisdiction. In some cases, there would
be development responsibilities assigned to
certain improvements correlating to the
impacts and demands generated with each
future project-level phase of redevelopment.
Schools
As with all other public service providers, the
School District would need to update its
operational planning and budgeting to
accommodate the adopted Town Center Plan
for growth at the Town Center, with multifamily residences that would introduce new K12 student population over time. As stated
previously, because growth would be expected
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to occur incrementally over time, in multiple
phases of redevelopment, the School District
and other agencies would have an opportunity
to plan ahead to meet the potential future
demand of the adopted Town Center Plan.
Parks, Recreation, Open Space, and Trails
Based on the analysis in this EIS, as well as
public and agency comment, and further review
and analysis of potential standards, the City
would adopt specific open space requirements
for the Town Center Plan. The Town Center Plan
would propose specific types of parks,
recreation, open space, and trails
improvements and facilities, consistent with
those identified in the Town Center Vision and
the PROS-T Plan, with special attention given to
the priorities and values identified in these
plans based on community input.
As part of future master planning and design for
each phase of redevelopment, a specific
program for open space should be developed—
presenting how the full requirements would be
met at build-out and sequentially with each
phase. Through code requirements and
development agreements, the City may elect to
require elements of the open space program as
part of earlier phases of redevelopment to
ensure they are in place to serve residents.
Solid Waste Management
Solid waste management, including emphasis
on waste reduction, reuse, and recycling would
align with the King County Solid Waste
Management Plan as well as the City’s local
policies and priorities.
Design of multi-family developments, as well as
mixed use commercial/office/residential, and
separate single use developments all should
provide sufficient space and facilities for waste
management and recycling (refer to minimum
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King County standards for multi-family
developments presented in Section 3.3).

to serve the adopted Town Center Plan and
potential new residents who would begin living
there in phases over time.

Development proponents, property owners,
and public entities within the Town Center
planning area should continue to provide
education and outreach related to the
importance of waste reduction, reuse, and
recycling.
Other Community Services
With the adoption of the Town Center Plan and
the selected alternative for potential
redevelopment, the City should continue to
coordinate with all community service providers
to build awareness about the potential changes
that may occur in Town Center over time. While
the residential population would increase under
any of the alternatives, this would be expected
to occur incrementally, over multiple phases of
redevelopment, allowing time for planning and
implementation of increased services to
support the growing population and its needs.
With further master planning and design of
redevelopment phases at Town Center
opportunities to provide space for community
service organizations should be explored and
considered. For example, there may be a
demand for certain types of services at Town
Center that do not exist today, such as a
satellite or local post office.
SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
IMPACTS
Given that redevelopment would occur
incrementally, in multiple phases over time
through the next 15 to 20 years and potentially
beyond, no significant unavoidable adverse
impacts would be anticipated to public and
community services with implementation of any
of the alternatives. Service providers would
have the opportunity to proactively plan ahead
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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INTRODUCTION
This section of the Analysis and Mitigation
Chapter of the Town Center Plan EIS addresses
potential impacts and mitigation measures
related to utility services:
•

The average per capita sewer flow for
multi-family households.

•

The average sewer flow per square foot
of commercial/retail, medical/dental,
and office land uses.

•

A peaking factor to convert average
daily flow to peak hourly flow.

•

Average daily rate of infiltration and
inflow.

Sanitary Sewer

•

Water

•

Electricity

•

Natural Gas

•

•

Telecommunications

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

In review of the alternatives, Alternative 3
would create the highest demand for utility
services compared to Alternative 1 and
Alternative 2. Alternative 1 would create the
lowest level of demand for utility services of the
alternatives studied. Redevelopment would
occur incrementally, in phases over time and
services levels should be able to keep pace with
each phase of development through a
combination of development supported
improvements and customer-fee-supported
capital improvements.
Sanitary Sewer
Potential impacts of each of the three scenarios
were evaluated by estimating future sewer
flows for each scenario and then comparing
those to the estimated sewer flows for the
existing system within the Town Center study
area. Several assumptions were necessary in
order to produce estimated sewer flows for
each scenario:
•

Household size for multi-family units.
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Analysis of existing and future conditions was
based on the proposed land use types and
quantities for each alternative in Table 2.1 (in
Chapter 2.0) including sanitary sewer flow
estimates. An average household size of 2.4
people per unit was assumed for proposed
multi-family units and was based on the
average household size for King County.
In the absence of a comprehensive plan for the
Lake Forest Park Sewer Department the
comprehensive plan for the nearby Northshore
Utility District (NUD) was referenced in this
analysis due to its close proximity and similar
characteristics of the customers served.
According to the NUD 2006 Wastewater
Comprehensive Plan domestic sewer flow rates
are listed as 74 gallons per capita. For purposes
of analyzing the scenarios under consideration
for the Town Center the average domestic per
capita daily sewer flow was assumed to be 100
gallons per day per the Washington State
Department of Ecology (DOE) Criteria for Sewer
Works Design (Orange Book) 2008 edition Table
G2-2 for dwellings. Similarly, sewer flow rates
for all other land uses were in accordance with
Table G2-2 of the Orange Book. Supporting
assumptions and calculations are available upon
request.
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According to Volume II of the Lake Forest Park
Comprehensive Plan the City’s sewer service
has approximately 3,300 customers. Based on
this number and the average household size for
King County, listed above, it was assumed that
the population currently served by City sewer is
between 7,500 and 8,000. A graph in the
Orange Book, Figure C1-1, illustrates the
relationship between peaking factors and the
population served by the sewer system. For the
population of the study area, the peaking factor
was approximately 3.0. So, the estimated
average daily sewer flows were multiplied by
3.0 to estimate the peak daily sewer flows for
each of the scenarios under consideration for
the Town Center. The peak daily sewer flows for
each scenario are listed below in Table 4.4.2.
Table 4.4.2 – Comparison of Peak Daily
Sanitary Sewer Flow Rates
Peak Daily Sewer
Flow (GPM)
Scenario
Existing/Current
681
Alternative 1
1062
Alternative 2
1303
Alternative 3
1526
The projected peak flow for each of the future
scenarios range from 56 percent higher than
current conditions for the Alternative 1 to 124
percent higher than current conditions under
Alternative 3. There is currently an 8-inch
diameter pipe that conveys sewer flows from
the Town Center to the City sewer conveyance
system. As previously noted, this pipe is prone
to getting plugged up with grease from Town
Center discharge. The capacity and current
demand of this pipe is unknown. However,
similar 8-inch diameter mains exist in the
Southern Gateway subarea of Lake Forest Park,
each having a capacity of over 1,000 GPM
according to a 2013 EIS for the City of Lake
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Forest Park’s Southern Gateway Subarea Plan
(SGSP).
Water
A detailed examination of the types of impacts
to LFPWD infrastructure is not presently
attainable. However, to gain an idea of the type
of impacts and necessary infrastructure
improvements the LFPWD might be required to
make to accommodate the contemplated
changes in land use, Mundall Engineering &
Consulting prepared an assessment of its water
system. The analysis focused on only the largest
development, Alternative 3, which
includes 1,500 multi-family residential units and
some commercial upsizing. In particular the
analysis focused on the following topics:
•

Adequacy of Water Source and Supply

•

Adequacy of Storage

•

Adequacy of Distribution System

•

Water Quality Impacts

•

Other Considerations

Findings are summarized the sections below.
Adequacy of Water Source and Supply
LFPWD is unusual among Class A municipal
water providers in King County because it
supplies nearly all water from its own
groundwater sources and it does not normally
treat its water. The District has two well fields,
McKinnon Creek and Horizon View with a total
of 6 deep wells and 8 shallow artesian wells.
District water rights were recently pooled with
Washington Department of Ecology to allow
withdrawal from any of the wells, subject to
operational capacity.
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There are some variations in water quality
between wells. McKinnon Well #3 (and Well #4
which is not connected presently) has high iron
content, so water from this source is blended in
controlled amounts during periods of peak
demand to avoid nuisance water complaints.

•

Average system demand = 225,000 +
254,000 GPD = 479,000 GPD – no issue with
source capacity to supply average day for
Alternative 3.

•

ERU system count = 1279 + 1,125 = 2,404

The District presently has total groundwater
right allocation of 973GPM. Additionally the
District recently signed a 50 year agreement
with Seattle Public Utilities which provides up to
3,500GPM (duration up to one week) for
emergency use from the Tolt pipeline. The
current physical capacity of the SPU-Tolt
intertie is limited to 2,100GPM but the District
is able to construct another intertie under the
same agreement if needed. There are special
concerns with blending and this water is only
available for emergency and fire suppression
needs and not for routine domestic demand.

Maximum Day Demand—Assumes peaking
factor 1.25 for Max Day for MFD (based on
Water Research Fdn. 2018)

A cursory calculation of source water required
for consumptive needs was conducted.
Average Day Demand—Assumes expected
additional 1,500 Multi-Family Dwellings (MFD),
ignore non-residential developments as the
demands are small compared with residential.

•

Recorded SFD Average demand is about 200
GPD in LFPWD.

•

Assume 1MFD = 0.75(ERU) Single Family
Dwelling (SFD) based on various sources

•

ERU Avg. Day due to Alt 3 = 1500 x 0.75 =
1,125 count

•

Average demand per MFD unit = 200 GPD x
0.75 = 150 GPD per unit

•

Average demand proposed Alt 3 = 150 x
1500 = 225,000 GPD
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•

Est. Max. Day Demand Alt 3 = 1.25 x 150 x
1500 = 281,250 GPD (195GPM)

•

Current (2020) Max. Day System = 550GPM

•

Scenario Alt 3 Max. Day System =
550+195GPM = 745GPM < 973GPM water
right. Therefore, water rights appear
adequate to supply Max. Day Demand with
the proposed alternative.

Peak Hour Demand—Peak hour periods are
usually morning and evening. There are various
ways of estimating peak hour for a given
system. Generally, as the size of the system
increases, the peaking factor diminishes. In this
instance we make a conservative calculation by
adding the peak hour demand of Alternative 3
to the existing peak hour established in the
District’s Comprehensive Plan. For a simplified
approach we used a WSDOH formula for peak
hour flow. (ref. Eq. 5-3, Table 5-1 of Water
System Design Manual 2009).
PHD= (MDD/1440)[CN + F] + 18, assume
C=1.6, F=225, MDD=150 GPD/MFD,
N=1500
PHD=360GPM + 784GPM (current
system 2020) = 1,144GPM
Test for source water rights 1,144GPM
> 973GPM so additional equalizing
storage may be necessary to meet peak
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hour demands of Alt 3 based on water
rights. This should be further evaluated
by hydraulic modeling.
Fire Demand—Capacity for fire suppression in
commercial structures is the dominant demand
in the LFPWD network. Fortunately, the District
has an emergency intertie agreement with
Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) which offers ample
capacity to support the District’s existing fire
suppression need of 3,500GPM for 3 hours.
However, there are limitations to this capacity:
1. Presently the District is completing
design and permitting for a zone
pressure reducing valve that would
admit this water from the “Horizon
View” 550HGL zone to the “Low Zone
292HGL. Without this zone intertie
water is restricted from reaching the
Low Zone in adequate quantity for
commercial fire suppression needs.
2. There are sections of the transmission
main which limit the capacity of the
intertie to a maximum of 2,100GPM. In
consideration of possible future
increases in fire capacity the District has
identified a location where an
additional intertie with the SPU-Tolt
system could be constructed to provide
greater capacity and reliability. This
intertie would be covered as an
additional withdrawal point under the
existing emergency intertie agreement
with Seattle and would require about
1,600 feet of transmission main to the
McKinnon Creek wellfield.
Adequacy of Storage
The District has a total of 4 reservoirs serving
three pressure zones. Most of the distribution
storage in the system was constructed in the
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1960s. The addition of additional demand
would place increased burden on the reservoirs
and this should be examined for adequacy to
meet various demand scenarios. LFPWD has
additional source/supply capacity through an
intertie with SPU-Tolt but this is only valid for
emergency scenarios such as fire.
1. Equalizing Storage: Equalizing storage is
required to accommodate times when
peak capacity exceeds source capacity.
Adequacy due to Water Rights
limitations:
Without hydraulic modeling the
equalizing storage required due to
water rights was conservatively
estimated to be 25,650 gallons using
Equation 9-1 in the WSDOH System
Design Manual.
It is likely that the existing “Low Zone”
292 Reservoir may accommodate this
need. However, this should be
subjected to hydraulic modeling with
the actual diurnal curve expected in the
LFPWD network.
Adequacy due to water quality
considerations:
Water from McKinnon Deep well #3
contains high iron. If this well is blended
at more than 25 percent there would be
complaints from customers. Assuming
this well is off and the District relied on
other wells we have roughly 625GPM
available for consumptive use resulting
in an equalizing storage volume of
77,850 gallons.
Storage may still be adequate in the
“Low Zone” 292 reservoir to cover this
need although this should be
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hydraulically modeled to confirm
adequacy.
2. Standby Storage: Standby storage is
required in WSDOH design standards to
allow for unexpected limitations in the
source & supply system such as power
outage or pump failure.
Using the WSDOH standby storage Eq.
9-3 in the Design Manual, which
assumes the largest source is out of
service and does not include emergency
sources, there is approximately 97,600
gallons of standby storage. This standby
storage may be adequate with existing
system storage although water quality
issues must also be considered for this
scenario. Note that this would require
heavy dependence on McKinnon
Well#3 which would be contributing
about 1/3 of total supply. The increased
iron level would certainly produce
customer complaints.
Adequacy of Distribution System
Water distribution networks in the size range of
LFPWD are dominated in design by fire
protection vs. peak consumptive use. Most of
the transmission and distribution network
between the Low Zone reservoir and the LFP
Towne Center has already been upgraded to
12” main which is adequate for the anticipated
future. However, there are a few sections which
have been identified in the District’s
Comprehensive Plan as needing upgrade:
1. Project #SS1 Low Reservoir to
McKinnon Creek transmission main 90
feet is planned to be upgraded in 2019
as part of the District’s ongoing
McKinnon Creek Pumphouse project.
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2. Project #D10 Ballinger Way near north
entrance to LFP Town Center to 175th
Street –520ft 12” ductile iron is
identified in the Comprehensive plan
but not funded yet.
3. Project #D5 – 175th Street between
Ballinger and 47th Ave. NE 469ft 8”
ductile iron. The District is seeking
funding for this project at present.
If the proposed project would result in larger
demand than 3,500 GPM for 3 hours then
additional hydraulic modeling should be carried
out to assure adequate fire suppression
capacity. Buildings would be designed in
accordance with International Building Code
provisions and would provide fire suppression
and prevention details as part of the design as
required by code.
Water Quality Impacts
As identified in other sections of this memo,
water quality needs to be considered in placing
increased peak demands on the system.
Depending on the size of development the
District should consider developing a new well
under existing water rights to replace the
capacity offered by McKinnon DW#3 and DW#4
which does not have the nuisance iron problem
otherwise there would likely be increased
complaints during peak months of the year with
increased reliance on McKinnon DW#3 resulting
from the contemplated development.
Other Considerations
1. Presently water is supplied to the LFP
Towne Center at the Hydraulic Grade
Line (HGL) of the “Low Zone” which is
292 feet. This is reduced in pressure by
two pressure reducing valve stations
owned and operated by the Town
Center. Consideration should be given
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to bypassing these PRV vaults for the
proposed development.
2. With increased demands on the
District’s Low Zone 292HGL
consideration should be made as to the
adequacy of the Districts current
infrastructure for seismic requirements
and standby storage in the event of
failure or servicing needs in the Low
Zone reservoir.
3. Any of the alternatives would push the
District’s customer count past a
threshold customer count for mandated
security standards imposed by the
Department of Homeland Security.
Electricity
The Seattle City Light Planning Department
conducted a feeder level analysis based on
the worst heaviest case load information
associated with Alternative 3. Analysis
determined that no system improvements
would be needed to accommodate load growth
associated with the Town Center alternatives.
Natural Gas
Puget Sound Energy does not generate a
comprehensive plan of improvement projects.
Additionally, Washington State Utilities and
Transportation Commission (WUTC) does not
define natural gas as an essential service.
Therefore, Puget Sound Energy is not required
to provide service. Extension of service is based
on individual requests. Overall, Puget Sound
Energy does not foresee any problems that
would limit the supply of natural gas to the City
of Shoreline in the future.
Communications/Telephone Services and
Facilities
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The Washington Utilities Trade Commission
regulations require telecommunications
providers to provide adequate
telecommunications service on demand; and
Section 480-120-086 of the Washington
Administrative Code (WAC) requires providers
to maintain adequate personnel and equipment
to handle reasonable demand and traffic.
Because telecommunications providers are
services paid for by customers that are provided
on demand, limits to future capacity and service
in the Town Center planning area are not
anticipated.
Cable Television, Internet, and Broadband
Services and Facilities
Although the demand for cable television is
likely to continue to increase as population
grows, access to cable television in Lake Forest
Park is likely to increase at the same pace as
population growth. Broadband cable and fiber
optic services area readily available in the
planning area to accommodate future growth
and development.

MITIGATION MEASURES
Sanitary Sewer
Sewer flows generated by the Town Center
currently discharge into the Lake Forest Park
sewer system through a manhole located in the
westbound transit-only lane of SR 522 just west
of NE 170th Place and into an 8-inch diameter
sewer main. As previously mentioned, the
capacity of the 8-inch sewer main is unknown.
If the 8-inch main is assumed to have the same
capacity as the 8-inch sewer mains referenced
in the SGSP it is reasonable to assume that all
future development scenarios for the Town
Center would require the pipe to be replaced
with a larger pipe having greater sewer flow
capacity. A full analysis would be required at
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each phase of future redevelopment to
determine the details of the pipe upsize.

are triggered once the LFPWD’s customer count
crosses the DHS threshold of 1,000 customers.

Water
Based on the qualitative analysis of impacts due
to alternative 3, no significant unavoidable
impacts are anticipated. Mitigation measures
that may be required to accommodate
redevelopment under alternative 3 are
generally considered to be minor. Some
equalizing storage may be needed in the “Low
Zone” HGL292ft although this would be most
likely if fire suppression needs increased from
the present 3,500GPM for 3hours. The
additional demand due to the multi-family
dwellings may not trigger the need for
additional storage. Hydraulic modeling is
needed to confirm this.

Electricity
As previously mentioned, Seattle Public Utilities
has determined that no system improvements
would be needed to accommodate load growth
associated with the Town Center alternatives.
However, coordination with SPU would be
necessary at each phase of future
redevelopment at the Town Center.

The existing transmission and distribution
network appears to be mostly adequate
although a few minor upgrades should be
completed including a short section of 12” main
on Ballinger in front of the Town Center and a
short section of 8” main on 175th opposite the
Town Center. One of these is being addressed
with the McKinnon Creek pumping station
currently under design.
Regardless of the alternative chosen for the
Town Center site, full project-specific hydraulic
modeling would be needed to fully analyze and
confirm impacts and mitigation measures to be
anticipated for future redevelopment. In
additional to considerations mentioned above,
water quality needs to be considered to avoid
increased reliance on McKinnon DW#3 and
consequent increase in customer complaints.
Adequacy of the system should also be
considered in light of Federal Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) requirements, which
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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Natural Gas
Puget Sound Energy does not foresee any
problems that would limit the supply of natural
gas to the City of Shoreline in the future. Future
redevelopment at the Town Center site would
require detailed analysis and coordination with
PSE to confirm this determination.
Cable Television, Internet, and Broadband
Services and Facilities
Access to cable television in Lake Forest Park is
likely to increase at the same pace as
population growth. Broadband cable and fiber
optic services area readily available in the
planning area to accommodate future growth
and development. It would be prudent to
coordinate with Town Center providers at each
phase of any future redevelopment.

SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
IMPACTS
No significant unavoidable adverse impacts
related to utilities services and facilities would
be expected under any of the redevelopment
alternatives.
Most utility services, many of which are
supported through customer fees, are readily
available in the planning area. Some upgrades
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in on-site services would be needed, with the
potential to extend off-site, and these would
need to be evaluated in more detail for each
phase of development.
In the case of water service, future capacity of
the Lake Forest Park Water District’s supply may
be limited, and availability and facilities
requirements would need to be determined
through modelling and analysis of each
proposed phase of development in the future. It
may be that water services would need to be
extended from other providers in the area,
which should be addressed in the analysis.
Financial assessment to determine potential
costs and funding sources for potential water
service improvements also should be completed
as part of the analysis. It is customary for the
costs of extending and expanding utilities to
serve private development to be covered by the
developer, although various financing
plans/strategies, grant opportunities, and
partnerships could be explored.
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INTRODUCTION
This section of the Analysis and Mitigation
chapter presents the results of multimodal
transportation and parking analysis that
evaluates potential impacts related to changes
in planning and land use regulations and the
correlating greater intensity of development
that could occur as result at the Lake Forest
Park Town Center. Potential impacts related to
the two action alternatives (Alternative 2 and
Alternative 3), as well as the no-action
alternative (Alternative 1), are analyzed.
Existing transportation conditions, as well as
anticipated future transportation conditions
under the three alternatives, are documented
in Chapter 3.0, Section 3.5.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
This EIS provides a programmatic level of
analysis related to potential changes to existing
planning and land use regulations and not
project-specific impact analysis. For potential
future improvements that may be implemented
by property owners, Sound Transit, or others,
separate compliance with the State
Environmental Policy Act would be required.
For example, as discussed in Chapter 1, Sound
Transit will be preparing a specific EIS that
analyzes potential impacts of implementing the
proposed ST3 bus rapid transit (BRT)
improvements in SR 522, including a potential
commuter park and ride structure at Town
Center. While the analysis in this EIS assumes
implementation of the BRT project and assumes
traffic generation for the commuter park and
ride structure in the traffic analysis under all
alternatives, future environmental analysis
completed by Sound Transit will analyze more
specific project-level impacts associated with
the BRT project and parking structure.

Methodology and Assumptions for Each
Alternative
Just as for the other elements analyzed in this
EIS, three planning scenarios for redevelopment
were analyzed for multimodal transportation
and parking. The planning scenarios of the three
alternatives are conceptual and hypothetical.
They have been prepared for the purposes of
programmatic, non-project analysis for this EIS.
Actual plans for redevelopment in the future
may differ from these scenarios. With
completion of this EIS analysis and gathering of
public and agency comments, the City would
identify a preferred alternative for the Town
Center Plan and update Lake Forest Park
Municipal Code (LFPMC) provisions with design
standards and guidelines to support
implementation of the plan. Subsequently,
property owners develop site master plans
consistent with the Town Center Plan, as well as
plans and designs for each anticipated phase of
redevelopment.
The three alternatives were evaluated under
future year 2035 conditions, consistent with the
Lake Forest Park Comprehensive Plan and
transportation planning studies completed in
recent years. Future transportation network
changes external to the Town Center are the
same for all three alternatives. The analysis
considers the effects of the alternatives on
vehicles, transit, freight, pedestrians, bicycles,
parking, and safety. Fehr & Peers
Transportation Consultants used the Puget
Sound Regional Council (PSRC) regional travel
demand model, Main Street Grip Generation
Tool, Synchro 10 software, and other technical
references and standards to support the
analysis in this section.
Methodology and assumptions (including
assumed land uses) related to the alternatives
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analysis in this EIS are summarized below. Table
4.5.1 summarizes the land uses assumed under
each alternative. Refer to the figures in Chapter
2 and Section 4.1 for the potential planning and
redevelopment scenarios for each of the three
alternatives studied in this EIS.
Alternative 1—No Action
This alternative assumes that there would be no
changes to current LFPMC planning and land
use regulations for the Town Center, but there
would be redevelopment at the site consistent
with current adopted regulations. Multi-family
and mixed-use redevelopment is assumed,
focused in the northern area of the site and
built within the height limit of 60 to 60 feet. For
transportation modeling purposes, Alternative 1
is assumed to include approximately 700 new
multi-family housing units. Commercial square
footage would decrease slightly compared to
existing conditions, because under this planning
scenario, the northern arm of the shopping
complex and the Lake Forest Park Bar and Grill
would be replaced with mixed-use residential
and commercial uses. (Refer to Section 4.1 for a
discussion of potential future commercial uses.)
Alternative 1 assumes a new 300-stall
commuter parking structure proposed as part of
the Sound Transit ST3 Program BRT service
coming to the SR 522 corridor would be in place
by the 2035 study horizon year. This is one of
the three new park and ride structures on the
SR 522 corridor that would support future BRT
service between the 145th Street light rail
station in the I-5 corridor and University of
Washington (UW) Bothell, which is anticipated
to serve up to 10,000 daily riders. Sound Transit
indicates that the BRT system will be in place
and serving customers by 2024.
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The parking structure would be used by
commuters for daily park and ride use. The EIS
analysis assumes that Town Center patrons
could use parking structure spaces during
evening and weekend time periods. Alternative
1 also assumes that the existing medical/dental
office building (16,000 SF) near City Hall would
be replaced by the parking structure and
assumes these could relocate to other spaces
on site. For example, the planning scenario
assumes some active use/commercial space
could be developed along the southern
frontage of the parking structure and shows
other potential new places for mixed-use space.
There is the potential for greater density to be
built under existing planning and land use
regulations than assumed for Alternative 1 in
this transportation analysis. It is estimated that
up to approximately 1,000 multi-family units
likely could be built within the allowed building
height of 60 to 66 feet, assuming bonus height
provisions are applied. If 1,000 multi-family
dwelling units were developed, the traffic
generated and transportation effects would
approach a similar level to the effects analyzed
under Alternative 2 (given that Alternative 2
would have a reduced amount of
commercial/retail space compared with up to
1,200 dwelling units). That said, the Alternative
1 analysis in this section is based on the
quantity of 700 dwelling units associated with
the potential redevelopment scenario (see
Chapter 2 for further discussion).
Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form
Alternative 2 assumes changes to zoning and
land use regulations that allow for up to 1,200
multi-family housing units, 127,500 square feet
of commercial/retail space, 41,000 square feet
of office space, and 52,000 square feet of City
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Hall and civic/community space. Under this
alternative, the commuter parking structure is
assumed to include 400 spaces, with 100
reserved for retail and City use. The mixed-use
redevelopment would vary in height and form
up to a 75-foot height limit to the base roofline.
Alternative 2 assumes less commercial and
office use than Alternatives 1 and 3.
Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form
Alternative 3 assumes changes to planning and
land use regulations in the LFPMC and includes
up to 1,500 multi-family housing units, 202,500
square feet of commercial/retail space, 66,000
square feet of office space, and 52,000 square
feet of City Hall and civic/community space.
Under this alternative, the Sound Transit
parking structure is assumed to include 500
spaces, with 200 reserved for retail and City
use. The Alternative 3 planning scenario
assumes mixed-use buildings more uniform in
height, up to an 85-foot height limit to the base
roofline, and organized in a more formal
gridded, urban block pattern of redevelopment.
This alternative proposes the highest intensity
of use considered in this EIS with the most
multi-family residential units and the most
commercial and office space of all the
alternatives.
Sound Transit BRT Program Assumptions
Under All Alternatives
All three alternatives assume implementation of
the Sound Transit BRT program and installation
of a park and ride commuter structure at Town
Center, with differing capacities in the
commuter park and ride structure as discussed
above.
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Timeframe of Redevelopment under All
Alternatives
As stated in other sections of this EIS, it is
assumed that redevelopment at Town Center
would occur incrementally, in multiple phases
within the next 15 to 20 years or more. The
transportation analysis is based on a horizon
year of 2035 (matching other recent
transportation plans and studies for the City),
16 years into the future.
Parking Assumptions Under All Alternatives
As redevelopment occurs over time and new
mixed-use buildings are developed, more
parking would be integrated into structures and
in some cases built below grade where feasible.
Most surface parking would transition into
structured parking, although some smaller
surface parking lots and on-street parallel and
angled parking on the access streets would
likely be part of redevelopment plans. As a local
example, University Village in Seattle has
transformed many surface parking areas to
structured parking over the last decade.
Table 4.5.1 shows parking spaces to be provided
as part of the commuter parking garage. In
addition, the analysis in this EIS also assumes
that development would include sufficient
parking to meet market demand and City
requirements for each of the three alternatives
using a combination of below-grade and surface
parking as discussed above. Developers would
be responsible for geotechnical and structural
engineering analyses to determine the design
parameters of below grade parking and
structured parking throughout the site.
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Table 4.5.1 Land Use Assumptions for Alternatives
Land Use

Alternative 2
Alternative 1
Varied Height and
No Action
Form

Existing

Alternative 3
Uniform
Height and
Form

Non-Residential (SF)
Commercial/Retail/Active Use
(Commercial, Bank, Starbucks)

192,500

190,500

127,500

202,500

Office
(Medical/Dental, Windermere)

40,000

16,000

41,000

66,000

City Hall / Community Space

20,000

20,000

52,000*

52,000*

Multi-family (units)

0

700

1,200

1,500

Sound Transit Parking Garage Spaces
(does not include Town Center
structured or surface parking)

0

300

300 shared +
300 shared +
200 retail/City
100 retail/City use
use

* Assumes 32,000 GSF expansion of City Hall, Police Department, and additional civic/community space
which could be frontage to parking structure, expansion of existing building, or other form of
redevelopment.
Transportation Network
The transportation network for the future year
alternatives assumes that several
improvements included in existing City plans,
such as Safe Streets and Safe Highways, would
be in place by 2035. Thus, these improvements
should be considered as background mitigation
measures that would support redevelopment of
under any of the alternatives. Specific
transportation improvements for the Town
Center Plan would be determined upon
selection of the preferred alternative and cited
in the Town Center Plan for adoption.
Transportation network changes external to the
Town Center would be the same for all three
future alternatives. These plans outline a
variety of changes to the transportation
network, but only a few affect traffic operations
within the planning area and are relevant for
this analysis. Based on direction from City staff,
the following projects were deemed relevant
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for this analysis and are assumed to be in place
by 2035 as background mitigation measures:
•

Install a traffic signal at SR 104/NE 178th
Street, which controls two three-way
intersections

•

Add a southbound left turn lane at SR
522/NE 170th Street with optimized signal
timing

Travel Demand Forecasting
Travel demand forecasts for each alternative
were developed assuming the future 2035 year
and applying two tools: the PSRC regional travel
demand model and a more site-specific trip
generation tool called MainStreet.
The PSRC regional model was used as part of
the City’s Safe Highways project to develop
2035 forecasts for the SR 104 and SR 522
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corridors. This EIS analysis is consistent with
those forecasts but supplements them with
more specific data about the expected trip
generation of the Town Center under each
alternative. These site-specific estimates were
developed using the MainStreet trip generation
tool, which is designed to more accurately
reflect the trip generation and mode choice of
mixed-use sites.
Trip generation for the commuter parking
structure, shown in Table 4.5.2, was based on
typical transit travel patterns in the Puget
Sound region. Specifically, 41 percent of the
three-hour PM peak period transit ridership is
typically assumed to occur during the PM peak
hour. Therefore, while all 300 park and ride
spaces would likely empty during the PM peak
period, it is assumed that 125 outbound trips
would occur during the PM peak hour. People
that arrive at the park and ride structure during
this peak hour period to access Town Center
retail are captured under the Town Center land
use trips.
Regional Land Use Assumptions
The 2035 land use assumed in the regional
travel demand model is based on PSRC’s Land
Use Vision 2 (LUV2) estimated growth in
households and employment. The regional
travel demand model reflects the No Action
Alternative, which maintains the planning area’s
current zoning but does assume that some
additional growth would occur at the Town
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Center by 2035. The additional density assumed
under the alternatives is factored into the
alternatives analysis. The land use inputs used
for MainStreet trip generation tool are
described below
MainStreet Trip Generation Tool
The MainStreet tool was developed in
partnership with the US Environmental
Protection Agency and uses state-of-thepractice Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE) 10th Edition trip generation rates as its
base. However, typical ITE rates have been
found to overestimate vehicle trips in mixeduse settings.
To more accurately reflect the trip generation
of such mixed-use locations, the MainStreet
tool modifies the traditional ITE trip generation
based on urban form factors including land use
mix, density, neighborhood design, and transit
service. This more refined method of evaluation
avoids overstating vehicle demand and, in turn,
roadway mitigation needs.
The MainStreet tool was applied to the planning
area for the three alternatives assuming the
2035 future year. Outputs from the tool include
the number of trips captured internally within
the planning area (i.e. trips that occur within
the Town Center site itself, such as home to
retail), as well as the number of external trips
using non-motorized means (i.e., walking and
biking), transit, and private vehicles.
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While the site benefits from some internal trip
capture, transit, and non-motorized access in
existing conditions, the complementary addition
of housing and bus rapid transit in the future
year alternatives is expected to result in a higher
proportion of non-auto trips.
The share of trips that would occur within the
site and trips made by transit and nonmotorized modes increase slightly with the
increasing density of the alternatives (i.e.
Alternative 1 has the highest auto mode share
and Alternative 3 has the lowest auto mode
share).

MainStreet Trip Generation Tool
MainStreet is a tool used to estimate trip
generation at mixed-use sites. It considers
factors including land use mix, density,
neighborhood design, and transit service
that are not accounted for by traditional ITE
vehicle trip generation rates. This tool more
accurately reflects trip-making behavior at
mixed-use sites, including:
• More trips occurring within the site
itself, such as trips between home and
retail destinations, and
•

More trips made on foot, by bike, and by
transit.

Table 4.5.2 PM Peak Hour Vehicle Trips Generated by Alternatives
Trip Category

Existing

Alternative 2
Alternative 3
Alternative 1
Varied Height and Uniform Height
No Action
Form
and Form

Town Center Land Use
Inbound Vehicle Trips

516

580

625

865

Outbound Vehicle Trips

564

560

565

810

Inbound Vehicle Trips

-

-

-

-

Outbound Vehicle Trips

-

125

125

125

1,080

1,265

1,315

1,800

Commuter Parking Structure

Total
Total Vehicle Trips
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2018
Table 4.5.2 summarizes the PM peak hour
vehicle trips generated by each alternative.
Although there could be some inbound vehicle
use of the commuter parking structure during
the PM peak hour, the analysis assumes this use
under the Town Center land use trips.
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Trip Distribution
Trip distribution for the Town Center was
estimated using the regional travel demand
model and existing turning movement count
data. Figures 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 display the
assumed distribution pattern for vehicle trips to
and from the Town Center during the PM peak
period in 2035. Future year trip distribution
patterns for the commercial and residential
uses at the Town Center were assumed to
follow the general patterns observed in existing
conditions.
The planned commuter parking structure
assumes a modified trip distribution based on
details from Sound Transit’s planned BRT
corridor and park and rides along SR 522. This
EIS analysis assumes a greater proportion of
commuter structure trips would be distributed
to surrounding areas in Lake Forest Park and
along SR 104, rather than SR 522, because there
are other planned park and rides along SR 522
northeast and southwest of the site.
Traffic Operations Analysis
As with existing conditions, future year traffic
operations were analyzed using Synchro 10
software. The existing Synchro network was
updated to reflect roadway modifications
planned to be in place by 2035 as well as the
vehicle volumes forecasted as described in the
Travel Demand Forecasting section. Signal
timings and coordination were optimized to
maximize the efficiency of the system based on
the projected future year vehicle volumes
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(while maintaining the existing phasing and
cycle lengths).
Analysis of Potential Impacts
Potential effects caused by the three
alternatives assuming 2035 conditions are
analyzed below. This includes effects on the
pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and vehicular
networks, as well as parking and safety.
Alternative 1—No Action
Alternative 1—No Action serves as a baseline
for the impact analysis of the Action
Alternatives (Alternatives 2 and 3). It represents
the operation of the transportation system if no
zoning changes were made in the Town Center.
However, some redevelopment at the Town
Center would still be allowed to occur under
Alternative 1. Alternative 1 also includes the
regional growth expected to occur by 2035,
which influences background traffic volumes
along the state routes bordering the Town
Center. The following definitions are used to
identify deficiencies under the Alternative 1—
No Action:
•

Auto and Freight: a study intersection
operating below its LOS standard (C, D, or E
depending on the intersection).

•

Transit: a study intersection through which
transit routes travel operating below its LOS
standard (C, D, or E depending on the
intersection).
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Figure 4.5.1 Town Center Residential and Commercial Use Trip Distribution
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Figure 4.5.2 Town Center Park and Ride Trip Distribution
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Alternative 1—No Action Analysis, Continued
Pedestrian, bicycle, traffic operations, transit,
parking, and safety impacts are discussed
qualitatively below for Alternative 1 on the
following pages (and also addressed later under
the analysis for Alternatives 2 and 3). As defined
above, this EIS identifies deficiencies if future
transportation operations are not expected to
meet the City’s adopted level of service
standards.
•

•

Pedestrian—Because some redevelopment
would be expected to occur under
Alternative 1, there would be new
pedestrian facilities associated with those
projects on the Town Center site. For
example, it is assumed that construction of
new residential units on the northern
portion of the site would include new
internal roadways with sidewalks,
landscaping, and crosswalks. It is also
assumed that crosswalks would be added or
enhanced at existing driveways and that
sidewalks would be added on NE 170th
Street and Fire Station Road to increase
comfort for people walking to the Town
Center from surrounding neighborhoods.
Additionally, the Safe Streets, Safe
Highways, and Town Center Connections
reports recommend several new sidewalks
and crosswalks on streets adjacent to the
Town Center that would improve
pedestrian access to the Town Center –
many of which would be implemented by
2035. Because there would be increased
pedestrian infrastructure under Alternative
1, no adverse effects to pedestrians are
expected.

the Town Center site, though cyclists may
benefit from the internal roadway
connection improvements associated with
redevelopment within Town Center.
However, the Safe Streets, Safe Highways,
and Town Center Connections reports
recommend several new bike facilities on
streets adjacent to the Town Center that
would improve access to the Town Center
for people cycling – many of which could be
implemented by 2035. While there would
be no new dedicated bicycle infrastructure
under Alternative 1, bicycle travel is not
expected to be adversely affected. It should
be noted that current bicycle storage and
parking requirements in the LFPMC did not
anticipate the potential heavy
commuter/transit-oriented focus at this
site. Under Alternative 2 and 3, there would
be an opportunity to update and expand
these requirements to fit anticipated
changes in use.
•

Traffic Operations—By 2035, traffic
volumes would increase due to background
growth in the city and region as well as new
development at the Town Center. The PM
vehicle trips in Alternative 1 are projected
to increase by a total of 185 trips compared
to existing conditions. Due to these traffic
volume increases, all study intersections
except SR 104/NE 170th Street are expected
to have higher delay in the future than is
experienced under existing conditions. SR
104/NE 178th Street is signalized in the
future alternatives, which decreases delay
compared to existing conditions. Table 4.5.3
and Figure 4.5.3 summarize the LOS results
for Alternative 1.

Bicycle—Alternative 1 does not assume any
new dedicated bicycle lanes or routes on
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Table 4.5.3 2035 Alternative 1 Intersection Level of Service
ID Intersection

Traffic
Control

LOS
Standard

Existing Conditions

Alternative 1

Delay

LOS

Delay

LOS

1

SR 522 & Brookside
Boulevard

SSSC2

D

10

B1

11

B1

2

SR 522 & NE 170th Street

Signal

D

7

A

44

D

3

NE 170th Street & Fire
Station Road

SSSC

C

13

B

14

B

4

Brookside Boulevard NE &
Fire Station Road

SSSC

C

10

B

11

B

5

SR 522 & Town Center
driveway at Bank of
America

SSSC2

D

21

C

26

D

6

SR 522 & SR 104

Signal

D

62

E1

66

E1

7

SR 522 & 47th Avenue NE

SSSC2

D

23

C

27

D

8

SR 104 & NE 175th Street

Signal

E

26

C

29

C

9

SR 104 & Town Center
driveway at Windermere

SSSC

E

25

C

33

D

10 SR 104 & NE 178th Street

Signal

E

117

F

27

C1

Notes: 1. Uses HCM 2000 due to phasing or configuration
2. Side street allows right turn out only
The Safe Highways Report published delay and LOS results at these intersections using methodologies
prescribed in earlier versions of the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000 and 2010); as such many of
the LOS results vary based on newer methodologies.
SSSC = Side street stop controlled
Grey shaded locations exceed level of service thresholds
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2018
•

Traffic Operations, Continued—Under
Alternative 1, only one intersection – SR
522/SR 104 – would operate below its LOS
threshold. The intersection of SR 104/NE
178th Street would improve in the future

Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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due to the installation of a signal that would
better balance traffic flows, including
greatly improved left-turn access. All other
intersections would be expected to
experience increases in vehicle delay but
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operate acceptably. The intersection of SR
522/NE 170th Street would be expected to
have a large increase in delay, from seven
seconds per vehicle under existing
conditions to 44 seconds under Alternative
1, even with the additional left turn lane
assumed under all three alternatives.
However, it is still expected to meet the LOS
D standard. The Town Center driveway at
Windermere would also have a large
increase in delay due to the increase in
eastbound volumes that have to compete
with increased SR 522 north and
southbound traffic.
As was described in the existing conditions
section, the traffic operations analysis uses
isolated intersection analysis, which does
not directly account for how queueing
affects adjacent intersections. Queuing is
known to occur in the peak direction along
SR 522 and SR 104 and is expected to
persist in the future. Delays from peak
period queuing can affect operations along
the state routes and on the Town Center
site. As specific development projects are
proposed, they would undergo the City’s
project-level permitting review process
which may include additional traffic and
queuing analysis.
Similarly, queues can form in the
southbound direction along SR 104 as
vehicles wait to turn at the SR 522 signal. SR
104/NE 175th Street currently has
northbound queues which can stretch back
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to SR 522, potentially delaying vehicles
trying to turn onto SR 104.
Future circulation improvements within the
Town Center may improve queuing on site;
however, these queues should be
monitored over time to ensure signal
timings and queuing storage lengths are
appropriate to maintain safe and orderly
vehicle operations within the Town Center.
•

Transit—Transit traveling along the SR 104
and SR 522 corridors would be affected by
the congestion and delay experienced at
the study intersections. The BRT system
proposes dedicated business access and
transit (BAT) lanes on SR 522, which would
help to minimize transit delay at
intersections. However, buses could still
experience some delay caused by increasing
volumes of cars entering and exiting the
Town Center via the BAT lanes. Buses
traveling along SR 104 would experience
more delay because they would not have
dedicated transit lanes.
Therefore, the increased delay described in
the Traffic Operations section would also
affect transit speed and reliability,
particularly at the intersection of SR 522/SR
104, which is projected to operate below its
LOS standard. Queuing results discussed in
the traffic operations section would also
affect transit movement near the Town
Center and could hinder accessibility of bus
stops in the planning area.
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Figure 4.5.3 2035 Alternative 1 Level of Service Results
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•

•

Parking—The multi-family housing units
assumed to be built in the northern section
of the Town Center site would eliminate
some of the existing surface parking under
Alternative 1. However, it is anticipated that
developers would maintain or build
adequate supply for their new needs and in
consultation with City permitting
requirements. Because it is expected that
developers would continue to provide
parking supply as dictated by market need,
no adverse parking effects are expected
under Alternative 1.
Safety—Traffic volumes are forecasted to
increase at all of the study intersections,
which could increase the total number of
collisions within the planning area.
However, collision rates at the study
intersections are not expected to
meaningfully change compared to existing
conditions. No adverse effects to safety are
identified under Alternative 1.

Thresholds of Significance
The transportation impacts of Alternatives 2
and 3 are measured against the transportation
conditions of Alternative 1 No Action. This
section describes the thresholds that constitute
a significant transportation impact. Significant
impacts are defined for traffic operations,
transit, safety, parking, and bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. A significant impact is
identified if Alternatives 2 or 3 would cause the
following:
•

Auto and Freight—A study intersection that
operates acceptably under Alternative 1
operating below its LOS standard or an
increase in delay of at least 5 seconds at a
study intersection already expected to
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operate below its LOS standard under
Alternative 1.
•

Transit—At a location through which transit
routes travel, a study intersection that
operates acceptably under Alternative 1
operating below its LOS standard or an
increase in delay of at least 5 seconds at a
study intersection already expected to
operate below its LOS standard under
Alternative 1.

Alternative 2—Varied Height and Form
This section summarizes analysis results and
environmental effects of Alternative 2.
Alternative 2 assumes varied building height
and form across the site, incorporating some
redevelopment and a 400-space Sound Transit
parking structure. This includes 1,200 multifamily housing units, 127,500 square feet of
commercial/retail space, 41,000 square feet of
office space, and 52,000 square feet of City Hall
and civic/community space.
•

Pedestrian—The same pedestrian projects
assumed on the surrounding streets in
Alternative 1 are also assumed in
Alternative 2. Within the Town Center site,
Alternative 2 includes redevelopment
throughout the site, which would include a
more grid-like pattern of internal roadways.
The revised layout would create a more
comfortable walking environment
compared to the large swath of parking that
would remain in the southern area of the
site under Alternative 1. Pedestrian
connectivity would also be enhanced by
redeveloping the existing large buildings
into smaller buildings. Because the new
development is expected to meet City
design standards related to pedestrian
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facility accommodation, no significant
pedestrian impacts are expected under
Alternative 2.
•

•

Bicycle—The non-motorized projects
assumed on streets adjacent to the Town
Center in Alternative 1 would also benefit
bicyclists in Alternative 2. The Alternative 2
site plan does not include new dedicated
bicycle facilities, but the benefits of the grid
and enhanced connectivity described in the
Pedestrian section would also benefit
bicyclists. Therefore, no significant bicycle
impacts are expected under Alternative 2.
Traffic Operations—Under Alternative 2, all
study intersections would have the same or
higher traffic volumes than Alternative 1,
and there are no changes to the study
intersections beyond those assumed in
Alternative 1, aside from optimizing the
splits and coordinated offsets at the four
signalized intersections. PM peak vehicle
trips would increase by 50 trips compared
to Alternative 1, and no vehicle turning
movement is expected to increase by more
than 15 vehicles. Nearly all these additional
trips would be coming to the Town Center
as opposed to leaving. Delay at eight
intersections are expected to be similar
compared to Alternative 1. Delays would be
expected to increase slightly for the
remaining two intersections compared to
Alternative 1. Table 4.5.4 and Figure 4.5.4
show the LOS results.
Similar to Alternative 1, the only
intersection expected to operate below its
LOS standard would be SR 522/SR 103.
However, due to only a moderate increase
in vehicle trips under Alternative 2, the
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delay would be expected to increase by
only one second compared to Alternative 1.
Therefore, this does not constitute a
significant impact.
The predominant queueing issues observed
under existing conditions would remain
under Alternative 2, though the eastbound
queues at SR 522/SR 104 and northbound
queues at SR 104/NE 175th Street would
shorten slightly due to optimized signal
timing. The operations analysis suggests
that southbound queueing at SR 522/SR
104 could affect the intersection of SR
104/NE 175th Street and other upstream
intersections. The eastbound queue is
metered by the signal at NE 170th Street,
which would have a longer queue than in
Alternative 1. Southbound queues at NE
170th Street would likely affect operations
at NE 170th Street/Fire Station Road as well.
The eastbound queue exiting the Town
Center at NE 175th Street is expected to be
longer than in Alternative 1, which would
affect operations at internal intersections
on the Town Center site.
As specific development projects are
proposed, they would undergo the City’s
project-level permitting review process
which may include additional traffic and
queuing analysis.
•

Transit—As with Alternative 1, transit
would be affected by the congestion
and delay at the study intersections,
and increased traffic on SR 522 and SR
104 would negatively affect speed and
reliability of the transit routes and stops
near the Town Center (though the
presence of BAT lanes on SR 522 would
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help minimize delay). However, only the
intersection of SR 522/SR 104 is
operating below its LOS threshold in
Alternative 2, and the projected
increase in delay compared to

Alternative 1 does not constitute a
significant transit impact.

Table 4.5.4 2035 Alternative 2 Intersection Level of Service
ID Intersection

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Traffic
Control

LOS
Standard

Delay

LOS

Delay

LOS

1

SR 522 & Brookside Boulevard

SSSC2

D

11

B1

11

B1

2

SR 522 & NE 170th Street

Signal

D

44

D

44

D

3

NE 170th Street & Fire Station Road

SSSC

C

14

B

14

B

4

Brookside Boulevard NE & Fire
Station Road

SSSC

C

11

B

11

B

5

SR 522 & Town Center driveway at
Bank of America

SSSC2

D

26

D

26

D

6

SR 522 & SR 104

Signal

D

66

E1

67

E1

7

SR 522 & 47th Avenue NE

SSSC2

D

27

D

27

D

8

SR 104 & NE 175th Street

Signal

E

29

C

30

C

9

SR 104 & Town Center driveway at
Windermere

SSSC

E

33

D

34

D

Signal

E

27

C1

27

C1

10 SR 104 & NE 178th Street
Notes:

1
2

Uses HCM 2000 due to phasing or configuration
Side street allows right turn out only

The Safe Highways Report published delay and LOS results at these intersections using methodologies
prescribed in earlier versions of the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000 and 2010), as such many of
the LOS results vary based on newer methodologies.
SSSC = Side street stop controlled
Grey shaded locations exceed level of service thresholds
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2018
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Figure 4.5.4 2035 Alternative 2 Level of Service Results
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•

•

Safety—Traffic volumes under Alternative 2
would be higher than Alternative 1. Higher
volumes can bring the potential for an
increased number of collisions. However,
there is no indication that collision rates
would increase meaningfully compared to
Alternative 1. Within the site, the more
structured layout of the roadway network
and parking spaces could result in a safety
benefit. No significant adverse impacts to
safety are identified under Alternative 2.

Alternative 3—Uniform Height and Form
Alternative 3 assumes uniform mixed-use
building form in a more formal gridded pattern
of redevelopment, incorporating a 500-space
Sound Transit parking structure. This includes
1,500 multi-family housing units, 202,500
square feet of commercial/retail space, 66,000
square feet of office space, and 52,000 square
feet of City Hall and civic/community space.
•

grained grid pattern within Town Center.
The revised roadway network would
enhance connectivity and provide a more
comfortable walking environment than
Alternative 1. Because the new
development is expected to meet City
design standards related to pedestrian
facility accommodation, no significant
pedestrian impacts are expected under
Alternative 3.

Parking—Some areas of current parking
supply would be redeveloped under
Alternative 2. However, it is anticipated that
developers would maintain or build
adequate supply for their new needs and in
consultation with City permitting
requirements. Because it is expected that
developers would continue to provide
parking supply as dictated by market need,
no significant adverse parking impacts are
expected under Alternative 2.

Pedestrian—The same pedestrian projects
assumed on the surrounding streets in
Alternative 1 are also assumed in
Alternative 3. Among the alternatives,
Alternative 3 would have the most fine-
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•

Bicycle—The non-motorized projects
detailed in Alternative 1 would also benefit
bicyclists in Alternative 3. The Alternative 3
site plan does not include new dedicated
bicycle facilities within the site, but the
benefits of the grid and enhanced
connectivity described in the Pedestrian
section would also benefit bicyclists.
Therefore, no significant bicycle impacts are
expected under Alternative 3.

•

Traffic Operations—Alternative 3 has the
highest traffic volumes of the future
alternatives, with 535 more PM peak trips
than Alternative 1. The increased volumes
stem from the Town Center driveways and
are then distributed along the adjacent
state routes. There are no changes to the
study intersections beyond what was
described in Alternative 1, aside from
optimizing the splits and coordinated
offsets at the four signalized intersections.
All of the study intersections (besides SR
104/NE 178th Street, which is assumed to be
converted to a signalized intersection in the
future) are expected to have an increase in
delay compared to the other alternatives.
Table 4.5.5 and Figure 4.5.5 show the LOS
results.
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Table 4.5.5 2035 Alternative 3 Intersection Level of Service
ID Intersection

Alternative 1

Alternative 3

Traffic
Control

LOS
Standard

Delay

LOS

Delay

LOS

1

SR 522 & Brookside Boulevard

SSSC2

D

11

B1

12

B1

2

SR 522 & NE 170th Street

Signal

D

44

D

56

E

3

NE 170th Street & Fire Station Road

SSSC

C

14

B

20

C

4

Brookside Boulevard NE & Fire
Station Road

SSSC

C

11

B

12

B

5

SR 522 & Town Center driveway at
Bank of America

SSSC2

D

26

D

31

D

6

SR 522 & SR 104

Signal

D

66

E1

67

E1

7

SR 522 & 47th Avenue NE

SSSC2

D

27

D

29

D

8

SR 104 & NE 175th Street

Signal

E

29

C

59

E

9

SR 104 & Town Center driveway at
Windermere

SSSC

E

33

D

48

E

SSSC

E

27

C1

27

C1

10 SR 104 & NE 178th Street
Notes:

1
2

Uses HCM 2000 due to phasing or configuration
Side street allows right turn out only

The Safe Highways Report published delay and LOS results at these intersections using methodologies
prescribed in earlier versions of the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000 and 2010), as such many of
the LOS results vary based on newer methodologies.
SSSC = Side street stop controlled
Grey shaded locations exceed level of service thresholds
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2018
Under Alternative 3, two intersections are
not expected to meet their LOS standard –
SR 522/NE 170th Street and SR 522/SR 104.
At the SR 522/NE 170th Street intersection,
the additional land use under this
alternative would generate enough trips to
degrade operations to LOS E conditions.
Therefore, a traffic impact is expected at
Lake Forest Park Town Center Plan
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this location. Similar to Alternatives 1 and 2,
the SR 522/SR 104 intersection is expected
to operate below its LOS standard.
However, the increase in expected average
vehicle delay is less than the five second
threshold for significance compared to
Alternative 1, so this does not constitute a
significant impact.
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The intersection of SR 104/Town Center
driveway at Windermere would have a
larger increase in delay than many of the
other study intersections, likely due to
more eastbound vehicles trying to turn
while north and southbound traffic on SR
104 has increased. Similarly, SR 104/NE
175th Street would have increased delay,
with an increase in eastbound left turning
vehicles that must yield to westbound
vehicles, increasing the delay and queuing
for the eastbound movement.

standard. However, the delay increase at
this specific location does not meet the
threshold of significance for a transit
impact.
•

The operations analysis suggests that
queues in Alternative 3 follow the same
patterns as in the other future alternatives,
with northbound and southbound queues
on SR 104 that could affect eastbound and
westbound traffic on SR 522. Eastbound
queues at NE 170th Street would meter
eastbound traffic at SR 522/SR 104, and
southbound queues could affect operations
at NE 170th Street/Fire Station Road. The
eastbound queues at NE 175th Street are
expected to spill back into the Town
Center’s internal intersections affecting
traffic flow on site.

With the increased number of residential
units and people living at the Town Center,
ensuring that parking is right-sized would be
important with implementation of either
action alternative, but in particular under
Alternative 3, given it would have the most
amount of residential use and also would
increase commercial and office use at the
site. To prevent overflow parking in
surrounding areas to the Town Center, such
as on nearby neighborhood streets, parking
utilization and demand should be analyzed
on a regular basis and each phase of
redevelopment should include a specific
study that anticipates the parking demand
of proposed use, but also assesses viable
options for shared parking across the site.
The City may need to implement an
adaptive parking management plan in
coordination with other property owners at
Town Center over time, with future phases
of redevelopment.

As specific development projects are
proposed, they would undergo the City’s
project-level permitting review process
which may include additional traffic and
queuing analysis.
•

Transit—As described in the traffic
operations section, SR 522/NE 170th Street
is expected to operate at LOS E conditions,
below its LOS standard. A transit impact is
expected under Alternative 3 because the
increase in delay at SR 522/NE 170th Street
would affect transit operations. As with
Alternatives 1 and 2, the intersection of SR
522/SR 104 is expected to exceed its LOS
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Parking—Some areas of current parking
supply would be redeveloped under
Alternative 3. However, it is anticipated that
developers would maintain or build
adequate supply for their new needs and in
consultation with City permitting
requirements. Because it is expected that
developers would continue to provide
parking supply as dictated by market need,
no significant adverse parking impacts are
expected under Alternative 3.

•

Safety—Traffic volumes under Alternative 3
would be higher than both Alternatives 1
and 2. Higher volumes can bring the
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potential for an increased number of
collisions. However, there is no indication
that collision rates would increase
meaningfully compared to Alternative 1.
Within the site, the more structured layout
of the roadway network and parking spaces
could result in a safety benefit. No
significant adverse impacts to safety are
identified under Alternative 3.

MITIGATION MEASURES
This section identifies projects and actions that
could be incorporated into Alternatives 2 and 3
to reduce the significance of any transportation
impacts.
Traffic and Street Improvements/Incorporated
Plan Features
Alternatives 1 through 3 assume that several
transportation network improvements included
in existing City plans, such as Safe Streets and
Safe Highways, would be in place by 2035.
Transportation network changes external to the
Town Center are the same for all three
alternatives. To assess traffic operations and
transit, the preceding analysis assumes the
following projects are already in place as
background mitigation measures:
•

•

A traffic signal at SR 104/NE 178th Street,
which controls two three-way intersections;
and
A southbound left turn lane at SR 522/NE
170th Street with optimized signal timing.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Access/Access to
Transit
To assess pedestrian and bicycle travel, the
preceding impact analysis assumes that several
improvements recommended in the Safe
Streets, Safe Highways, and Town Center
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Connections reports would be implemented by
2035, which include new sidewalks, crosswalks,
and bike facilities on streets adjacent to the
Town Center, but not in the planning area itself.
These improvements would improve nonmotorized access to and from the Town Center,
while proposed improvements associated with
each alternative would improve pedestrian and
bicycle access within the interior of the site.
Assumed and recommended pedestrian and
bicycle improvements within the planning area
include the following.
The Town Center Plan would include a
recommendation to design the internal
circulation system as multimodal streets, so
they operate similarly to public streets with
delineated spaces for vehicles and pedestrians
even though these streets may continue to be
privately owned and maintained. This would
improve walkability and safety for all modes.
Bicyclists could travel at slower speeds with
traffic, similarly to how downtown streets with
slower speeds operate. This includes
consideration of implementing a “festival
street” space that could be integrated into the
redevelopment plan and would operate
primarily for customer circulation and shopping
most of the time, but also could be used as
space for the Farmers Market and other events
and festivals at scheduled times.
Festival Streets are typically designed as atgrade, curbless streets that include special
features and design treatments resembling a
pedestrian plaza (see photos at the end of this
section). The Alternative 2 planning scenario
shows an example of how a festival street could
be integrated into redevelopment.
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Figure 4.5.5 2035 Alternative 3 Level of Service Results
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Figures 4.5.6, 4.5.7, and 4.5.8 illustrate
potential street cross section configurations
that could be considered in future master
planning and design of each phase of
redevelopment. These cross sections are
conceptual and represent potential
recommendations that may be included in
the Town Center Plan, as well as the Town
Center Design Standards and Guidelines.
•

Delineated crosswalks circulation/access
way crossings and key entry points to
buildings should be provided to enhance
pedestrian access and safety.

•

Continuous sidewalks/pedestrian paths
throughout all areas of the site should be
provided to connect all land uses and
development area (north-south and eastwest at intervals no greater in dimension
than 300 feet in length).

•

Secure bicycle parking areas, sufficient for
each type of land use and development in
the Town Center planning area should be
provided and requirements should be
included in the LFPMC amendments and
supporting design standards and guidelines.

•

Parking
• Amended LFPMC provisions under either
Alternative 2 or Alternative 3 should include
the requirement of a parking utilization
study/analysis with each phase of
redevelopment at Town Center. The
analysis should consider shared parking
opportunities, reduced demand for parking
related to mixed-use transit-oriented
development, minimizing impacts to
surrounding neighborhoods through active
and adaptive parking management, and
other potential actions.
•

•

Adding sidewalks on NE 170th Street and
Fire Station Road on at least one side of the
roadway would improve pedestrian
connectivity to the Town Center.

•

The Town Center Plan would propose a
potential shared use path loop around the
perimeter of the Town Center, identified in
the visioning process as a desirable
community recreation feature; the intent
was for this path to be primarily for
pedestrian and low speed bicycling use.
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The Town Center Plan would recognize the
potential benefits of a grade separated
crossing at Bothell Way to more seamlessly
connecting the Town Center with the Burke
Gilman Trail and both sides of the proposed
BRT station platforms.

The City may need to implement an
adaptive parking management plan in
coordination with other property owners at
Town Center over time, with future phases
of redevelopment.

All Modes
• Amendments to the LFPMC and correlating
design standards and guidelines developed
to support implementation of either action
alternative (Alternative 2 or 3) would
include a variety of other required and
recommended provisions to improve
pedestrian and bicycle mobility as well as
access to transit. Standards related to the
design of streets and parking areas also
would be included.
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Figure 4.5.6 Conceptual Cross Section for a Local Access Street with On-Street Parallel Parking

Figure 4.5.7 Conceptual Cross Section for a Local Access Street with No On-Street Parking
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Figure 4.5.8 Conceptual Cross Section for a Festival Street with On-Street Angled Parking

Photographic examples of festival streets are provided below.
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Photographic examples of festival streets, continued.
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Summary of Transportation Impacts and
Related Mitigation
One intersection – SR 522/SR 104 – is expected
to fall below its LOS standard under all three
future year alternatives. However, because the
increase in delay at this intersection under
Alternatives 2 and 3 falls within the five second
threshold of significance, no significant adverse
impact is identified at this location. Under
Alternative 3, one additional intersection (SR

522/NE 170th Street) is expected to operate
below its LOS standard. This would result in a
significant traffic and transit impact.
No pedestrian, bicycle, parking, or safety
impacts are expected under either Alternative 2
or 3. Table 4.5.6 summarizes the significant
impacts for each alternative.

Table 4.5.6 Summary of Transportation Impacts
Alternative 1 No Action
Deficiencies

Alternative 2 Impacts

Alternative 3 Impacts

Auto/Freight

1 intersection

0 intersections

1 intersection

Transit

1 intersection

0 intersections

1 intersection

Pedestrian

None

None

None

Bicycle

None

None

None

Parking

None

None

None

Safety

None

None

None

Type of Impact

To mitigate the impact at the SR 522/NE 170th
intersection, the intersection could be rechannelized on the northbound and
southbound approaches. The northbound
approach could include a left-turn pocket, and
the southbound approach could be
reconfigured to dual left-turn lanes with a
shared through/right lane. This would eliminate
the need for the less efficient split phase signal
timing previously assumed at this location. With
this mitigation measure, traffic operations
would be expected to improve to LOS D,
meeting its LOS standard. Additional design
engineering analysis would be needed for this
mitigation measure, as roadway realignment
may be needed for the north and south
approaches.
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As specific development projects are proposed,
they would undergo the City’s project-level
permitting review process, which may include
additional traffic and queuing analysis. That
process may result in the identification of
project-specific mitigation measures. It is
recommended that the City continue to
monitor traffic operations in the vicinity of the
Town Center to determine if any queuing issues
materialize and if so, identify potential physical
or signal timing improvements. As the Town
Center redevelops, the City should monitor
traffic operations and queues through
observation at the following intersections:
•

SR 522/Town Center driveway at Bank
of America

•

SR 104/SR 522
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•

SR 104/NE 175th Street

•

SR 104/Town Center driveway at
Windermere

•

SR 522/NE 170th Street

•

NE 170th Street/Fire Station Road

In addition, managing demand for auto travel is
an important part of limiting traffic congestion.
The City could consider transportation demand
management (TDM) strategies, which could
include subsidies or discounts for non-auto
travel, education, and assistance to help
travelers identify non-auto commute options,
rideshare, and ride match promotion, as well as
local incentive and reward programs.

SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
IMPACTS
Overall, implementation of either of the action
alternatives, Alternative 2 or 3, would result in
increased traffic volumes and demand for
transportation facilities (more so than under
the no action alternative, Alternative 1). A
significant traffic and transit impact was
identified under Alternative 3 at the SR 522/NE
170th Street intersection, and mitigation was
proposed identified to reduce delay such that
the LOS D standard could be met. Because this
impact could be mitigated and other
improvements and mitigation measures are
proposed, no significant unavoidable adverse
impacts to auto, freight, transit, pedestrians,
bicycles, safety, or parking were identified
under any of the alternatives.
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